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Abstract
There is a broad interest in the behavior and characteristics of fluid displacement fronts
through porous media in fields ranging from hydrology (infiltration and drainage, evaporationdrying fronts) and petroleum engineering to numerous industrial applications. Interfacial fronts
are marked by sharp phase discontinuities and presence of large gradients that depart from the
classical macroscopic description of multiphase flows. The apparent macroscopically smooth
and continuous motion of displacement fluid fronts involve numerous pore-scale interfacial
jumps and associated pressure bursts, as well as rapid energy release of interfacial energy.
Pore-scale processes at the front are affected by macroscopic boundary conditions that, in turn,
affect residual phase distribution and thus hydraulic properties behind the displacement front.
The long-standing challenges toward an improved understanding of fluid displacement in
porous media are the characterizing the pore scale dynamics during fluid front displacement
and elucidating links between pore scale dynamic processes and emergent macroscopic
behavior of the front itself and the domain left behind it.
This thesis presents systematic experimental and theoretical studies for quantifying the roles of
interfacial pore scale dynamics on fluid displacement characteristics in simple porous media.
We focused on experimentally characterizing of the rich energy release processes at the fluid
front by monitoring acoustic emissions during drainage and imbibition. These studies enabled
the “counting” of Haines jumps and snap-off processes and revealed differences between
drainage and imbibition. Moreover, the observation of acoustic emission long after the
cessation of front motion reflected an extended period of interfacial reconfigurations behind
the front toward equilibrium.
We also studied mechanistically the sequence of pore scale interfacial jumps and the
associated capillary pressure signatures and liquid redistribution. Experimental information
from rapid imaging and pressure transducers revealed that the velocity of pore scale interfacial
jumps often exceeds mean front velocity by more than 50 fold and represents a significant
inertial component. A prototypic mechanistic model, two hydraulically coupled constricted
capillaries, was developed to study the role of inertial force on interfacial jump dynamics and
associated wetting liquid redistribution between neighboring pores. In agreement with
experimental observations, we found the interfacial pore scale dynamics to be sensitive to
variations in pore geometry and boundary conditions resulting in rich behavior of interfacial
motions including consecutive throat invasions. Rapid pressure measurements and imaging
also enabled quantification of the distinct invasion event size distribution. This and distribution
of pressure-deduced pore spaces was found to be in remarkable agreement with geometricallyi
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deduced pore volumes. In contrast to the expectation of more frequently occurring consecutive
jumps with increasing macroscopic front velocity, we found that invasion event sizes were
reduced due to the increasing role of viscous dissipation and shorter opportunity times for
evacuation. The cumulative distribution of associated pressure fluctuations was found to
follow an exponential distribution with a remarkable cutoff with the onset of simultaneous
invasion events.
To broaden the treatment of the inertial force in the dynamic description of pore scale
processes, we developed a pore throat network model that focuses on dynamic invasion and
exchange processes at the displacement front considering inertial force and capillary, viscous,
and gravitational forces. We focused on the role of inertia on the resulting (local) interfacial
jump velocities, displacement patterns, and invasion event size distributions. Although inertia
enabled invasion of smaller throats (compared to the case of no inertia), the resulting phase
entrapment (residual saturation) remained unaffected suggesting that inertia have only a minor
effect on the resulting hydrological properties behind the front (the results are not likely to be
affected by considering porous media with smaller and more heterogeneous pore sizes).
The study provides new insights into the pore scale “engine” that drives the macroscopic
motion of fluid displacement fronts in porous media. The characteristics of pore scale invasion
events paint a complex picture of rapid and inertial strongly dissipative interfacial motions
with considerable release of interfacial energy in the form of elastic waves. Although it was
not possible to link differences in such motions (with and without inertia) to residual liquid
phase entrapment, the treatment opens the door for systematic quantification of mixing and
colloid mobilization at the front and provides a glimpse into cascade of instabilities that
mobilize fluid fronts beyond the standard Stokes-based description used in the foundation of
most macroscopic (unsaturated) flow models. The experimental and theoretical front invasion
models revealed new and interesting patterns of what “pores” are and how invaded volumes
compare with geometrically-determined pore spaces. Generalization of the results of this work
would require considering of porous media with a broader pore size distribution and
addressing challenges related to contact line motions, applications to mixing and colloid/virus
mobilization, and potentially passage of fronts across wettability and textural contrasts.

Zusammenfassung
Wenn ein Fluid des porösen Mediums durch ein anderes verdrängt wird, bildet sich eine
scharfe als ‚Front‘ bezeichnete Grenze zwischen den beiden Fluiden. Die Dynamik und die
Charakterisierung solcher Fronten in porösen Medien ist von grosser Bedeutung für
verschiedene Fachgebiete, angefangen von der Hydrologie (Drainage und Infiltration,
präferentielle Fliesswege) über die Erdölfördertechnik bis hin zu zahlreichen industriellen
Anwendungen. Die Fronten zeichnen sich durch scharfe Phasenübergänge und dem grossen
Kontrast physikalischer Eigenschaften aus, welche von der klassischen makroskpischen
Beschreibung von Mehrphasenflüssen abweichen. Die auf makroskopischer Skala scheinbar
stetige und gleichmäßige Bewegung von Fronten besteht bei genauerem Hinsehen auf der
Porenskala aus zahlreiche Sprüngen der Grenzflächen, die mit Drucksprüngen sowie einer
schnellen Energiefreisetzung durch Verringerung der Oberfläche einhergehen. Die Dynamik
an der Front beeinflusst auch die Verteilung der Restfeuchte und damit die hydraulischen
Eigenschaften hinter der sich bewegenden Front. Die grundlegenden Fragen auf dem Weg zu
einem besseren Verständnis von Fluidbewegung in porösen Medien sind zum einen die
Charakterisierung der Grenzflächen-Dynamik auf der Porenskala, und zum anderen der
Zusammenhang zwischen den dynamischen Prozessen auf der Porenskala und dem
makroskopischen Verhalten an und hinter der Front.
In dieser Doktorarbeit werden experimentelle und theoretische Studien vorgestellt, die in
einfachen porösen Medien systematisch den Einfluss der Grenzflächendynamik auf die
Bewegung der Fluidfront quantifizieren. Wir haben uns darauf konzentriert, die vielfältigen
Prozesse, bei denen an der Fluidfront Energie freigesetzt wird, durch das Aufzeichnen der
akustischen Emission während der Drainage und Benetzung experimentell zu charakterisieren.
Bei diesen Studien war es uns möglich, verschiedene abrupte Bewegungen und Formationen
der Grenzflächen zu zählen, und es zeigten sich dabei Unterschiede zwischen Drainage und
Benetzung. Darüber hinaus zeigte die Beobachtung von akustischer Emission, dass sich noch
lange nach dem Stillstand der Front die Grenzflächenkonfiguration ändert.
Des Weiteren haben wir den Mechanismus der Abfolge von Grenzflächensprüngen auf
Porenebene und die einhergehenden Kapillardrücke und die Umverteilung der Flüssigkeit
untersucht. Die experimetelle Auswertung von Hochgeschwindigkeitsvideos und
Drucksignalwandlern hat gezeigt, dass die Geschwindigkeit der Grenzschicht während eines
Sprunges auf Porenskala die mittlere Geschwindigkeit der Fluidfront um mehr als das 50fache
übertrifft und Trägheitskräfte relevant sind. Ein vereinfachtes mechanisches Modell von zwei
hydraulisch verbundenen und periodisch verengten Kapillaren wurde entwicklet, um den
iii
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Einfluss der Trägheitskraft auf die Dynamik der Grenzflächensprünge und die einhergehende
Flüssigkeitsumverteilung zwischen benachbarten Poren zu untersuchen. In Übereinstimmung
zu unseren experimentellen Ergebnissen zeigten die Simulationen, dass die Dynamik der
Grenzfläche auf der Porenskala sensitiv gegenüber Veränderungen der Porengeometrie und der
Randbedingungen ist. Diese Sensitivität führt zu einem vielfältigen Verhalten der Bewegungen
der Grenzschicht, einschliesslich des fortlaufenden Entleerens mehrerer aufeinanderfolgender
Poren. Zeitlich hochaufgelöste Druckmessungen und Bildabfolgen ermöglichten es uns, die
Größenverteilung der sich entleerenden Porenbereiche zu bestimmen. Diese ‚dynamische‘
Verteilung und die vom Drucksignal abgeleitete Größenverteilung der Porenräume stimmten
bemerkenswert gut mit den geometrisch bestimmten Porenvolumina überein. Im Gegensatz zu
der Annahme, dass mit zunehmender makroskopischer Geschwindigkeit der Front auch
Sprünge über mehrere Poren häufiger vorkommen müssten, fanden wir heraus, dass die Größe
der Eindringereignisse durch den zunehmenden Einfluss der viskosen Kräfte und die kürzeren
Zeitfenster für Entleerung reduziert wurde.
Um den Einfluss der Trägheitskraft in der dynamischen Beschreibung der Prozesse auf
Porenskala vertieft zu untersuchen, haben wir ein neues Poren-Netzwerk-Modell entwickelt,
das neben der Gravitation, den viskosen Kräften und der Kapillarität auch die Trägheitskräfte
miteinbezieht. Wir untersuchten den Einfluss der Trägheit auf die lokalen
Sprunggeschwindigkeiten der Grenzschicht, auf die Muster der Fluid-Verdrängung und auf die
Größenverteilungen der Eindringereignisse. Obwohl es nur durch Berücksichtigung der
Trägheit möglich war, auch in kleinere Poren einzudringen, blieb der resultierende
Phaseneinschluss (Restsättigung) hinter der Front gleich, was nahelegt, dass die Trägheit nur
einen geringen Einfluss auf die hydraulischen Eigenschaften hinter der Front hat.
Die Studie zeigt neue Erkenntnisse über den „Motor“ auf der Porenskala, der die
makroskopische Bewegung von Fluidfronten in porösen Medien antreibt. Die
Charakterisierung von Eindringereignissen auf der Porenskala zeichnet ein vielschichtiges Bild
schneller Grenzschichtbewegungen, die eine beträchtliche Menge an Oberflächenenergie in
Form von elastischen Wellen freisetzen. Die präsentierten experimentellen und theoretischen
Studien offenbarten zudem neue Einsichten über die Definition einer „Pore“ und wie man
eingedrungene Volumina mit geometrisch bestimmten Porenräumen vergleichen kann. Die
Arbeit eröffnet damit die systematische Quantifizierung der (i) Phasenverteilung an und hinter
der Front in natürlichen porösen Medien, (ii) des Transportes und der Mobilisierung von
Stoffen, Kolloiden oder Mikroorganismen, und (iii) der Instabilitäten von Fluidfronten jenseits
der normalen auf Stokes basierenden Beschreibung, welche als Grundlage für die meisten
makroskopischen Flussmodelle dient.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Dynamics of fluid fronts in porous media
Fluid displacement in porous media is of interest for a wide range of applications ranging from
wetting and drying of soils, the production of oil or gas, to drying of paper products or building
materials. In hydrological applications, water infiltration and evaporation occurring at the soil
top layers including plant water uptake and deep drainage create a complex and highly
dynamic picture of saturation conditions in this partially saturated zone (also known as the
critical zone). With each passage of a fluid front (infiltration or drainage), a new picture of the
distribution of wetting and non-wetting phases is painted that defines a host of key transport
processes affected by the organization of the entrapped phases behind the front. The affected
macroscopic properties range from the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity to gaseous and
nutrient diffusion essential for supporting life (vegetation and fauna) in this critical zone.
Among the various processes, typically hydrological applications focus on: i) the constitutive
relations between flow rates, pressure head, and saturation, and ii) predicting the morphology
of interfacial displacement fronts and the resulting phase distribution behind them for
macroscopic applications. Nevertheless, improved understanding of the dynamics at such
fronts is of interest for resource extraction (oil/gas); dispersion of dissolved substances, and
transport of colloids and biological agents (viruses and bacteria) in the subsurface.
The description of the interfacial front motion and dynamics challenges present flow models
due to the large local gradients, phase discontinuities and rapid pore scale motions that result
in complex interfacial motions and require special representation of displacement. Despite
what appears like a smooth and continuous motion of fluid displacement fronts at the
macroscale, a close inspection of the processes at the pore scale reveals that this collective
behaviour is a result of numerous rapid pore scale jumps and pressure bursts. This irregular
motion and associated capillary pressure bursts were observed by Haines (1930), and despite
evidence for their potential importance for macroscopic outcomes, are often dismissed as
nothing more than a curiosity. Considering a quantitative representation of such processes at
fluid fronts, it is well established that such displacement process are controlled by competing
capillary, viscous and gravitational forces whose interplay shape front patterns at a range of
3
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scales. The manifestation of these force interactions in displacement front morphology has
been used to classify displacement regimes through phase diagrams with certain thresholds of
dimensionless numbers depicting the role of influencing local forces and boundary conditions
(Lenormand, 1990, Yortsos et al., 1997). The modelling of the fluid front region has been
based primarily on concepts of invasion percolation providing insights into potential scaling
characteristics (Lenormand and Bories, 1980, Wilkinson and Willemsen, 1983, Roux and
Guyon, 1989). More detailed and mechanistic models have been proposed based on the nature
of the research questions, these made used of displacement and flow through idealized pore
network models or apply Lattice-Boltzmann techniques in more complex pore spaces to depict
pore scale invasion processes (Lenormand et al., 1988, Blunt and Scher, 1995, Sukop and Or,
2003, Ahrenholz et al., 2008). Detailed experiments of drainage displacement processes in
simple porous media have shown Haines-jumps occurring as burst-like pore invasions
associated with characteristic pressure fluctuations at the front (Måløy et al., 1992). Similar
studies have also suggested a transition from the discontinuous motion characterised by
Haines-jumps into a more steady and regular flow regime behind the front where interfaces
stabilize and more classical models for flow description are applicable (Tallakstad et al.,
2009b). The formation of a regular flow region where Stokes flow apply explains the reasons
that despite a poor description of the front region, models based on the Richards equation can
provide average description of mean drainage and infiltration front motions, by capitalizing on
conservation of mass and on the establishment of a transition region where macroscopic
unsaturated transport representation applies.
The potential impact of pore scale phenomena on shaping fluid phase distribution after the
passage of an interfacial displacement front prompted interest in finding relations between
front displacement characteristics (as influenced by boundary conditions) and potential impact
on macroscopic properties. Davidson et al. (1966) noted that “The size of the pressure
increment or redistribution rate will control not only the number of pore sequences which fill
and conduct water, but will result in a different water content distribution within the pore
sequences”. Experimental evidence suggests that phase entrapment is linked to the interplay
among capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces as shown in studies by e.g. Morrow (1988),
and thus could play an important role in shaping the hydraulic conditions behind the front
(Dullien et al., 1986). Experimental evidence concerning the entrapped phase (irreducible
saturation), show that the amount of entrapped phase was strongly affected by heterogeneity of
the porous medium (Morrow, 1970) and the capillary number (Dullien et al., 1986, Knudsen
and Hansen, 2006). Despite mounting evidence of the important links between pore scale
processes and the resulting phase distribution and transport properties behind the front, the
origins of these dependencies and definitive description of the mechanisms are not yet
resolved.
One of the salient features of these displacement processes are surprisingly rapid pore invasion
events that are triggered by local interfacial instabilities whose impact remains understudied.
Recent advances in measurement methods motivated interest in characterizing pore scale
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aspects of fluid displacement processes in porous media (Wildenschild et al., 2002, Culligan et
al., 2004, Berg et al., 2013). The range of methods available for making such observations
ranges from rapid direct imaging, to high speed CT-imaging at increasing temporal and spatial
resolutions (Berg et al., 2013). The numerous and rapid burst-like invasions have been
observed using pressure measurements (Måløy et al., 1992) but were also investigated by
electrical disturbances (Haas and Revil, 2009). The rapid interfacial reconfigurations during
fluid front displacement are also associated with rapid release of interfacial energy often
emitted as elastic waves that could be detected by hydro- and microphones as shown by
(DiCarlo et al., 2003). Advances in modern passive detection of acoustic emissions (AE)
enable detection of such localized and rapid energy release events. The technique is sensitive
enough to capture the entire range of events (due to the extremely high sampling frequency)
and thus enable capabilities for observing the rich dynamics during fluid front displacement.
Acoustic emission signals provide additional information regarding inertial pore scale
processes at time scale not covered by classical observation methods.

1.2 Hypotheses and objectives
We hypothesize that improved understanding of key pore scale processes that underlie motion
of fluid displacement fronts (especially the rapid dynamics associated with these processes)
would improve characterization of fluid front behavior and provide the critical links to
emerging macroscopic phase distributions and transport properties. The primary objective of
this thesis was to characterize pore scale displacement dynamics during fluid front
displacement through porous media to provide a framework for linking these processes and
macroscopic properties of the unsaturated zone. The quantification of pore scale dynamics
included i) the systematic description of acoustic emission signals (rapid energy release)
associated with fluid front displacement processes for a range of displacement regimes through
well-defined porous media, ii) the detailed characterization of interfacial jumps (rapid pore
invasions), iii) the systematic study on distinct invasion event volumes in comparison with
geometrical pore sizes and evolution of pressure fluctuations under various boundary
conditions, and iv) the assessment of the interfacial velocities and of the evolving phase
entrapment under the allowance of local inertial forces in addition to capillary, viscous, and
gravitational force competition using a front displacement model.

1.3 Research overview
We performed systematic sets of drainage and imbibition displacement experiments through
well-defined porous media of different pore dimensions and for a range of displacement
regimes (variation in flow rate and wetting fluid properties) to investigate the characteristics of
acoustic emission signals induced by fluid front displacement through porous media. The study
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presented in chapter (2) focuses on the sources of rapid (interfacial/elastic) energy release
resulting from Haines jumps, air entrainment at the advancing front, and oscillation of these
micro-bubbles, to liquid bridge rupture or coalescence. In order to classify possible acoustic
emission generating mechanisms, acoustic emission signals origins from advancing and
receding front were separately addressed by experimental observation study on liquid drops
sliding and rolling down inclined glass plates (Lenz, 2012).
In chapter (3), we present an experimental study and a mechanistic model used to investigate
the dynamics of the rapid interfacial pore scale jumps – Haines jumps. Visual high-speed
observations and pressure measurements of flow rate controlled drainage processes through
regular arranged glass bead monolayers enabled a detailed study on the pinning-jumping
behavior, meniscus jump velocity, and individual and consecutive jumps as well as interfacial
oscillations under a range of applied flow rates. The interplay of neighboring pores was
represented with a mechanistic model of two hydraulically interacting capillaries with
capillary, viscous, hydrostatic and inertial forces. Results confirm the local transition to
turbulent flow regime during rapid interfacial jumps challenging Darcy and Richards
description even though the displacement rate suggested viscous flow.
The approximation of the impact of those sensitive changes on the front are addressed in
chapter (4). High-speed imaging and pressure recording of drainage experiments through
irregular monolayer of glass beads enabled to study the impact of variations in boundary
conditions on invasion event sizes relative to geometrical pore volumes and pressure evolution.
We could show that the geometrical pore size distribution shapes the displacement process and
viscous loss affects invasion event sizes revealing a liquid film behind shaping the transition
zone and that the characteristic pressure fluctuations are strongly influenced by the onset of
simultaneous invasion events.
In chapter (5), we present the extension of the mechanistic model depicting two hydraulically
coupled capillaries (from chapter (3)) to a pore throat network model. The model enabled to
investigate explicitly the role of inertia on displacement patterns, residual wetting phase
distribution, invasion event sizes, and jump velocities. The inertial force, found to strongly
influence local pore scale dynamics, revealed to be of minor importance for resulting wetting
phase saturation behind the front.
The summary of the work and conclusion drawn from this study on pore scale interfacial front
dynamics during displacement processes are presented in the last chapter (6).

Chapter 2
Characteristics of acoustic emissions induced by
fluid front displacement in porous media
Franziska Moebius, Davide Canone and Dani Or
Water Resources Research
DOI 10.1029/2012wr012525

Abstract
The dynamics of fluid displacement in porous media often affect phase entrapment and shape
macroscopic transport properties and thus are of considerable interest for a range of natural
and engineering applications. The macroscopic motion of a displacement front is composed of
numerous abrupt pore scale invasion events that involve rapid interfacial jumps and
reconfigurations with associated mechanical and interfacial energy release detectable as
acoustic emissions (AE). We conducted systematic experiments of fluid displacement and
measured associated AE during passage of fluid fronts (primarily drainage) within assemblies
of glass beads of different sizes. Results indicated distinct acoustic signatures associated with
different displacement processes reflecting dependency on porous media pore size,
displacement flow rate, and liquid properties. The rich AE signals associated with front
dynamics exhibited power law relationships between number of AE events and their
amplitudes reminiscent of avalanche-like invasion processes. In addition to AE signals
emanating from rapid emptying or filling of pores (Haines jumps), other processes such as
redistribution and interfacial reconfigurations behind a drainage front and grain rearrangement
may generate AE. Characteristic AE signatures generated by displacement processes in
different media and under various boundary conditions offer a promise for remote detection of
pore scale fluid interfacial dynamics in porous media that may shape macroscopic transport
properties (e.g., linked with phase entrapment).
Keywords
Fluid front displacement, rapid energy release, acoustic emission
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2.1 Introduction
Immiscible fluid displacement in porous media such as drainage, imbibition, and evaporation
are of considerable interest for applications ranging from study of infiltration and evaporation
in soils, to quantifying drying of food products and construction materials, or oil reservoir
operation or geologic carbon sequestration (i.e. (Aker et al., 2000a, Culligan et al., 2006)).
Fluid front morphology and dynamics during displacement processes are shaped by pore space
geometry, fluid properties, and by boundary conditions (Meheust et al., 2002). Even minute
variations in fluid velocity or pressure gradient may trigger instabilities altering fluid phase
displacement pattern thereby affecting macroscopic transport properties such as hydraulic and
electrical conductivity and gaseous diffusion (Jury et al., 2003, Chau and Or, 2006, Lovoll et
al., 2011). Advances in measurement and imaging methods motivated interest in
characterizing the role of (the often dismissed) “Haines jumps” and other pore scale aspects of
fluid displacement processes (Måløy et al., 1992, Wildenschild et al., 2002, Culligan et al.,
2004).
The seemingly continuous and regular motion of imbibition and drainage fronts involve
numerous pore scale abrupt interfacial reconfigurations and rapid pore invasion events in
response to local interfacial instabilities. Such interfacial invasion processes may resemble an
avalanche when a group of pores abruptly empties or fills in response to instability induced by
a single meniscus. The resulting rapid advance and pressure fluctuation are referred to as
Haines jumps or rheons (Haines, 1930, Melrose and Brandner, 1974, Aker et al., 2000b,
DiCarlo et al., 2003, Crandall et al., 2009). These and other abrupt interfacial reconfiguration
processes such as ‘‘snap off’’ resulting from the spontaneous filling of angular pores or
irregular pore throats (Blunt and Scher, 1995, Tuller et al., 1999) are often associated with
interfacial energy release (Ransohoff et al., 1987) observable with the acoustic emission
technique. A relatively understudied aspect of abrupt interfacial snap-off and related jumps is
their potential impact on fluid phase entrapment that subsequently shape transport properties
through the partially saturated region behind a displacement (drainage) front.
Acoustic emission signals (AE) emanate from abrupt and localized release of mechanical and
interfacial energy that triggers generation of elastic waves (Scruby, 1987). The high frequency
(>kHz) waves propagate as compression or shear waves through solids (or as compression
waves through fluids) and carry information regarding the source location and characteristics
of the source of energy release. AE transducers (typically piezoelectric sensors) detect minute
surface vibrations and provide a means for determining AE characteristics such as amplitude,
rise time, duration or simply counting hits above a threshold (as shown in Fig. 2.1). The AE
technique has been used extensively in recent decades in diverse applications, e.g.:
characterization and non-destructive testing of materials, such as fiber-reinforced plastics
(Barre and Benzeggagh, 1994); fatigue testing of structural elements or real-time monitoring
and localization of crack formation in critical structures (Johansen and Sornette, 2000);
process monitoring (Dornfeld, 1992); motion of solid particles in loose porous media; the
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Figure 2.1: Characteristics of a typical acoustic emission signal.

study of soil movement in earth dams (Lord and Koerner, 1975) and for study of mechanical
processes in geologic media (Michlmayr et al., 2012).
Some of the mechanisms responsible for generating elastic waves are discussed in more detail,
with the primary processes of interest in this study are those linked with interfacial processes
induced by evaporation, imbibition, drainage or bubble coalescence (DiCarlo et al., 2003,
Chotard et al., 2006, Chotard et al., 2007, Manasseh et al., 2008). This link between
individual displacement events and measurable acoustic emissions holds a promise for noninvasive and data-rich exploration of pore scale displacement processes.
DiCarlo et al. (2003) measured acoustic emissions during motion of fluid interfaces in sand
which they attributed to “Haines jumps” occurring during fluid front displacement. The
acoustic events were recorded using microphones and hydrophones in a frequency range of up
to 20 kHz. Evidence suggests that different displacement processes (drainage or imbibition),
pore sizes and flow rates may result in different AE patterns. Chotard et al. (2007) focused on
event numbers and AE rate evolution during evaporation processes from a porous ceramic and
found a correlation between the frequency of hits and evaporative mass loss rates.
Motivated by results from these recent studies and by advances in AE measurement
technology, our primary objective was to systematically characterize acoustic emissions
generated during a range of fluid front displacement regimes in well-defined porous media,
focusing on differences in AE generation during imbibition and drainage within the same
porous medium. In our experimental studies we varied pore spaces, mean front velocity and
liquid properties (surface tension and viscosity) and examined their impacts on measured AE
event rates and amplitudes. These results provide the experimental basis for attempting to link
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AE characteristics with factors affecting their generation during displacement in porous media
towards potential using the AE method for noninvasive characterization of fluid displacement
processes.

2.2 Sources of acoustic emission during fluid front displacement
Detailed quantification of the wide scope of AE generating mechanisms is beyond the scope of
this experimental study, nevertheless we present a brief overview of potential AE generation
mechanisms associated with interfacial displacement in porous media. The primary
mechanisms considered here include: (1) rapid interfacial invasion into pores (Haines jumps or
rheons); (2) air entrainment and oscillating bubbles; (3) liquid bridge rupture; (4) interfacial
snap-off; and (5) capillary-induced grain rearrangement and collisions. Estimates on
timescales, energy values and wave frequencies of the different processes associated with
advancing drainage and imbibition fronts, and redistribution processes behind a drainage front
are presented in the following.
Rapid pore invasion (Haines jumps): Drainage is associated with non-wetting phase (air)
invading wetting-phase filled pores. The pore scale interfacial motions exhibit pinningjumping behavior where segments of a drainage front may become pinned until a meniscus at
the largest throat (lowest capillary barrier) becomes unstable and abruptly invades the pore
body. The ensuing interfacial jump occurs at significantly higher velocity than mean front
velocity and is often associated with significant inertia and subsequent pressure relaxation
(Moebius and Or, 2012b). As drainage rates increase, the pinning-jumping behavior becomes
complex and may involve simultaneous invasion of several pores in an avalanche-like process.
Rapid changes in interfacial configurations are associated with attainment of unstable states
(e.g., passage through a pore throat) and involve minimization of interfacial energy. During the
moment before rapid breakthrough of the instable meniscus, the interfacial area along the
entire front is “stretched” (into the pore throats). Rapid breakthrough and associated drawback
of the neighboring menisci lead to reduction in interfacial area and associated energy release
which are of the order of µJ and are considered as potential sources for elastic energy release
detectable as acoustic emission.
For interfacial jumps at time scales shorter than viscous dissipation of interfacial motions
(Quere, 1997), excess interfacial energy (released during rapid configuration) may induce
short bursts of elastic waves (Scruby, 1987) detected as acoustic emissions. A characteristic
time for the inertial regime during initial stages of capillary rise is given by

t

r
h
2 cos 

(2.1)

with the density ρ, surface tension σ, contact angle θ, radius r of the capillary and height of the
meniscus h (Fries and Dreyer, 2008). For example, a purely inertial capillary rise through
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0.5 mm beads may last 0.2 ms with meniscus velocity in the range of 1.3 m/s (for water). Such
rapid and highly inertial interfacial motions are considered as potential sources of AE signals.
This motion may be followed by interfacial oscillations. An estimate of energy dissipation
rates is deduced from the characteristic decay time for inertial interfacial oscillations (Quere et
al., 1999, Lorenceau et al., 2002) given as:

d 

 r2
4

(2.2)

where r is the radius of the capillary, ρ the density and η the viscosity. The time scale
associated with such oscillations is in the range of 1 – 10 ms for water in pores of sizes 10-100
µm. Although these oscillation frequencies are lower than typical AE frequencies often in the
range 10-1000 kHz (Scruby, 1987, Lockner, 1993), they may excite oscillations and resonance
within entrained air bubbles as discussed next.
Differences in details of pore filling or emptying during imbibition and drainage are reflected
in their respective AE signatures. During imbibition, the liquid is drawn into pore throats by
capillary forces. For large pore throats and bodies it results in moderate invasion menisci
velocity closely linked with supply (flow) rate. For narrow pore throats, invasion process
accelerates into purely inertial regime with time scales and velocities of the order given by
equations (2.1) (Quere et al., 1999, Lorenceau et al., 2002, Fries and Dreyer, 2008).
Entrainment of bubbles and oscillating bubbles: Rapid contact line motions are often
associated with failure and associated air entrainment into liquids. Similarly bulk flow
instabilities may also lead to air bubbles entrainment (Cohu and Benkreira, 1998). In industrial
applications, the critical contact line velocity for entrainment is estimated as: Vc=1.14 (σ/η)0.77
(Burley and Jolly, 1984) approximately 30 m/s for water. Nevertheless, the motion of contact
lines on rough surfaces may become irregular and give rise to fingering and instabilities that
may enhance occurrence of bubble entrainment even at lower velocities.
In addition to rapid reconfigurations of the gas-fluid-solid interfacial line or gas-fluid interface,
the rapid attachment of contact lines at solid surfaces (at the next grain) during advancing
wetting front may also entrain small air bubbles. The coupling of pressure jumps and induced
oscillations associated rapid interfacial jumps with entrained gas bubbles may mechanically
excite the bubbles and induce acoustic emissions at characteristic frequencies. In the context of
sound generation by bubbles, Manasseh et al. (2008) discussed two key processes leading to
passive sound emission: (1) when “bubbles are pinched off from an underwater orifice
connected to a large, parent body of gas”; and (2) when bubbles are created by the entrapment
of air from a free surface. Similar processes and bubble coalescence have been observed along
displacement fluid fronts in porous media (Kovscek and Radke, 2003). Although direct
calculations of the role of these processes on analyses of AE measured from displacement
fronts is not yet quantitatively feasible, it is instructive to introduce a limiting case of naturally
oscillating bubbles in liquid (in response to external impulse) giving rise to the so-called
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Minnaert frequency (Minnaert, 1933). An expression resulting from balancing potential and
kinetic energy for a bubble with initial radius r0 in water excited by an external force is given
as (Minnaert, 1933, Devaud et al., 2008):
√

⁄

(2.3)

where P0 is the liquid pressure,  liquid density, and  is the adiabatic index for air (1.4). An
approximation for the Minnaert frequency for an air bubble in water with radius of 1 mm
under standard conditions would be 3 kHz. Similar arguments are envisioned for sound
generation for entrained (Manasseh et al., 2008) bubbles during snap off processes at a
displacement front, and for geometrical constrains imposed by pore sizes on “bubble” size and
associated AE signature. As air bubble size ranges from 1 µm (contact line entrained) to 1 mm
(snap off) the expected resonance frequency ranges from 3 to 3000 kHz. The measurement
range and characteristics of AE sensors determine which of these signals are detectable,
nevertheless, during fluid displacement bubble oscillations are likely to represent a significant
part of measured AE signals.
Liquid bridge rupture: The rupture of liquid bridges between grains is another process
associated with rapid interfacial reconfiguration. As fluid front recedes, the remaining
(trapped) liquid bridges gradually shrink below a critical volume resulting in their abrupt
rupture (Orr et al., 1975). Liquid bridge rupture energy is dependent on both capillary and
viscous forces as shown experimentally by (Pitois et al., 2001). Simons et al. (1994) have
shown that the interfacial energy release is of the order of µJ (similar to rapid changes of
interfacial area during Haines jumps). Liquid bridge dynamics were also studied by Zhang et
al. (1996) who found the breakage time to be in a range of 1 to 20 ms (Michlmayr et al., 2012).
We also need to consider an opposite and similarly rapid process of liquid drop coalescence
and formation of liquid bridges at rates of the order of 10 ns after drops are brought into
contact (Paulsen et al., 2011).
Snap-off processes: Snap-off processes are an integral component of the processes during the
so called transient state region (Tallakstad et al., 2009b). Pore spaces in granular media would
invariably satisfy the geometrical condition of rt/rp < 0.5 (with rt and rp throat and pore radius
respectively) necessary for the onset of snap-off (Kovscek and Radke, 1996). Snap-off
processes were extensively studied by Gauglitz et al. (Ransohoff et al., 1987, Gauglitz et al.,
1988, Gauglitz and Radke, 1989, 1990). Results propose inertial breakup at low Ohnesorge
numbers (ratio of viscous forces to inertial and surface forces) (< 10 -2) and viscous processes
above. For water as the wetting fluid this leads to the condition that inertial breakup occurs for
throats larger than 0.14 mm. The dimensionless breakup time for inertial process is in the order
of 104 or larger which is about ~16 ms for 0.5 mm. It was further found the dimensionless
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breakup time being proportional to the local Capillary number (representing the ratio of
viscous and capillary forces) to the power of -2 (Gauglitz and Radke, 1989).
Grain collision: Capillary forces and pressure waves may induce grain motion and associated
solid surface friction and particle collisions during fluid front displacement. A recent review
by Michlmayr et al. (2012) lists a range of AE producing mechanical processes, for example,
the estimated impact time for 1 mm glass beads moving at 0.05 m/s would be about 13µs,
some three orders faster than interfacial reconfigurations described above. Separation of AE
signals by grain friction or collision from those generated by fluid interfacial reconfigurations
at the front remain a challenge. In most consolidated porous media such solid phase
mechanical interactions would make a minor contribution to the total AE, practically, the
displacement experiments reported herein were conducted within confined grain assemblies to
reduce the impact of solid phase AE generation to a minimum.
The phenomena above provide an overview of potential sources for rapid energy release
resulting in acoustic emissions during front displacement through porous media. The energy
release, AE source location and rates of excitation result in AE signals with different
characteristic values. The focus here is flow related AE signatures without attempting to
resolve individual AE generation mechanisms.

2.3 Experimental methods
2.3.1 Experimental setup
We conducted fluid front displacement experiments in vertical Hele-Shaw cells packed with
uniform-sized glass beads (using different mean bead size for various experiments). Cell
dimensions were 260x75x10 mm, and the beads were confined by compressing a plastic block
on the top surface to reduce relative bead motion and friction between glass beads. A
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. The port for injection and withdrawal
of the wetting liquid was mounted at the bottom of the cell (at the center of the base) while
non-wetting fluid (air) entered from the top surface (an ample gap was left between the
confining block and the walls as to not restrict air entry). The flow rate of the wetting liquid
was controlled using a syringe pump (KDS210, KD Scientific, Holliston, USA) capable of
injecting or withdrawing liquid with accuracy of ±<1%.
Three piezoelectric AE sensors (VS30-V, Vallen Systeme, Icking, Germany) were mounted on
the outer surface of a 6 mm thick glass of the Hele-Shaw cell spaced along the height of the
cell (Fig. 2.2). An additional AE sensor was placed on the column holder or the table serving
as a reference sensor for background AE signals. The sensors are characterized by relatively
flat acoustic response within a wide frequency range of 25 to 80 kHz (which may not cover the
full range of possible AE frequencies). The sensors were connected via preamplifier to the
acoustic emission measurement system (AMSY-5, Vallen Systeme, Icking, Germany)
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recording at 10 MHz sampling frequency. The threshold amplitude was set at 30 dB based on
background noise.

2.3.2 Experimental parameters and boundary conditions
The fluid front displacement experiments examined a wide range of parameters considering
different pore sizes, flow rates and liquid properties towards assembling a systematic matrix of
key factors linking displacement regimes and AE characteristics. Five sizes of glass beads
ranging from 0.5 to 4.4 mm in diameter (0.5-0.75 mm, 1.00-1.30 mm, 2.00-2.40 mm, 2.853.45 mm, 3.80-4.40 mm) were used resulting in estimated average porosities of 0.40 for small
and 0.43 for larger beads, and span a range of pore sizes. In the following we refer to the lower
limit of beads sizes as: 0.5; 1.00; 2.00; 2.85; and 3.80 mm. As a first approximation of porerelated AE events, we assumed that the number of pores was similar to the number of beads in
the sample resulting in values of 6.36x105, 1.0x105, 1.4x104, 4.7x103, and 2.1x103 pores for the
five different glass bead sizes (along the 180 mm path length in the Hele-Shaw cell marked by
solid lines in Fig 2.2). We varied the volumetric flow rate q from 5 to 80 ml/min, resulting in
mean displacement front velocities in the range of 0.25 to 4.6 mm/s, respectively, according to:

v

q
A

where A is the cross section area of the column (750 mm2) and  the porosity. Note that these
front velocity estimates do not consider effects of phase entrapment emerging at higher front
velocities.
The effects of liquid properties on AE behavior was studied across a range of liquids with
different viscosity and surface tension using distilled water, silicon oil (η = 10 mPa·s at 25 °C,
Silicon oil DC 200, Sigma-Aldrich), and water with different amounts of surfactant Triton X100 (Sigma-Aldrich) that modifies water-air surface tension with minimal effects on viscosity
and density (Hodgson and Berg, 1988, Labajos-Broncano et al., 2006). Concentrations of
1.9·10-6 mol/l and 1.5·10-4 mol/l of Triton X-100 in distilled water result in surface tension
values of 53 mN/m and 33 mN/m (Labajos-Broncano et al., 2006). The visualization of the
wetting liquid was greatly enhanced by adding minute amounts of brilliant blue (<0.5 g/l) to
water (also with Triton X-100) and methyl red to silicon oil. The range of Capillary numbers
(Ca) (ratio of viscous forces to surface tension) induced by flow rates in experiments with
water ranged between 6.2·10-4 and 1·10-2 (indicating dominance of capillary forces), and the
Bond numbers (Bo) (gravitational forces to surface tension) varied in the range from 5.9·10 -3
to 2.5·10-1 suggesting significant gravitational forces for experiments with beads larger than
2.0 mm. A criterion for front displacement regimes proposed by Meheust et al. (2002) using
the generalized Bond number (Bo*=Bo-Ca) predicts that air displacing water in the smallest
beads for volumetric flow rate of 80 ml/min would yield an unstable displacement front with
significant viscous fingering. The length scales used to calculate both Capillary and Bond
number were about 1/3 of beads diameter.
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Figure 2.2: Experimental setup – (left) Hele-Shaw cell with glass beads and tube to
the syringe pump. (right) Acoustic emission sensor, preamplifier and AE board
(Vallen Systeme, Icking, Germany).

A series of measurements consisting of several imbibition and drainage runs were performed
using different glass beads sizes for each series. We initiated the experiments with an
imbibition front advancing through initially dry pack of beads at a volumetric flow rate of
20ml/min, followed by drainage and imbibition runs at increasing flow rates for columns with
beads larger than 2.0 mm where liquid phase entrapment was relatively minor (less than 5%).
Due to high values of phase entrapment in the two small glass bead sizes (diameters of 0.5 and
1.0 mm), to remove ambiguities we initiated all imbibition runs into initially dry beads, and all
drainage experiments started with fully saturated columns. The impact of pre-wetted glass
bead surface relative to initially dry beads is discussed in the results section. The
reproducibility of experimental results was evaluated by repeating all displacement processes
with larger glass beads with water at flow rates of 40 and 80 ml/min. An overview over the
performed and analyzed experiments is shown in Table 2.1.
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2.4 Results and discussion
Measured AE signals during the experiments were characterized by their amplitude, energy
content, rise time, duration and hit counts (exceeding a prescribed threshold). We limit the AE
data analyses to the number of events (or pores involved per measured AE event), and to
measured AE signal amplitudes. These two attributes are the simplest and most common in AE
analyses, and are expected to bear the signatures of different imbibition and drainage
processes, pore sizes, and possibly flow rates. To address the role of signal attenuation and its
impact on inferred AE behavior we studied aspects of attenuation from knowledge of
displacement front position relative to locations of various AE sensors. The measurement
reproducibility was evaluated by comparing data for runs with same boundary conditions and
experimental parameters (for simplicity, reproducibility was expressed in terms of number of
AE events).
2.4.1 AE signals induced by displacement of fluid fronts
Prior to fluid front motion, no acoustic activity was measured by the AE sensors mounted on
the cell. AE activity begun at the onset of fluid front motion through the porous medium
similar to other studies (DiCarlo et al., 2003). The AE signals generated by the moving front
were detected by three sensors. Effects of signal attenuation with distance from the sensor
were evidenced by AE event density and maximum of amplitude as a function of sensor
distance from the moving front. The slope of the cumulative distribution of AE signals (AE
events per displacement length) detected by the three sensors versus position of imbibition
front is shown in Fig. 2.3. The position of the front was determined by projecting the time
information from displacement runs on the length scale using duration of displacement
processes (beginning and end of runs were marked by manual tackles on cell causing high
amplitude events) and total displacement length of about 180 mm. The AE event slopes
detected by the different sensors vary significantly during passage of the front and reach a
maximum right after front passage of the sensors placed at 25 mm, 75 mm and 150 mm from
the column’s bottom reference level. The results show AE energy dissipation near the front
(rapid drop in events over short displacement distance).
The response frequency band of the AE sensors used in this study was between 20 and 80 kHz
corresponding to acoustic signal wavelengths of 280 to 70 mm in glass. These wavelengths are
significantly larger than glass beads sizes thereby suggesting homogeneous propagation of the
elastic waves with little scattering (Jia, 2004). Theoretical signal attenuation values indicate,
that AE signals would be damped in glass and air and thus propagate preferentially through
the water phase (the respective attenuation coefficients are: α air = 1.2·10-2 dB/cm,
αwater=1.4·10-5 dB/cm, αglass=1.7·10-1 dB/cm; for frequency of f=80 kHz (Kaye and Laby, 1995)
and also through the Hele-Shaw glass walls. Considering attenuation effects on AE signals
traveling along large distances, we restricted subsequent analysis to AE signals detected by
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative number of AE events versus imbibition front position for
initially dry beads (0.50 mm) and flow rate of 5ml/min (~ 0.3 mm/s). The data were
smoothed by moving average considering 5000 data points.

sensor 2 (middle height) during passage of a displacement front within a 60 mm window
centered around the sensor position (corresponding to a third of the total displacement length).
Extraction of corresponding data sets was made.

2.4.2 Effects of pore size and flow rates on AE signatures
Five different glass bead sizes ranging from 0.5 to 4.4 mm in diameter were used to study the
effect of pore size (and number of pores per volume) on AE activity during fluid front
displacement at velocities ranging from 0.25 to 4 mm/s. Fig. 2.4 depict the number of AE
events detected during drainage (filled symbols) and imbibition (open symbols) of water
across all glass bead sizes (marked by different symbols) and flow rates. The higher number of
AE events during front displacement through smaller pores (with large number of pores per
volume) is clearly visible. For the range of glass bead sizes used, we distinguish two different
AE responses with respect to displacement velocity between small beads (0.5 mm and 1.0
mm) and large beads (2.0 mm and larger). In contrast with nearly exponential decrease in the
number of AE events with increasing flow rate in the small beads, the total number of AE
events remained nearly constant across all flow rates in columns with large beads.
Different displacement rates resulted in significant wetting-phase entrapment of up to 27% of
the water volume for drainage through smallest bead size, which reduce the number of
drainable pores involved in the displacement process. Nevertheless, phase entrapment alone
cannot explain the significant difference of nearly two orders of magnitude in the total number
of AE events. The average number of pores involved per AE event versus flow rate is shown
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in Fig. 2.5. The values were estimated by independently considering the total volume of beads
in the cell volume (over length of 180 mm) and the void space from the volume of wetting
liquid injected into initially dry beads (no air entrapment). The number of beads was inferred
from their mean radii and the total number of pores was assumed to be similar to the number
of beads. Note that for rapid withdrawal rates a considerable volume of liquid phase remained
entrapped behind the front, this volume was subtracted from the calculation of the total number
of pores. The number of pores involved per AE event is a crude estimate based on the ratio of
number of pores to the number of AE events detected during a complete displacement
experiment. The results presented in Fig. 2.5 highlight differences between AE response for
front displacement in small and large beads. Interestingly, for low flow rates (<20 ml/min)
pore/bead size had little effect on the number of pores per AE event (the value remained near
10 pores/AE event). For the small beads the number of pores associated with measured AE
event increased nearly exponentially with increasing flow rate (up to 1000 pores/ AE event) .
The fitted function a·ebx to drainage data (filled symbols) in Fig. 2.5 yield exponents b=0.05
for 0.5 mm, and 0.03 for 1 mm beads (with prefactors a of 41.4 and 7.7, for 0.5 and 1 mm,
respectively). Despite relatively poor exponential fit for imbibition, the results show higher
exponents for the wetting processes. The origins of the large differences in the number of AE
events during displacement through the small beads over the range of flow rates remain
unclear. We suspect the increased importance of viscous resistance with higher flow rates and
smaller pores that may give rise to larger number of pores draining per event, but more work is
needed to quantify the relations. The lower number of events for slow displacement process
through 1 mm beads in comparison to 0.5 mm beads is addressed in section 2.4.4.
Note, that beads were initially dry for small sizes, and initially wet for beads larger than 2.0
mm before imbibition. We have added three data points in Fig. 2.4 for AE events during
imbibition through initially dry large beads for flow rate of 20 ml/min (black open symbols
shifted to 22 ml/min for improved visibility.) We observe that imbibition processes through
initially dry beads slightly exceeded the number of AE signals detected during displacement
process through pre-wetted beads and its acoustic richness is comparable with a drainage
process with the same boundary conditions. We attribute the difference resulting between
initially dry and pre-wetted beads to the higher degree of contact line pinning and subsequent
rapid contact line jumps with more entrainment of micro air bubbles relative to pre-wetted
surfaces. A similar conclusion on capillary pinning forces on initially dry and wetted beads
was found by Chatterjee et al. (2012).
We also note that the motion of drainage front is acoustically richer than imbibition front
invading pre-wetted beads (Fig. 2.4). The ratio of AE events between imbibition and drainage
varies with flow rate and is difficult to explain due to the likewise varying phase entrapment.
Nevertheless, Fig. 2.5 shows that number of pores involved per AE event varies more
significantly for imbibition than for drainage.
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Figure 2.4: Effects of glass bead size and flow rate on AE events during imbibition
and drainage of water in Hele-Shaw cells. Open symbols refer to imbibition processes
and filled symbols indicate values for drainage processes. Additional (open black)
data points show number of events detected during imbibition through initially dry
beads at flow rate of 20 ml/min. (Data points are plotted at 22 ml/min for improved
visibility.)
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Figure 2.5: Effects of glass bead size and flow rate on number of pores involved per
AE event during imbibition and drainage of water in Hele-Shaw cells. Open symbols
refer to imbibition processes and filled symbols indicate values for drainage
processes. The lines would indicate exponential trend. The exponent for 0.50 mm
beads was 0.05 and for 1.00 mm beads 0.03. The exponent decreases with increasing
pore size and is around 0 for larger pores.
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2.4.3 Power law statistics of amplitudes versus number of AE events
Considering the invasion percolation nature of drainage fronts and that AE events are likely to
be linked with pore-scale invasion bursts, the power law statistics of pore invasion events
(Måløy et al., 1992, Aker et al., 2000b) are likely to induce similar statistical behavior of
associated AE events. Fig. 2.6 depicts a representative summary of AE number of events
versus AE amplitude (in units mV) for a drainage process through 0.5 mm beads clearly
exhibiting a power law relationship similar to results obtained by other studies (DiCarlo et al.,
2003). Anomalies are discussed in section 2.4.4. The AE data permits representation of present
amplitude values in units of [dB] (a logarithmic unit for level) as well. The equation for the
conversion between both units writes to:
[

]

(

[ ]

)

(2.4)

To avoid confusion among the various units, we employ the following notation:
(2.5)
with A in [mV]
and
̅

̅

(2.6)

with A in [dB]
with N the number of AE events detected. The exponent β describes the slope in double
logarithmic scale and was determined for AE events as a function of amplitude in units of
electric potential [mV] for all data sets consisting of appropriate number of events. The βvalues are listed in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. The amplitude distributions are plotted in units of
Decibel; the conversion of the exponent and prefactor is: ̅ = β/20 and ̅ = α 10-3β. Imbibition
shows steeper slopes in agreement with literature values that found AE amplitude-event
exponent for drainage in sand to be -1.7, and for imbibition the exponent value was -2.6
(DiCarlo et al., 2003). The significance of the slope of the power law relates to the relatively
large (but rare) amplitudes at the tail of the distribution, indicating occurrence of more frequent
large amplitudes during drainage than during imbibition. The differences between AE power
law slopes for imbibition and drainage become less pronounced for front displacement through
larger bead sizes.
The nature of power law relationship is strongly influenced by bead size showing a consistent
increase in the (absolute) value of β with decreasing bead/pore size as depicted in Fig. 2.7.
Higher values of the exponent (slope) are indicative of dominance of many small amplitude
AE events in the small glass beads with only a few high amplitude events. The AE amplitudesevent number relations are less affected by variations in displacement flow rates exhibiting a
nearly constant exponent β (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3). Only with onset of unstable flow
regimes (drainage) with negative generalized Bond number (Meheust et al., 2002) that we
observe reduced value for β (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.6: The statistics of AE amplitudes versus number of events exhibiting power
law relationships shown here for passage of drainage front through 0.50 mm glass
beads at volumetric flow rate of 5ml/min (0.3 mm/s). The parameters for power law
fit on amplitude values in [mV] result to α=0.78 and β=-1.3.

Figure 2.7: Distribution of amplitudes after drainage processes through three sizes of
beads with q = 5 ml/min. The slope (power law exponent) varies with particle/pore
size and is -1.30, -0.99 and -0.49 for 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm beads. The arrow indicates
an apparent change in power law slope around 40dB for AE data during drainage
through 1.00 mm.
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Figure 2.8: Power law relationships between AE amplitude and event numbers
during drainage through 0.5 mm beads with three different mean front velocities.
Back, blue and green symbols refer to volumetric flow rates of 5, 20 and 80ml/min.
The resulting power law exponents are: -1.30 for the 5 and 20ml/min and -0.32 for the
unstable drainage regime with 80ml/min.

2.4.4 Anomalies in AE power law relationships with bead sizes
AE measurements for displacement through glass beads with 1.0 mm and for the slowest
imbibition rate in 0.5 mm beads exhibited some anomalies relative to the overall AE trends.
We observed a bend in the power law statistics occurring near 40 dB casting certain doubts on
the simple power law fit (Fig. 2.7). This behavior was consistent upon repeated tests with new
setup and beads. At present it stays a challenge to explain the origins of these anomalies but
we can say, that signal energy, duration, and rise time of the signal fall especially for 1 mm
likewise out of alignment. However, the other data sets for small beads show minor bending
and could also hint to crossover behavior which is not closer observed. Further, the total
number of AE events detected during displacement processes (drainage and imbibition) with
flow rate of 5 ml/min is lower for 1 mm beads than for 0.5 mm beads and contradicts the
assumption of a distinct relation between number of pores and number of AE events detected.
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2.4.5 AE characteristics affected by liquid properties
Complementing the studies on the effects of pore sizes and flow rates on AE signatures during
water front displacements, we conducted similar experiments using different liquids focusing
on the roles of viscosity and surface tension on AE activity. Displacement experiments were
conducted using silicon oil and solutions of water with Triton X-100 with lower surface
tension than pure water (solution A resulting to surface tension of 53 mN/m and B to 33
mN/m). Measured AE activity during displacement processes were compared with
observations made with distilled water for similar displacement rates and bead sizes. Fig. 2.9
and Table 2.4 depicts amplitude statistics for all four liquids used during imbibition through
initially dry 0.5 mm glass beads at a flow rate of 20 ml/min. These particular conditions were
selected for comparison to avoid potential influences of or irritation by phase entrapment. We
also focused on smallest beads to provide comparisons with a large number of AE signals.
While differences in the AE power law exponent were relatively minor, the total number of
acoustic events varied significantly between the different liquids used. Surprisingly, results
suggest that the effect of surface tension on AE generation was relatively minor. Surface
tension was expected to exert a much larger influence due to the strong link between time
scales, energy release during rapid interfacial reconfigurations and surface tension. The rate of
interfacial configuration (and AE energy release) is determined primarily by liquid viscosity
that consequently plays a more significant role in AE generation than surface tension. AE
generated during displacement of silicon oil through the smallest glass beads exhibited only
15% of the AE activity detected during passage of water-air front. We thus conclude that
interfacial reconfigurations of silicon oil are significantly slower than water (viscosity ratio of
10) resulting in lower AE activity. Additionally, entrained air bubble oscillations are likely to
be strongly attenuated by the high viscosity of silicon oil.
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Figure 2.9: AE amplitude-event distribution for imbibition process with water (blue
circle), surfactant A (σ=53 mN/m, marked by red squares) and surfactant B (σ=33
mN/m, marked by green diamonds) and silicon oil (black triangle) for q = 20 ml/min
and glass bead sizes of 0.5 mm.
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2.4.6 AE activity associated with interfacial configurations behind a drainage front
Macroscopically, the motion of imbibition fronts seem relatively regular, and for initially dry
porous media, pore spaces behind an imbibition front becomes fully saturated independent of
flow rate. Drainage front morphology and dynamics are more complex, specifically with
respect to AE activity and phase entrapment behind the front. The amount of liquid phase left
behind a drainage front could be related to the front stability as classified by the generalized
Bond number (Meheust et al., 2002, Lovoll et al., 2005). The disconnected liquid phase may
subsequently reorganize due to local capillary gradients or film flow down by gravity resulting
in interfacial reconfiguration and potential reconnection to the continuous phase. The
dynamics of the two phase flow or mobility of the phases behind the front in the transition
zone depends on the degree of saturation and is strongly related to the displacement process
Capillary number (Knudsen and Hansen, 2006).
AE activity during and after cessation of imbibition and drainage front motion through
columns with 0.5 mm beads is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Measured AE events (symbols) and their
average rates (red line) as a function of time are depicted. Immediately after cessation of an
imbibition experiment (after the front was stopped), a small number of AE events were
detected possibly reflecting liquid redistribution due to capillary forces at the front
(Fig. 2.10a). The injected fluid volume allows assuming non to minor non-wetting phase
entrapment. In opposite, the amount of wetting fluid behind the drainage front was between 14
and 27% after the performed drainage process through 0.5 mm beads. Note that only a part of
this volume is disconnected from the wetting phase and can be considered as residual
entrapment (at equilibrium). The main fraction of the entrapped phase may not be in
equilibrium and abrupt interfacial configurations may be driven by capillary and gravitational
forces. A significantly high acoustic activity is clearly visible long after the end of drainage
experiments, an activity attributed to interfacial reconfigurations behind the front (driven by
capillary and gravitational forces). We observed a decrease in AE activity with time after
stopping the drainage fronts (Fig. 2.10b and c). There was correlation between the amount of
liquid entrapped behind the front and subsequent acoustic activity (higher intensity and longer
duration of relaxation following rapid drainage rates). In some cases, the acoustic activity
behind the front was even higher than during motion of the displacement front especially for
unstable front displacement regimes (Fig. 2.10c). The relaxation regime behind a drainage
front is referred to as transition regime (Tallakstad et al., 2009a) reflecting transition from
transient displacement to minimum energy steady-state configuration. AE signals could be
generated by snap-off processes and liquid bridge rupture behind the drainage front (due to
film drainage of trapped liquid), in some cases with large entrapped liquid clusters, we expect
rapid pore invasions (Haines jumps) driven by imbalance of capillary and gravitational forces.
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Figure 2.10: Acoustic activity after stopping imbibition and drainage fronts in 0.5
mm glass beads Hele-Shaw cell with the amplitudes of individual AE events
(symbols) and AE event rate (red solid line) for (a) imbibition (20 ml/min); (b)
drainage at flow rate of 20 ml/min; and (c) drainage at high flow rate of 80 ml/min
(unstable displacement regime). The vertical lines indicate time where the advancing
front was stopped. The glass beads size 0.50 mm. The data were obtained from sensor
closest to the front’s end position namely (S1) for imbibition, and (S3) for drainage.
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2.5 Summary and Conclusions
We conducted a systematic study of fluid front displacement at different flow rates through
columns with different size of glass beads to characterize acoustic emissions (AE) signatures.
Evidence suggests that AE measurements could be used for noninvasive monitoring of rapid
pore-scale invasion events and interfacial reconfigurations during motion of drainage and
imbibition fronts. Modern acquisition systems yield data-rich AE measurements that contain
signatures of key flow attributes linking the number of AE events and pore sizes, or the
emergence of power law relationships between AE amplitudes and event numbers reminiscent
of pore scale avalanche-like invasion regime documented during front displacement (Aker et
al., 2000b). Imbibition through initially-dry surfaces resulted in higher AE activity (more
events) relative to pre-wetted surfaces reflecting the large number of contact line pinningrelease events, and the higher propensity for air bubble entrainment during rapid contact line
jumps.
The number of AE events was correlated with the displacement regime, with larger number of
small AE amplitude for imbibition and more AE signals with larger amplitudes for drainage.
AE events were affected by pore size or number of pores per volume. We observed that flow
rate exerted an effect on AE events for front displacement in small beads, but had virtually no
effect on AE signals detected during displacement in glass beads larger than 2.0 mm in
diameter. The number of pores involved per AE event is of similar order of magnitude for all
glass bead sizes at low flow rates but changes significantly with increasing flow rate for small
bead sizes. A surprising and unexpected result was the significant AE activity associated with
interfacial reconfiguration during redistribution behind a drainage front. The extent of activity
and duration were related to the amount of liquid entrapped behind a front.
The origins of AE during interfacial motions are linked with Haines jumps, snap-off and gas
entrainment, liquid bridge rupture, attachment and detachment of contact lines with embedding
of bubbles, and friction and grain collisions. Establishing direct links between AE activity with
a porous medium and particular interfacial phenomena is a far more complex problem than the
fluid invasion problem under study and remains a challenge. Nevertheless, the study shows
significant differences in acoustic signatures and particular attributes of the porous medium
and the flow process suggesting potential for remote interrogation of these highly dynamic
pore scale displacement processes at the fluid front. The results provide a necessary first step
towards using AE for in-situ monitoring of multiphase flow towards gaining new insights into
phase entrapment and redistribution.
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Flow rate
[ml/min]

Table 2.1: Overview of combination of experiments performed with respect to grain
sizes, flow rates and liquids. Abbreviations: w – water, t – solutions with Triton X100, s – silicon oil.

5
10
20
40
80

0.50 mm
w t
s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glass beads diameter
1.00 mm
2.00 mm
w t
s
w T s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.85 mm
w t
s
•
•
•
•
•

3.80 mm
w t
s
•
• •
•
•
• •
•
•
• •
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Table 2.2: Exponents β of power law fits to drainage with water: AE event vs
amplitude [mV] - N    AmV  and number of events with amplitude of 30dB
(determined from data fit).
Glass beads diameter [mm]
0.50-0.75

Flow rate [ml/min]

β

1.00-1.30

N30dB

β

N30dB

2.00-2.40

2.85-3.20

3.80-4.201

β

β

β

N30dB

N30dB

N30dB

5

-1.30

1103

-0.99

424

-0.49

25

-0.44

12

-0.23

2

10

-1.39

751

-1.05

503

-0.50

22

-0.32

7

-0.25

2

20

-1.30

330

-0.95

270

-0.45

21

-0.31

6

-0.16

2

40

-1.09

60

-0.84

145

-0.49

23

-0.37

7

-0.32

2

801

-0.32

4

-0.72

39

-0.47

22

-0.32

6

-0.22

2

Table 2.3: Exponents β of power law fits to imbibition with water: AE event vs
amplitude [mV] - N    AmV  and number of events with amplitude of 30dB
(determined from data fit).
Glass beads diameter [mm]

Flow rate [ml/min]

0.50-0.75

1

1.00-1.30

2.00-2.40

2.85-3.20

3.80-4.201

β

β

β

β

N30dB

β

5

-1.79

2947

-1.26

650

-0.52

12

-0.56

6

-0.19

2

10

-1.69

1427

-1.21

936

-0.48

9

-0.46

5

-1.31

6

20

-1.62

438

-1.31

515

-0.52

10

-0.41

4

-1.23

7

40

-1.14

46

-1.14

172

-0.50

11

-0.46

5

-1.10

6

801

-0.80

9

-0.69

12

-0.50

10

-0.44

5

-1.33

7

N30dB

N30dB

N30dB

N30dB

The number of signals detected with 3.80 mm beads and during displacement experiments
with highest flow rate applied (80 ml/min) is low, possibly not showing a clear power law
trend. The exponent values β and number of events with amplitude of 30 dB N30dB are listed
here but are not included in the discussion in section 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Exponents β of power law fits to imbibition and drainage with surfactants
and silicon oil: AE event vs amplitude [mV] - N    AmV 

5 ml/min
20 ml/min

Imbibition

Drainage

0.50-0.75 mm
Solution A

-1.46

Solution B

-1.34

Silicon oil

-1.24

Solution A

-1.43

Solution B

-1.41

Silicon oil

-1.20
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Chapter 3
Interfacial jumps and pressure bursts during fluid displacement
in interacting irregular capillaries
Franziska Moebius and Dani Or
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DOI: 10.1016/j.jcis.2012.03.070

Abstract
The macroscopically regular motion of fluid displacement fronts in porous media often results
from numerous pore-scale interfacial jumps and associated pressure fluctuations. Such rapid
pore scale dynamics defy postulated slow viscous energy dissipation and may shape phase
entrapment and subsequent macroscopic transport properties. Certain displacement
characteristics are predictable from percolation theory, however, insights into rapid interfacial
dynamics require mechanistic models for hydraulically-interacting pores such as found along
fluid displacement fronts. A model for hydraulically-coupled sinusoidal capillaries was used to
analyze stick-jump interfacial motions with a significant inertial component absent in Darcybased description of fluid front displacement. High speed camera provided measurements of
rapid interfacial dynamics in sintered glass beads cell during drainage. Interfacial velocities
exceeding 50 times mean front velocity were observed in good agreement with model
predictions for a pair of sinusoidal capillaries. In addition to characteristic pinning-jumping
behavior, interfacial dynamics were sensitive to initial positions within pores at the onset of a
jump. Even for a pair of sinusoidal capillaries, minute variations in pore geometry and
boundary conditions yield rich behavior of motions, highlighting challenges and potential new
insights offered by consideration of pore scale mechanisms in macroscopic description of fluid
displacement fronts in porous media.
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3.1 Introduction
Fluid displacement processes in porous media are of interest for a wide range of applications
from wetting and drying of soils, to building materials, food and paper products, and oil
reservoir management. Detailed observations reveal that the macroscopically continuous and
seemingly smooth motion of fluid displacement fronts results from numerous interfacial pore
scale jumps. Such fast jumps have been known for more than 80 years as “Haines jumps”
(Haines, 1930) or rheon (Melrose and Brandner, 1974) and are often dismissed as nothing
more than curiosity. These jumps result from local (pore scale) competition between capillary,
viscous, and gravitational forces, affecting displacement regimes and shaping fluid front
morphology (stable displacement, capillary and viscous fingering) (Meheust et al., 2002).
Experimental studies and numerical simulations have established various scaling laws linking
front morphology with dominating forces under a range of porous media, fluids, and boundary
conditions (Meheust et al., 2002, Lovoll et al., 2005, Or, 2008).
Most studies of dynamic capillary phenomena associated with pore scale fluid invasion have
typically ignored inertia and focused primarily on balancing viscous, capillary and
gravitational forces (Washburn, 1921). For certain conditions, additional insights were gained
by consideration of inertial forces during capillary rise (Bosanquet, 1923, Fries and Dreyer,
2008) as elegantly demonstrated by Quere et al (Quere, 1997, Quere et al., 1999, Lorenceau et
al., 2002) concerning the importance of inertial forces at the onset of interfacial displacement.
Realistic account of pore shapes have been studied (Tsori, 2006, Liou et al., 2009) by linking
geometrical parameters such as capillary shape with boundary conditions to deduce flow
characteristics in a single irregular capillary. One of the early studies on pressure fluctuations
during front displacement through glass beads was presented by Crawford et al (Crawford and
Hoover, 1966). Nevertheless, with the notable exception of Måløy and coworkers (Måløy et
al., 1992, Aker et al., 1998a, Aker et al., 2000b), very few attempts have been made to develop
a quantitative description of flow details and fluid interactions between neighboring pores
along displacement fronts. Måløy and coworkers (Måløy et al., 1992, Aker et al., 1998a, Aker
et al., 2000b) have analyzed distributions of pressure bursts associated with interfacial pore
scale jumps in a simple porous media (monolayer of glass beads). These studies provided new
insights on key features characterizing distributions of jump volumes and waiting times
deduced from invasion percolation arguments.
Considering the ubiquity of interfacial jumps and their rich dynamic interactions with
associated pressure fluctuations and phase entrapment, the consequences of these pore scale
processes on macroscopic fluid front behavior, on energy dissipation mechanisms, and on
phase entrapment remain largely unexplored (Davidson et al., 1966, Smiles et al., 1971).
Quantification of these processes offers new insights on phase distributions resulting from
passage of fluid fronts that greatly shape subsequent macroscopic transport properties such as
gaseous diffusion and hydraulic conductivity of partially saturated porous media (Davidson et
al., 1966). Resolving these processes may shed new light on other long standing questions
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such as mechanisms associated with hysteresis (Topp et al., 1967, Topp, 1969, Smiles et al.,
1971) and the onset of apparent dynamic capillary pressure (Dahle et al., 2005).
The goal of this study was to characterize pore-scale dynamics associated with fluid front
displacement focusing on interfacial jumps and interactions among hydraulically connected
neighboring pores along the front. For the mechanistic modeling of these interactions we
considered the simplest case of a pair of interacting capillaries with irregular cross-section to
facilitate systematic yet tractable treatment of interfacial motions and capillary pressure
dynamics. In the next section we present a theoretical framework using force and mass balance
between two hydraulically connected irregular capillaries subjected to macroscopic (steady)
fluid withdrawal at prescribed rates. The numerical results were supported by experimentally
observed interfacial jumps and oscillations in regular sintered glass beads micro-model
captured with a high-speed camera and with pressure sensors as described in section 3.3. In
section 3.4 we compare experimental and modeling results, which support application of the
model for systematic studies of effects of boundary conditions (flow rate), geometrical
dimensions and liquid properties on dynamic behavior of menisci. We then show how physical
properties influence displacement patterns and affect characteristics of interfacial oscillations.
We summarize and draw conclusions on pore scale interfacial dynamics in the last section.

3.2 Theoretical framework
Natural porous media are comprised of complex pore spaces characterized by pore size
distribution, porosity, and connectivity that collectively determine capillary–saturation
relations and permeability. Even for the geometrically simplest porous media (e.g., resulting
from cubic packing of spheres), pores are invariably irregular and flow pathways are tortuous.
The characteristics of displacement fluid fronts induced by macroscopic pressure gradients or
by volume withdrawal at system boundaries depend on pore characteristics, fluid properties
and boundary conditions (Aker et al., 2000a, Meheust et al., 2002). The focus on improving
basic understanding by systematic quantification of key parameters affecting pore scale
dynamics compelled us to consider a simple and idealized pore structure comprised of two
hydraulically coupled sinusoidal capillaries with circular cross sections. Fig. 3.1 depicts a
sketch of pore structure with radius r(z) is assumed to be a simple trigonometric function of
height z:
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Figure 3.1: Definition sketch of two hydraulically connected sinusoidal capillaries
with pore throat radius rt and pore body radius rp. The distance between two throats
(constrictions) H defines pore length. The inclination of the wall is given by α and the
contact angle is indicated by θ. Height of the interface is marked with h. Liquid is
withdrawn with constant flow Q.

r ( z) 

rp  rt
2



rp  rt
2

 2 z 
cos 

 H 

(3.1)

with radius of pore body rp, throat radius rt, and vertical distance between constrictions H. In
the following we distinguish between the two capillaries using Roman numerals I and II as
indices.
The force balance for the fluid in the coupled capillaries considering capillary, viscous,
gravitational and inertial forces and mass balance is described by a coupled nonlinear second
order differential equation for momentum (3.2) and mass (3.3) balance:



2
8
2
cos( d (hI )   (hI )) I  2 hI hI  ghI   (hI hI  hI )
rI (hI )
rs I



(3.2)

2
8
2
cos( d (hII )   (hII )) II  2 hII hII  ghII   (hII hII  hII )
rII (hII )
rs II

Q   rI (hI ) 2 hI   rII (hII ) 2 hII

(3.3)

with surface tension , dynamic contact angle d, local slope angle , dynamic viscosity η,
liquid density , acceleration due to gravity g, height of interface (above a reference level) h
and its first and second time derivative ḣ and ḧ, respectively. Equation (3.2) describes force
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balance between capillary I and II (Fig. 3.1) expressed in units of pressure. Equation (3.3)
represents the mass or volume balance with liquid added or removed at a volumetric rate of Q.
The four terms in equation (3.2) corresponding to capillary, viscous, gravitational and inertial
force per area are related to the wetting phase elaborated next. We consider air as the nonwetting phase with negligible effects on loss mechanisms and own pressure (for other fluids
with significant viscosity, the role of the non-wetting phase must be considered explicitly).
Capillary pressure: The capillary pressure pc between the non-wetting and wetting fluid is
given by the Young-Laplace equation for circular cross-section of radius r as
pc 

2
cos  s
r

(3.4)

with static contact angle s. Competing velocity dependent viscous and capillary forces require
consideration of the dynamic contact angle d. Numerous expressions describing the relation
between dynamic contact angle, characteristic interface velocity, dynamic viscosity, and
surface tension have been suggested in literature, often expressed using the dimensionless
Capillary number Ca
Ca 

v


(3.5)

Equation (3.5) represents the local ratio of viscous to capillary forces. One proposed
expression is
θd  θ s  ACa
3

3

(3.6)

where the value of the coefficient A is 94 for θ in radians (Kistler, 1993). A was also
established analytically by Voinov (Voinov, 1976) and was found to be determined by the ratio
of characteristic lengths affecting contact line motion. The receding contact angle during
motion was assumed to be zero. In addition to dynamic aspects, interfacial motions in
sinusoidal capillaries require consideration of angle of the wall slope α given by
(

)

(3.7)

to account for localized effective contact angle (Czachor, 2006). The relation between
capillary pressure, dimensions of the tube and dynamic contact angle are expressed as:
pc 

2
cos( d (h)   (h))
r ( h)

(3.8)
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Viscous pressure: The pressure drop in a fluid flowing steady state through a cylindrical tube
is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille law. We transpose the equation defining the flow within a
pore of radius rv representative for length of displaced liquid h to:

r h  pv
8
v  h  v
 pv 
hh
8 h
rv (h) 2
2

(3.9)

with velocity v. For simplicity we do not implement a function rv(h) and consider throat radius
rt as the length scale controlling viscous dissipation. Thus, the viscous pressure term is
expressed as:

pv 

8 
hh
2
rt

(3.10)

Two approximations are included here that may lead to overestimation of the viscous drop and
consequently underestimate interfacial jump velocity. First, using the throat dimensions
represents pressure loss across a straight capillary of such small dimensions. Second, the
displacement regime is not steady as experiments have shown and studies have shown no
viscous losses at the early stages of capillary rise (Fries and Dreyer, 2008).
Gravity: The pressure acting by the fluid due to gravity is the hydrostatic pressure defined
simply as:
pg   g h

(3.11)

Inertia: Inertia corresponds to the resistance of the liquid columns in the capillaries to any
change in its motion and is expressed as the time derivative of the product of mass and velocity
of the liquid. In units of pressure, we write:
pi  

d
  h 2 )
(hh)   (hh
dt

(3.12)

Under consideration of these terms and with application of force and mass balance we gain a
coupled system of differential equations (equation (3.2) and (3.3)) which describes dynamic
interaction between neighboring pores during fluid front displacement. An analytical solution
of the full system with its implicit dependencies is not possible at present. Rewriting the
coupled problem as a general system of first order differential equations:
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(3.13)
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(3.14)

̇

facilitates numerical solution of the system using MATLAB (Shampine and Reichelt, 1997).
The numerical solution of equation (3.13) describes dynamics of interfacial height and velocity
and pressure information enabling systematic evaluation of the roles of fluid properties, pore
characteristics and boundary conditions. The analyses in this study considered two
geometrically similar sinusoidal capillaries with constrictions (throats) at identical positions
(elevation) relative to each other. To ensure that one of the menisci breaks through first, we
arbitrarily set the throat radius of capillary II 1% larger than in capillary I (a discussion of this
setting is given in section 3.4.4). Unless stated otherwise, we considered air and water as the
fluid pair (properties refer to 20°C). The withdrawal rate was expressed either as pores per
second or as mean front velocity. The volume of a characteristic pore is determined as integral
of the pore cross section along distance H between two pore throats:
(3.15)
∫
Velocity values given in unit pores per second refer to the nominal size of the pore and are
determined by the ratio of flow rate and volume of the pore as Q/Vpore.
The initial heights h of menisci relative to reference level were above the uppermost
constrictions of the pores at nH+H/2 or nH+H/4 with n being the number of vertically
arranged pores. The initial velocities of the menisci in capillary I and II is a strong function of
withdrawal rate and geometrical dimensions (cross section areas) only when the difference in
resulting forces is negligible. The velocity values can be determined with equation (3.3) when
menisci start at equal height (similar cross section areas).
The model was tested by considering a simpler geometry (straight capillaries) and disregard of
liquid withdrawal amenable to analytical solution. The dynamics of mass exchange and
pressure relaxation for initial conditions of menisci at two elevations resulting in gravitational
head difference between the two capillaries was solved analytically. The system of equations
(3.2) and (3.3) with condition of Q=0 and rI=rII (leading to hI+hII=const=L) (ignoring for
simplicity dynamic contact angle θd) reduces to a second order inhomogeneous differential
equation for meniscus motion in capillary I:
̈

̇

(3.16)

Capillary forces in the cylindrical columns are mutually compensated due to equal geometrical
dimensions. The solution of equation (3.16) is:
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(3.17)
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with constants C1 and C2 determined by initial conditions. Data obtained from the numerical
simulation for moving liquid column in straight capillaries deviate by less than 0.1 % from the
analytical solution.

3.3

Experimental pore scale observation on interfacial jumps
in micro-models

Detailed observations of fluid front displacement processes in sintered glass bead micro-model
enabled extraction of some of the salient features taking place at the pore scale during motion
of a displacement front. The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.2 enabled concurrent imaging
of menisci rapid jumps and pressure measurements in the liquid phase (along with acquisition
of acoustic emissions associated with interfacial jumps). The glass micro-model consisted of a
monolayer of sintered glass beads (d=4 mm) regularly arranged in a Hele-Shaw cell of height
140 mm and width 24 mm. Sintering eliminated relative motions of beads and allowed
repetitive displacement within the same rigid pore space structure under different boundary
conditions. An inlet port near the bottom of the micro-model enabled injection and withdrawal
using a syringe pump (KDS210, KD Scientific, Holliston, USA; PHD 22/2000, Harvard
Apparatus, Holliston, USA) which provides constant volume flow. The two wetting liquids
used were distilled water or ethanol (purity>99%) both dyed with a minute amount of brilliant
blue (0.0005 kg/kg) for enhanced visibility. A standard differential pressure transducer (24PC,
Honeywell, Golden Valley, USA) was mounted on a second port of the micro-model to record
liquid phase pressure fluctuations associated with interfacial jumps. Data were collected at a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz controlled by a datalogger (CR1000, Campbell Scientific,
Logan, USA). For visualization we have used a high-speed camera (Marathon Ultra, GS Vitec,
Gründau, Germany) to record pore scale displacement processes at 1200 frames per second
(600 for ethanol) at a resolution of 1024x512 pixels. The resulting time stamped images
enabled accurate analysis of front motion with respect to interfacial jump velocity. A
compatible LED based lighting system provided sufficient illumination required for high
shutter frequency. The acoustic emission data indicate interfacial reconfiguration processes
with rapid energy release occurring during front displacement. Detailed analyses of the
acoustic results are beyond the scope of this study and will be reported elsewhere.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup with micro-model built of regularly arranged glass
beads (diameter 4 mm). A syringe pump controls volume flow at the bottom of the
model. High-speed camera in front of the micro-model enables to delineate jump
velocities (lighting system behind for appropriate light conditions). A pressure sensor
is mounted above the fluid injection port.

A manual tap on the glass column enabled to mark beginning and end of experiment and to
match timelines of pressure bursts, interfacial jumps and detected acoustic emission events. A
MATLAB code was developed to extract the position of the water-air-interface from the
recorded images. Local velocities were derived from these data by averaging over four data
points. Drainage processes with flow rates of 10, 20, 40 and 80 ml/min (0.1 and 1 ml/min for
ethanol) were performed with corresponding mean front velocities of -4.1, -8.2, -16.4 and 32.8 mm/s for water, and -0.041, -0.41 mm/s for ethanol (negative sign for downward motion)
deduced from total travel distance of the front per time during the entire experiment. Mean
velocity determined from volumetric flow rate per cross-section divided by porosity resulted in
average velocity of -3.6 mm/s as compared with observed mean front velocity of -4.1 mm/s.
The difference is attributed to fluid phase entrapped behind the drainage front in which the
pore space is not entirely replaced by invading air. The flow rate could also be expressed as the
number of drained pores per unit time, with mean pore volume of 30.5 mm3 the experimental
flow rates above correspond to 5.5, 11, 22 and 44 pores per second, respectively.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Pore scale interfacial dynamics in a glass micro-model
The highly resolved imaging of displacement front motions revealed pore-scale pinningjumping behavior along the displacement fluid front. The continuous (macroscopic) liquid
withdrawal pulls the interfacial front slowly towards the first layer of pore throats where
absolute value of capillary pressure increases as interfaces become pinned at pore throats
(Fig. 3.3a and b). As the interfacial contact line becomes unstable (e.g., passes the pore throat)
air rapidly invades through the largest throat at the front followed by a pressure relaxation
(below mean air-entry value) when the invading interface rapidly displaces water from the
pore body (Fig. 3.3c). During rapid invasion of the pore body, the associated interfacial jumps
may attain significantly high local velocities, often higher than mean (macroscopic)
displacement front velocity. Interfacial rebounds and interfacial oscillations follow the rapid
jumps (Fig. 3.3d) until forces acting at interfaces along the front regain equilibrium.
The observed oscillations are indicative of the significance of inertial forces. The liquid
volume displaced during a jump may exceed the amount of liquid withdrawn during the same
time (determined by constant flux boundary condition) resulting in rapid redistribution of the
liquid volume difference to neighboring pores by inertial and capillary forces. This is readily
seen from Fig. 3.3c) and by changes in stationary (pinned) menisci between two times
(Fig. 3.4a), showing a decrease in curvature after the jump due to liquid redistribution.
Continuous liquid withdrawal pulls the front again towards the next constriction (throat) where
menisci curvatures increase and capillary forces rise until the next air invasion occurs at the
next largest throat along the front.
The velocities for all interfacial jumps during a drainage event at a prescribed flow rate were
combined to construct a distribution of local velocities (interfacial jumps) as shown in Fig. 3.5.
Some individual interfacial jumps have attained velocities in excess of 50 times mean front
velocity. The associated local Reynolds numbers defined as Re=v d/(η/) (with interfacial
velocity v, pore diameter d, liquid dynamic viscosity η and density , ranged from 400 for
slow flow rates to more than 1000 for high flow rates (nearly approaching onset of turbulent
flow regime (Bear, 1988)). Increasing mean front velocity (withdrawal rate) to -16.4 mm/s
resulted in higher local (interfacial jump) velocities with a broader velocity distribution. As
elaborated below, the enhanced local velocities are linked with different displacement patterns
such as avalanche-like pore invasions and jumps. For high withdrawal rates, front
displacement appears increasingly uniform and the ability to distinguish individual interfacial
jumps becomes impractical for a mean front velocity exceeding ~-30mm/s (~44 pores/s) due to
the shorter waiting times between jumps.
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Figure 3.3: Fluid front displacement in regular glass bead packing deduced from
high-speed imaging. Drainage at mean front displacement rate of -4.1 mm/s. The
water-air interface is highlighted by a black line. a) Prior to an interfacial jump, the
interface is pinned at pore throats. b) Continuous liquid withdrawal pulls menisci
towards constrictions until air-entry pressure of pore throat is exceeded. c) The
meniscus facing reduced absolute value of capillary pressure ‘jumps’ into the pore
body crossing the distance Δh=~2 mm within a time interval of Δt=0.02 s with
maximum velocity of 124.7 mm/s. Menisci in neighboring throats reverse (liquid
redistribution) as indicated by red arrows. d) For the section highlighted in red in
Figure c), oscillation of interface after rapid air invasion (interfacial jump) into pore
body occurs as indicated by red arrows.
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Figure 3.4: Dynamics of interfacial positions and pressure signals for (a, b) slow (4.1mm/s) and (c, d) fast drainage process (-32.8 mm/s). The liquid-air interface is
emphasized by a black line. Figures a) and c) depict interfacial jumps and resulting
displacement patterns. In b) and d) colored lines show position of the three menisci
moving/jumping through three vertical paths as indicated in a) and c). Black solid line
represents pressure signal with bursts directly associated to interfacial jumps and
decreasing average due to decreasing gravitational height (level wise indicated with
vertical dashed lines). Liquid redistribution and oscillations are present for both flow
rates but displacement patterns differ. While for slow drainage air invasion in a pore
body is followed by oscillations and waiting period (τw), several pores can be drained
at once for high flow rate without subsequent oscillations due to inertial and viscous
effects.
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Figure 3.5: Local velocity distribution of water-air-interface jumps for three different
mean front velocities. Blue squares, red circle and black triangle refer to different
mean velocities ranging from -4.1 mm/s to -16.4 mm/s. Data were binned in range of
50 mm/s. The solid lines refer to lognormal distribution fits of the different data sets.
The arrow points on mean front velocity -4.1 mm/s. The top axis delineates the
Reynolds number of the local jumps (some approaching transition to turbulent flow
regime).

The pore scale pinning-jumping behavior of a moving front is also reflected in measured
pressure record. In Fig. 3.4b interfacial displacements along three (out of five) parallel pore
columns of the sintered Hele-Shaw cell clearly show alternating stationary (pinned) periods
followed by rapid jumps. The concurrent gradual drop in mean liquid pressure reflects the
vertical displacement of the front and drop in hydrostatic pressure. Pressure fluctuations are
directly linked with interfacial jumps as can be seen in Fig. 3.4b. The capillary pressure
decreases when liquid withdrawal pulls the interface into pore throats. Following the
breakthrough of an interface, the curvature decreases to conform to the larger dimension of
pore body resulting in a rapid increase of capillary pressure (less negative). The difference of
air-entry value of pore throat and pore body defines the magnitude of the pressure fluctuation
Δps defined by:
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(

(3.18)

)

with pore body rp and pore throat radius rt deduced from geometrical arguments. The radius of
pore throat corresponds to inscribed circle between two glass beads and the glass wall as
defined by the equation (rt + rg)2= rg2 + (rg - rt)2 resulting in rt equal to 0.25 rg (Fig. 3.6a).
Fig. 3.3 shows that the radius of the meniscus forming in the pore body is defined for the
experimental cubic packing as in Fig. 3.6b, resulting in

(√

)

and Δps = -1.0 mbar

in reasonable agreement with measured mean pressure fluctuations of ~-1.2 mbar in Fig. 3.4b.
The waiting time τw between two interfacial jumps during which capillary pressure builds up is
clearly defined when pores are invaded sequentially (very low withdrawal rates). Estimates of
waiting times based on the ratio of pore volume to withdrawal rate (assuming negligible
withdrawal during a rapid interfacial jump) are compared with observations (deduced from
pressure signal) in Fig. 3.7. The pressure signal associated with gradual build up followed by
bursts and waiting time is directly linked with pore space geometry and boundary conditions.
However, with increasing flow rates, the well-defined pressure signal is altered as pores may
be invaded simultaneously and viscous stresses become important (Fig. 3.4d). For high
withdrawal rate the increased frequency of events prevent equilibration before the interface
invades the next pore. The quick succession of jumps abruptly truncates relaxation of inertial
oscillations.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the pore space geometry with a) top view highlighting the
throat radius rt and b) front view showing the radius of the meniscus after the jump r p.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of waiting times for two different mean front velocities. Blue
squares and red circles represent the binned data (range 25 ms) and refer to
observations with two different mean front velocities of-4.1 mm/s and -8.2 mm/s,
respectively. Only data of waiting times following a distinct individual jump were
considered (no simultaneous pore invasions or avalanche-like jumps). The solid lines
refer to the lognormal distribution fits. The arrows indicate theoretical waiting times
(91 and 183 ms, respectively) calculated from the ratio of mean pore volume (30.5
mm3) and volumetric flow rates.

The experimental results provided direct observations of pore scale processes underlying front
displacement through a rigid pore space under different boundary conditions. For example, we
quantified pore scale velocities and observed that these local velocities were clearly affected
by mean (macroscopic) displacement front velocity. The measured pressure signal and direct
imaging show rapid jumps associated with pressure fluctuations and mass exchange between
neighboring pores when displaced liquid volumes during a jump exceeded mean withdrawal
rates. These observations provide quantitative basis for evaluating the proposed simplified
model of hydraulically interacting pair of irregular capillaries towards better understanding of
the effects of pore geometry and initial conditions on jump dynamics and mass exchange
between pores.
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3.4.2 Comparison of model and experimental results for low withdrawal rates
The experimental results provided a means to evaluate the numerical solution for interfacial
dynamics in coupled sinusoidal capillaries. Pore bodies and throats of the modeled sinusoidal
capillaries were generally matched with pore spaces in the experimental setup. We considered
throat and pore dimensions similar to the micro-model with throat radius rt of 0.5 mm and
vertical distance H between constrictions equal to bead diameter 4 mm. Depending on the
plane of reference, experimental pore space spanned a range of radii between 0.8 and 2 mm.
For the modeling we have used 2 mm for the radius of pore body. Before delving into
comparison between measured and simulated interfacial jump dynamics, we first present some
model results to highlight effects of key parameters typically not considered in modeling front
displacement processes. Specifically, the influences of pore wall slope angle , dynamic
interfacial contact angle d and inertial effects during a single (downward) jump are presented
in Fig. 3.8. The results clearly show that interfacial oscillations occur when inertial effects are
dominant. The dynamic contact angle d increases during rapid upward flow leading to higher
resistive capillary forces (Lunati and Or, 2009). Consideration of wall slope angle α increases
capillary resistance and leads to significantly slower jumps. In addition, results of a semianalytical solution neglecting inertia, wall slope and dynamic contact angle are also shown.
These computed results neglect liquid withdrawal from the coupled capillaries during fast
jumps. The semi-analytical expression for velocity of the meniscus in capillary I highlighting
the effects of pore geometry on local gradients in capillary and hydrostatic pressures is:
(

)

(

)

(3.19)

with capillary pressure pc and hydrostatic pressure ph in capillaries I and II. The velocity
evolution for constant volume in the coupled capillaries requires a function hII(hI).
Determination of this function implies knowledge on the position of the menisci when the
jump starts (to define the volume displaced).
To compare modeled interfacial behavior with measured pressure and displacement patterns
for a low flow rate (see Fig. 3.4b), results of numerical simulations ignoring effects of pore
wall slope angle are shown in Fig. 3.9. Interfacial displacement during drainage process with a
moderate withdrawal rate results in a mean velocity of -4.1 mm/s corresponding to 2.1 pores
per second (Fig. 3.9). Virtually all the simulated features of interfacial dynamics (local
interfacial velocities, waiting times, pressure jumps and oscillations) were in good agreement
with experimental observations. The interfaces in the model capillaries became pinned in
tightest constrictions followed by rapid invasion (air) of a pore body in capillary II first
(constriction 1% larger than in capillary I). A seemingly stationary period follows where
continuous volume withdrawal pulls menisci into throats and the pore throat in capillary I was
eventually invaded. The velocity evolution of the menisci in capillaries I and II is shown in
Fig. 3.9b. The peaks in velocity (positive sign for upward flow) resulted from mass exchange
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Figure 3.8: Effects of inertia, dynamic contact angle (θd) and pore wall slope
angle (α) on interfacial dynamics during a single downward jump in hydraulically
connected sinusoidal capillaries. The lines refer to numerical calculations of
interfacial jumps in a hydraulically connected ( identical) pair of pores considering
or ignoring inertia, wall slope α and dynamic contact angle θd as indicated with (+)
or (-). The semi-analytical prediction (eq. 3.19) is represented by triangular symbols.
Mean “front” velocity is -0.041 mm/s (0.02 pores/s) and the radii of pore throat and
body correspond to the experimental sintered glass beads Hele-Shaw cell (0.5 and
2 mm, respectively). Initial position of the meniscii was one pore height apart. The
associated upward motion is approximately symmetrical.

associated with a jump in the neighboring capillary. Negative velocity peaks refer to maximum
local velocity during interface jumps. In contrast with conditions in the experimental set-up,
the modeled mass exchange involved only two capillaries rather than five neighboring pores in
the sintered glass beads column, resulting in higher volume exchange (per pore) hence larger
meniscus velocity in the neighboring model pore.
A detailed numerical study of local front velocity (Fig. 3.9b) revealed that: (i) the total length
of displaced liquid (~hI+hII) involved in the exchange between the two capillaries plays a
restraining role due to proportional viscous losses, and (ii) large variations in maximum jump
velocities in capillaries I and II are attributed to small differences in initial interfacial positions
at the onset of a jump (present or non-present hydrostatic gradient). Therefore the velocity
values depicted in Fig. 3.9b depend on initial interfacial positions prior to the onset of a jump.
When the menisci are not at the same height, even small pore scale gravitational forces may
greatly influence the interfacial jump by assisting (or opposing) the capillary gradient
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Figure 3.9: Modeled interface dynamics in two hydraulically connected sinusoidal
capillaries. The solid black line shows interface in capillary I, and dashed line
indicates motion in capillary II (with larger throat radius). Top schematics illustrate
movement in the capillaries for different interfacial jumps. The continuous liquid
withdrawal between jump events pulls menisci into pore constrictions. (a) Positions
of interfaces in both capillaries. (b) Velocity of the interfaces indicating oscillations
after rapid invasion of pore body. The red line denotes the evolution of oscillation
amplitude and definition of a decay time τd. (c) Pressure evolution with highly
negative values exceeding air-entry value of pore throat of -2.9 mbar. Pore
dimensions, fluid properties and mean (front) velocity of -4.1 mm/s were similar to
experimental model.
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(supplemented by hydrostatic gradient). On the other hand, when the interfaces are at the same
elevation, pore scale gravity plays no role in the jump process.
Both height evolution and velocity data contain information regarding occurrence of rebounds
or attenuating oscillations – a phenomenon clearly observed during the column experiments.
The modeled pressure signal is presented in Fig. 3.9c providing additional information on front
dynamics. The simulated pressure data show rapid bursts associated to interfacial jumps
similar to the experimental pressure record. Pressure evolution between the jumps is a strong
function of geometry and is therefore different in the sinusoidal model compared to glass
beads construction in the experimental micro-model.

3.4.3 Effect of macroscopic flow rate on displacement pattern and oscillations
As shown in section 3.4.1, the pinning-jumping behavior is typically associated with slow
withdrawal rates where individual interfacial jumps are distinguishable and inertial oscillations
attenuate before the next jump. This regime vanishes as mean front velocity increases and
suppresses interfacial relaxation. When menisci do not reach equilibrium before being pulled
into a throat again, residual inertial oscillations may assist and overcome the capillary pressure
at the throat prior to attainment of static entry pressure. We define here thresholds for
transition from (i) displacement processes with distinguishable jumps followed by oscillations
and separated by periods with pinned interfaces, to (ii) rapid displacement without oscillations
and no waiting time (with all interfaces pinned in throats). Such a transition is expected
whenever the waiting time τw between jumps is shorter than duration of oscillations τd:
(3.20)
The waiting time between jumps is given by the ratio of pore volume to macroscopic fluid
withdrawal rate:
(3.21)
Oscillations are induced by inertial effects during capillary rise in short capillaries as studied
by Quere et al (Quere et al., 1999) and Fries et al (Fries and Dreyer, 2009), and gravitationally
excited oscillations studied by Lorenceau et al (Lorenceau et al., 2002). A characteristic decay
time of inertial oscillations was obtained from equation (3.17) as:



(3.22)

Here, the effective radius r for the irregular capillaries was defined as the throat radius rt since
interfacial oscillations occur close to the next constriction (due to continuous liquid
withdrawal).
Experimental results show that waiting times are subjected to distribution with width
dependent on macroscopic flow rate (Fig. 3.7). However, more than 70% of the pores were
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invaded avalanche-like or simultaneously whenever the decay time was larger than waiting
time even for estimates based on throat radius rt that tend to underestimate τd. Numerical
simulations substantiate occurrence of multiple interfacial jumps when waiting time converges
to decay time but show avalanche-like displacement even for flow rate leading to waiting time
higher than decay time. For example, even for flow rates of 8 pores per second (-16.4 mm/s)
with waiting time of 122 ms and determined decay time of 62 ms (for pore throat) the distinct
pinning-jumping behavior is disturbed.
The results shown in Fig. 3.10b indicate that oscillations in capillary I do not decay and
actually promote invasion into the next pore while meniscus in capillary II (with rt 1% larger)
remained at the constriction and is pushed backed by the jump in capillary I. Consequently,
increasing the flow rate may change the displacement pattern. In the limit of very high
withdrawal rates (~20 pores/s for the studied geometrical dimensions), the mean displacement
velocity merges with local jump velocity and local jumps become indistinguishable. Such a
nearly continuous displacement process is shown in the Fig. 3.4 (experimental data).

3.4.4 Effect of flow rate, pore geometry and fluid properties on interfacial jump velocities
Experimental results suggest that the distribution of jump velocities vary with mean
withdrawal rate (Fig. 3.5). Numerical simulations of drainage processes within two sinusoidal
capillaries for a wide range of withdrawal rates provide qualitative assessment for effects of
mean front velocity on maximum (pore scale) jump velocity. The mean front velocities
considered were in the range of -0.001 to -20 mm/s. Experimental results and numerical
calculations for different pore geometries and dimensions are presented in Fig. 3.11. Wall
slope α effects (eq. 3.7) that tend to restrain interfacial jumps were included in the numerical
calculations. The modeled interfacial jumps were within the range of experimental values for
similar pore dimensions. Note that in the plotted numerical results are distinguished by initial
conditions with the two menisci in capillaries I and II (considering menisci separated by one
pore length or starting at same level, respectively).
The range of pore scale interfacial jump velocities is clearly dependent on mean displacement
front velocity. While velocities associated with menisci that were initially at similar height
decrease with reduction in mean flow rate, a constant jump velocity independent of flow rate
seems to establish for different initial positions in the two capillaries for low flow rate. For
very high withdrawal rates pore scale jump velocity for both initial menisci scenarios
approaches the (1;1) line indicating convergence to mean front velocity. Applied flow rate
affects jumps which are assisted by hydrostatic gradient as the Reynolds number indicates
transition between flow rate range where Darcy’s law is valid and not (Bear, 1988).
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Figure 3.10: Modeled effect of flow rate on interfacial displacement patterns for a
system of hydraulically connected irregular capillaries. Solid lines indicate
displacement in capillary I and dashed lines in capillary II (slightly increased pore
throat radius). Volume flow is 2 pores/s in a) with well-defined waiting time period
(τw = 490 ms) with both menisci at the same level and 8 pores/s in b) without
concurrent pinning of both menisci (τw = 122 ms). Decay time is τd = 62 ms. Pore
sizes and fluid properties are chosen according to experimental conditions.

Interfacial jump velocities for the so-called purely inertial regime are expected for small mean
(macroscopic) flow rates with menisci velocity:

√

⁄

as predicted for early stages of

capillary rise in straight capillaries (Quere, 1997, Fries and Dreyer, 2008). For added clarity,
the theoretical range of purely inertial velocities is marked by a gray region in Fig. 3.11. Due
to viscous losses and presence of gravitational forces, simulated interfacial jump velocities for
the interconnected capillaries are considerably smaller than predicted for the pure inertial
regime. Unlike interfacial rise in a single capillary driven by capillary forces, interfacial
motion in the coupled capillaries is driven by differences in capillary pressures between the
capillaries that are significantly lower and gradually diminish towards their new equilibrium
height. Unlike early stages of spontaneous capillary rise (inertial regime) where liquid volume
is negligibly small, interfacial jumps in hydraulically connected capillaries are associated with
considerable displaced volumes resulting in restraining forces in the neighboring capillary as
explained in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.11: Measured and modeled pore scale interfacial jump velocities for
different flow rates, pore geometries and fluid properties. Note that absolute values
are plotted. Black symbols and bars refer to experimental data (average and range of
local velocities). Circles refer to displacement experiments with water and squares
indicate measurements with ethanol. Data determined with numerical simulation are
shown with colored symbols. Again circles refer to ethanol and squares and triangles
to water as wetting liquid. Filled colored symbols refer to initial menisci positions
that were shifted vertically one pore apart, and empty symbols refer to menisci at the
same initial height. Geometrical dimensions (in mm) are plotted in insets and refer to
the different symbols (‘●■’ for rt=0.5 mm, rp=2 mm, H=4 mm; ▲ for rt=0.5 mm,
rp=2 mm, H=2 mm). The slope angle α was taken into account in the simulations.
Gray shaped box gives the range of velocities expected for purely inertial flow regime
during liquid rise in a single capillary. Solid line (1:1) indicates that local velocity
converges to mean velocity for high flow rates.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of ratio of pore throat to pore body radii on local front velocities
as a function of different initial conditions. Menisci initially at same height or one
pore apart are indicated with = or ≠ and empty or filled symbols, respectively. Pore
body radius is rp=2 mm or 1.5 mm marked by circles and squares, respectively, and
distance between two throats H=2 mm are constant. Applied withdrawal rate
corresponds to mean velocity of -0.041 mm/s. Bond number values on the upper axis
refer to rp=2 mm and indicate dominance of capillary forces for small rt and transition
to gravitational dominance for large rt.

Thus far we have considered throat and pore body radii similar to experimental glass beads
values, however, variations in pore dimensions are expected to influence interfacial jump
velocity as seen in Fig. 3.12. To better understand effects of pore dimensions on local
velocities, we distinguish between two types of jumps depending on initial menisci positions:
a) menisci at the same height and b) menisci vertically displaced one pore length apart. For
equal height, interfacial motions decrease with increasing ratio of throat to pore radii reflecting
a diminishing local capillary gradient (resulting from rtII=1.01·rtI). In contrast, jump velocity
increases in less constricted pores for unequal interfacial positions (case b) reflecting
assistance of gravitational forces. The range of pore scale Bond numbers (ratio of gravitational
⁄
⁄ ), is noted for rp=2 mm indicating dominance of
to capillary forces,
capillary forces for small rt and transition to dominance of gravitational forces for
increasing rt.
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3.5 Conclusions
Pore scale interfacial dynamics associated with seemingly continuous motion of fluid fronts in
porous media are inherently irregular exhibiting pinning-jumping behavior. Experimental
observations provided insights on the characteristics of pore scale velocity jumps and
subsequent interfacial oscillations (often indicative of inertial forces). Even during continuous
fluid withdrawal from a porous sample, interfaces remain pinned for most of the time followed
by abrupt and rapid motion. With increasing mean (macroscopic) flow rates, the waiting time
between jumps become shorter and pore scale jump velocity distribution shifts to higher and
broader range of velocities. Consequently, the entire displacement (pore invasion) pattern may
transition from individual pore-wise percolation into simultaneous and avalanche-like jumps.
The local Reynolds numbers associated with such interfacial jump velocity exceed values
associated with Darcy-type viscous flow and approach transition to turbulent flow regimes.
We presented a model for hydraulically coupled pair of irregular (sinusoidal) capillaries to
study interfacial dynamics and mass exchange between neighboring pores on a displacement
fluid front. The model considers force and mass balance reflecting interacting capillaries
subjected to controlled volume displacement rate as a boundary condition. Drainage
experiments in sintered glass-beads Hele-Shaw provided insights on pore scale displacement
velocities and pressure signatures for comparison with the model of two interacting capillaries.
Pore scale interfacial dynamics recorded by high-speed camera was in very good agreement
with model calculations for the much simpler pair of capillaries. The model enabled systematic
evaluation of the roles of pore geometry, dynamic contact angle and boundary conditions on
pore scale interfacial velocity and associated processes (pressure signal). The sensitivity of
interfacial jump velocity to minute differences in initial interfacial position was surprisingly
high. Both experiments and model show effects of front displacement rates on pore scale
process such as pore invasion in avalanche-like patterns for higher mean front velocity.
Experiments confirm that distinguishable pinning-jumping behavior vanishes when waiting
time becomes smaller than inertial oscillations decay time. The oscillations decay time is a
function of fluid properties and the controlling pore radius and was similar to expression
obtained in other studies. As also observed in experiments, calculated interfacial velocity
values were sensitive to mean front velocity and pore geometry and to small perturbations
(interfacial oscillation) that may excite a jump. Systematic variations in pore constriction
radius reveal the interplay between capillary gradients and dominance of pore scale
gravitational forces during interface jump as determined by the ratio of throat to pore body
radii.
The pair of capillaries model was evaluated for pore scale processes considering a constant
fluid withdrawal rate (reflecting motion of macroscopic fluid front). We have identified several
useful extensions of the model such as introduction of pressure boundary conditions instead of
the flux driven process to better understand dynamics with minimal liquid redistribution and
associated restraining forces, or considering a bundle of interacting capillaries with a range of
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pore and throat dimensions to assess the spatial influences of local jumps on distanced menisci
along a displacement front. The study provides new insights into the pore scale “engine”
behind macroscopic displacement fronts in porous media. Our results challenge the
displacement mechanisms postulated in many established models, typically considering
gradual interfacial motion restrained by viscous dissipation. We now have a clearer picture of
the origins and magnitude of pore scale inertial processes, however, quantifying their role in
macroscopic energy dissipation, and the consequences of rapid pore scale jumps on
displacement patterns and on modeling flow in porous media remains a challenge left for
future studies.
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Abstract
Fluid displacement fronts in porous media exhibit a peculiar duality; the seemingly regular
macroscopic motion of the front is propelled by numerous and irregular pore scale interfacial
jumps. These pore scale events shape emergent front morphology, affect phase entrapment
behind a front, and are likely important for colloidal mobilization and solute dispersion at the
front. We present an experimental study focusing on drainage fluid front invasion dynamics
through sintered glass beads using a high-speed camera and rapid capillary pressure
measurements to resolve pore scale invasion events over a wide range of boundary conditions
(flow rates and gravity). We distinguished three types of “pores”: geometrical pores deduced
from image analyses of the micromodel; individual pore invasion volumes imaged during
displacement; and pore volumes deduced from capillary pressure fluctuations during constant
withdrawal rates. The resulting pore volume distributions were remarkably similar especially
for slow drainage rates. Individual invaded pore volumes were not affected by the magnitude
of gravitational forces, however with increasing viscous forces (higher displacement rates) the
fraction of small invaded volumes increased. Capillary pressure fluctuations were
exponentially distributed in agreement with findings from previous studies (Måløy et al.,
1992). The distribution of pressure fluctuations exhibited a distinct cutoff concurrent with the
onset of simultaneous invasion events. The study highlights the different manifestation of
“pores” and their sensitivity to external (macroscopic) boundary conditions. The remarkable
similarity of geometrical and pressure-deduced pore spaces offers opportunities for deducing
pore size distribution dynamically.
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4.1 Introduction
The general dynamics and displacement details of immiscible fluid fronts are of interest for a
wide range of applications ranging from water flow in soil, to oil and gas extraction from
geologic reservoirs, and the drying of paper, food and building materials. The consequences of
the rich and complex pore scale dynamics with rapid local interfacial jumps and associated
liquid pressure bursts are often overlooked due to the seemingly regular front displacement at
the macroscopic scale (Haines, 1930). Notwithstanding evidence of the potentially important
role of such pore scale processes on emergent front morphology and on macroscopic fluid
phase entrapment behind a displacement front (Davidson et al., 1966, Morrow, 1970), the
characteristics and effects of such pore scale dynamics remain understudied.
Detailed observations of displacement front motions reveal a typical pinning-jumping behavior
at pore scale. As the wetting phase is withdrawn and replaced by a non-wetting phase, fluidfluid interfaces along the front become pinned at pore throats and gradually increase their
curvature (and associated capillary pressure). Eventually, an abrupt interfacial breakthrough
through the largest throat ensues, this event is often referred to as a Haines jump or a burst
(Haines, 1930, Måløy et al., 1992). Such a burst may propagate within the porous medium
until the menisci stall at the next smallest throat where a local force balance is restored.
Consequently, an invasion event may encompass several invaded pores (often marked as small
burst events as elaborated shortly). These rapid interfacial invasion events leave a signature in
the form of rapid capillary pressure fluctuations in the liquid phase that record the increased
interfacial curvature prior the invasion event and subsequent rapid pressure relaxation.
The statistical properties of burst volumes were experimentally investigated by (Dougherty
and Carle, 1998, Crandall et al., 2009), and by (Måløy et al., 1992, Furuberg et al., 1996,
Aker et al., 2000b) that have used features of pressure signal and waiting times between large
pressure fluctuations to deduce invaded burst volumes and scaling relations. We note that the
studies above focused on slow displacement processes in the absence of a gravity
(horizontally-oriented micro-models). The ramifications of these conditions and constraints
will be explored in this study.
Recent studies of interfacial velocities during rapid pore invasions glass beads micro-models
exhibited strong interfacial oscillations following individual Haines jumps that may trigger
subsequent breakthroughs (or consecutive jumps) through several pore throats (Moebius and
Or, 2012a). Such conditions become important at high displacement front velocities, and are
associated with an increasing role of inertial forces. This understudied phenomenon of inertialinduced sequences of invasions cannot be described by standard static capillary considerations,
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yet it may play an important role for observed burst size distribution and phase entrapment in
porous media.
The study aims to establish quantitative links between macroscopic boundary conditions and
local invasion dynamics, with the following specific objectives: (1) to investigate
experimentally the collective and individual behavior of invasion event volumes (bursts)
during passage of drainage front through fixed (sintered) irregular glass bead monolayers for a
range of boundary conditions; (2) to compare measured invasion event sizes using rapid
imaging and liquid pressure markers with estimates based on standard “geometrical pore
volumes” often used for characterization of pore network behavior; (3) to study the impact of
macroscopic interfacial front velocities on invasion event sizes and pressure signal
characteristics; and (4) to link invaded volumes distribution with the resulting liquid (wetting)
phase entrapment.
The experimental study resolves pore invasion events and pressure fluctuations affected by
macroscopic fluid displacement rates through micro-models with simple and fixed pore spaces.
The use of a high-speed camera enabled detailed analyses of individual pore invasion
processes even for the highest drainage rates where pressure signals become convoluted and no
longer permit resolution of individual pore invasion events. The experimental setup with the
micro-model, the imaging and pressure recording during drainage processes and methods used
for data analysis are described in section 4.2. Results of the experimental study and discussion
are presented in the subsequent section 4.3. Finally, a summary of the results on front
dynamics and conclusions are presented in section 4.4.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 The experimental system and observational flow models
The experimental system was designed to enable rapid and highly resolved imaging of
interfacial motions in sintered glass beads micro-models. These measurements were
supplemented by high-frequency capillary pressure signal acquisition that provides
independent measures for individual pore invasion events under a wide range of macroscopic
boundary conditions. The key elements of the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 4.1a. The
glass micro-models were constructed by the sintering of a single layer of uniform glass beads,
either 1 mm or 2 mm in diameter, that were randomly arranged in between top and a back
glass plates (Fig. 4.1b and c). The glass plates and beads were then fused by heating (sintered)
to establish fixed pore spaces for repetitive displacement measurements under different
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boundary conditions. The observable area was 140 mm x 60 mm, and the resulting porosity
was about n = 0.41 (for 2 mm beads), and 0.46 (for 1 mm beads). A rigid plastic tube
connected the open port at the bottom of the models to a syringe pump (PHD 22/2000, Harvard
Apparatus, Holliston, USA) that controlled stable volumetric liquid volume flow rate. We
installed three small inlets near the bottom of the models to ensure uniform liquid withdrawal
from the porous model.
Four additional ports (two at each side of the micro-models) enabled measurement of liquid
pressure (water) at different positions along the micro-model and provided liquid pressure
information even after passage of the front (while liquid continuity was maintained). Several
experiments demonstrated that a single differential pressure transducer (24PC, Honeywell,
Golden Valley, USA) placed at the bottom of the sintered model was sufficient to record
detailed changes in liquid pressure even if induced by motion of a drainage front at the top
inside the model. Pressure data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz using a data
logger (CR1000, Campbell Scientific, Logan, USA).
A high-speed camera (Marathon Ultra, GS Vitec, Gründau, Germany) was used to record fluid
front displacement at 700 frames per second (reduced to 20 frames per second for the slowest
experiments) at a resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels (representing ~0.1 mm spatial resolution). A
compatible LED-based lighting system provided sufficient background illumination for the
high shutter speeds needed. Water was used as the wetting liquid (dyed with brilliant blue
1.2510-4 kg/l), and air was the non-wetting fluid invading from the micro-model open top.
Tabulated values of the wetting liquid were used in calculation assuming room temperature of
25°C; surface tension σ = 72.75 mN/m; dynamic viscosity η = 1.00 mPas; and density ρ = 998
kg/m3.
Prior to each displacement experiment, the micro-models were fully saturated. The
displacement experiment was ended when the wetting liquid front arrived to the bottom ports.
A series of drainage experiments was performed with vertically- and horizontally-oriented
micro-models (to examine the role of gravity). The applied drainage rates q ranged between
4.8 μml/min and 100 ml/min for the 2 mm micro-model and between 2.6 μml/min and 20
ml/min for the 1 mm micro-model. These resulted in mean drainage front velocities
determined from volumetric flow rate per cross-section area over porosity of the micro-models
as listed in Table 4.1. Note that the actual front velocities were affected by phase entrapment
and development of a transition zone where less pores drain that resulted in higher effective
drainage front velocities. The values of the drainage experiments are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.13: a) Experimental setup with high-speed camera, syringe pump, pressure
transducer and micro-model in front of the LED lighting system. b) A snapshot
obtained by the high-speed camera for the micro-model with 1 mm beads, and c) an
image of the micro-model with 2 mm beads. Both show an interfacial front where air
invades from the top and (blue dyed) water saturates the bottom part.

For intercomparisons of experiements and analyses we employed dimensionless Capillary (Ca)
and Bond (Bo) numbers to classify drainage characteristics, and estimate transitions in front
behavior according to stable and unstable conditions as proposed by Meheust et al. (2002). The
Capillary number describes the ratio of viscous to capillary forces:
(4.1)

where

is the dynamic viscosity of the wetting fluid,

pore size assumed to
and

the mean front velocity,

of bead diameter (Crisp and Williams, 1971),

the typical

the surface tension

the permeability. The permeability was estimated by Kozeny-Carman relation as

k=1.4910-9 m2 for the 1 mm micro-model and k=4.8910-9 m2 for the 2 mm micro-model. The
Bond number is the ratio of gravity to capillary forces at the pore scale:
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(4.2)

where

is the density and g the gravitational acceleration. The generalized Bond number

determines the difference between Capillary and Bond numbers:
values of

. Positive

indicate stable fronts and negative values mark conditions for unstable front

motions (Meheust et al., 2002). All experiments with horizontally-oriented micro-models were
classified as unstable (as

and thus

), and for vertical-orientation, only very

high withdrawal rates exhibited unstable front morphology. The process characteristic numbers
are likewise listed in Table 4.1.
We conducted a limited number of experiments in 3-D porous system to evaluate various
displacement front characteristics in 3-D pore networks (unobservable by direct imaging). In
these experiments, we used a cylindrical sample holder with diameter of 50 mm and length
130 mm filled with quartz sand (grain size in the range 1.5 to 2.2 mm). The focus was on
verifying capillary pressure fluctuation characteristics using two liquid pressure sensors
mounted at 40 mm and 80 mm from the sample top. A port at the bottom of the sample was
connected to a syringe pump for controlling various volumetric flow rates. Prior to the onset of
a drainage process, the sample was fully saturated (packed wet). Three withdrawal rates were
applied by the syringe pump: 5.0, 10.0, and 50.0 ml/min, resulting in mean front velocities of v
= 0.14, 0.28, and 1.4 mm/s, respectively (and the associated Capillary numbers ranged from Ca
= 1.910-4 to 1.910-3). The sand permeability was estimated to 4.610-9 m2 using the KozenyCarman equation (Scheidegger, 1958). The drainage experiments were performed over the 130
mm length of the sample and the resulting capillary pressure measurements were obtained until
the wetting phase became disconnected.
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Table 4.5: A summary of drainage experiments evaluated with flow rates, mean
drainage front velocity, characteristic Capillary numbers (Ca) and Bond numbers
(Bo), generalized Bond numbers Bo*, residual saturation after the drainage processes.
Velocity values and Capillary numbers refer to theoretical numbers not considering
the partially high residual saturation.
Flow rate
[ml/min]

mean front
velocity
[mm/s]

Bo

Ca

Bo*

residual
saturation

2 mm micro-model
-3

-3

4.810
1
2
4
8
20
100
1
1
1
1
1
0.25
1
2

1.610
0.33
0.66
1.32
2.64
6.60
33.0
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.08
0.33
0.66

2.610-3
0.15
1
2
0.25
1

1.910-3
0.12
0.76
1.52
0.19
0.76

0.06
2.0010-6
0.06
4.1310-4
0.06
8.2610-4
0.06
1.6510-3
0.06
3.3010-3
0.06
8.2610-3
0.06
4.1310-2
0.06
4.1310-4
0.06
4.1310-4
0.04
4.1310-4
0.02
4.1310-4
0
4.1310-4
0
1.0310-4
0
4.1310-4
0
8.2610-4
1 mm micro-model
0.02
1.9510-6
0.02
1.2310-4
0.02
7.8110-4
0.02
1.5610-3
0
1.9510-4
0
7.8110-4

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.02
-4.1310-4
-1.0310-4
-4.1310-4
-8.2610-4

0.04
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.03
-

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
-1.9510-4
-7.8110-4

0.22
0.08
0.05
0.25
0.39

0.78
0.55
0.54
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4.2.2 Analysis of pressure signals and front displacement images
The direct imaging of pore invasion events and concurrent measurements of capillary pressure
dynamics provided complementary information for estimating individual pore volumes and the
impact of different boundary conditions on such estimates. In this section, we describe the
methods used for data analysis from pressure signals and images enabling detailed
comparisons of pore volumes deduced from pressure signal, geometrical analysis of the
domain (static snapshot), and distinct invasion event volumes observed by rapid imaging.

Capillary pressure fluctuations
Initially, we applied a constant and low flow rate (Ca = 210-6) to avoid simultaneous invasion
events. Hence, each capillary pressure fluctuation was associated with an individual pore
invasion event. An example of an invasion event imaged is shown in Fig. 4.2, and a typical
pressure signal from the slow drainage runs is depicted in Fig. 4.3a. Constant liquid
withdrawal pulls air-water menisci deeper towards pore throats resulting in an increase in the
(absolute) capillary pressure (Fig. 4.2-A). For slow drainage the “weakest” throat along the
interfacial front (i.e., the largest throat when all forces other than capillarity are ignored) is
abruptly invaded when its capillary threshold is exceeded. These invasion events (Haines
jumps) are marked by rapid capillary pressure jumps that reflect interfacial relaxation by
capillary, viscous, gravity and inertial forces which may also involve displaced liquid volume
redistribution (in excess of background withdrawal) to neighboring menisci (Fig. 4.2-B). The
amplitudes of the capillary pressure fluctuations are related to the dimensions of invaded pores
and interactions with neighboring pore throats that jointly define the new equilibrium position
of menisci. The constant withdrawal rate pulls the liquid from the pore and the menisci again
towards the throats (Fig. 4.2-C). These distinct pressure signatures manifested during slow
drainage become convoluted as drainage flow rate increases resulting in complex pressure
signals that may reflect multiple and simultaneous pore invasions. A typical pressure signal
recorded during drainage exhibiting simultaneous invasion events at the front is shown in Fig.
4.3b. The high sampling frequency (100 Hz) of the pressure signal enabled the observation of
detailed pressure relaxation process including primary inertial overshoot.
The attribution of measured pressure fluctuations to the capillary component only, is
incomplete as details of drainage front morphology (roughness) may affect local hydrostatic
and viscous components of the pressure, and these may vary with mean flow rates, system size
and distance to the pressure port. We thus opted for analyzing raw pressure signals without
attempting to resolve such local contributions.
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We adopted a slightly different definition of a pore invasion event than the one used to define
“bursts” by Måløy et al. (1992); their burst ends when the invading interface is next stalled.
We refined the description by considering smaller pressure fluctuations that mark individual
throat invasions or distinct events (occurring within a burst). These pressure fluctuations (and
their associated waiting times) were detected using the distinct peaks in the first derivative of
the capillary pressure signal at each rapid jump. For the slowest drainage experiment through
the 2 mm micro-model, the threshold of

was set to 0.1 mbar (and to 0.01 mbar for the

experiments in the 3-D sand pack) to exclude noise and pressure relaxations associated with
minor events not related to pore invasion such as liquid bridge ruptures at the front.
The liquid volume displaced during a typical invasion event is controlled by the capacitive
volume at the front

(defined as the rate of change in capillary pressure per change in wetting

fluid volume), the length of the interfacial front with

the number of menisci along the front,

and the capillary pressure at the onset of an event (Furuberg et al., 1996). The maximum
liquid volume to be redistributed

is proportional to the characteristic capacitive volume, the

capillary pressure, and system size:
(4.3)
as shown by (Furuberg et al., 1996). The rate of change in capillary pressure was estimated
from the measured slopes of capillary pressure rise with time during interfacial invasion
events, and the associated volume changes were deduced from the constant withdrawal rate
during the associated time intervals. The minimum front length was 30 menisci for the 2 mm
micro-model, and about 60 menisci for the 1 mm micro-model based on the width of the
micro-model. For the experimental conditions studied here, the capacitive volume of the front
was up to κ=1.5 mm3 (water)/mm (when the front was established) in the 2 mm micro-model,
and in the range of κ=0.3 mm3 (water)/mm for the 1 mm glass beads micro-model. Thus, the
selected flow domain size that was optimized for visual observations and pressure signal
enabled resolving distinct invasion events but was relatively small for consistent observations
of continuous bursts.
We investigated the nature of capillary pressure fluctuations during drainage through 1 mm
and 2 mm glass beads micro-models for vertical and horizontal orientations. The cumulative
distribution of pressure fluctuations

was found to follow an exponential distribution as

expected for systems of such limited size, with transition to power law distribution predicted
for larger systems (Furuberg et al., 1996). Hence, the system size and the limited front
capacities of the experimental micro-models suggested that the cumulative distribution of
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pressure fluctuations

of invasion events would follow an exponential distribution according

to:
̅̅̅̅

(4.4)

(Måløy et al., 1992). The time between two invasion events, the so called waiting time

is

proportional to the volumes of event sizes for flow rate-controlled drainage. The waiting times
are linked to invaded volumes according to:
(4.5)
and enable comparison of indirect measurement of pore dimensions to other observation
methods. According to studies by (Måløy et al., 1992, Furuberg et al., 1996), the distribution
of waiting times also follows an exponential distribution.

Figure 4.14: Rapid pore invasion event at a drainage displacement front through 2
mm (diameter) beads monolayer. The menisci are pulled to the tightest sections of the
throats. Interfacial curvatures increase with capillary pressure build up (A). Rapid air
invasion takes place within 100th of a second through the (capillary-) weakest
meniscus, and the excess wetting fluid is subsequently redistributed along the front
visible as the receded menisci with small curvature (B). Continuous fluid withdrawal
pulls the (new) interface towards the throats until the next breakthrough (C). A
corresponding pressure signal is shown in Fig. 4.3.

4. Pore scale dynamics underlying the motion of drainage fronts in porous
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Figure 4.15: A representative record of capillary pressure signal during drainage with
a) Ca = 210-6 the waiting time
and pressure fluctuation magnitude
are marked,
and b) Ca > 10-3 recorded during drainage through 2 mm micro-model. The drainage
front interfacial configuration before breakthrough (A), after rapid invasion (B) and
the new condition before the next jump (C) are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Geometrical pores from image analyses of the micromodels
Geometrical pore volumes and invasion event volumes were determined from recorded images
of the transparent glass micro-models. Based on the micro-model geometry there are two ways
to interpret the spaces formed between the glass beads: considering these as 3-D spheres, or
approximate the beads as 2-D cylinders (projected beads) as schematically shown in Fig. 4.4a.
The relative volume difference between the spherical and cylindrical representation of the
beads for displaced liquid volumes was less than 4% when the radius of the bead was slightly
smaller for its projected cylinder representation as: rb with rb the radius of the bead and 
chosen to 0.8. Both representations disregard pendular rings formed between the glass beads
and the front and back glass plate. Irrespective of the representation of the glass beads (as 3-D
spheres or 2-D cylinders), the geometrical pore sizes in the micro-models were determined by
connecting the centers of neighboring beads and identifying an encapsulated void in which the
distances between the boundaries of the beads were smaller than a threshold value
used to define throat size

. A schematic for illustration of

and

that was

is shown in Fig. 4.4b. Note

this approach being very basic relative to other methods (Lindquist et al., 2000). The value for
c was experimentally determined from the minimum value of the pressure signal marking the
capillary pressure

at the throats (after removing the hydrostatic pressure component). The

Young-Laplace equation was used to estimate effective throat radius

from the pressure

signal. The related specific distance c between the beads was then estimated and was found to



be:

. Results have shown than the best estimates of pore size distribution values

were determined with a threshold of: c =
and





for cylindrical glass-beads representation,

for spherical representation. A cutout of the 2 mm micro-model with highlighted

geometrical pores is shown in Fig. 4.6b.
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Figure 4.16: a) Camera image with a single glass bead (diameter 2 mm) and pendular
liquid ring between the glass bead and front glass and schematic of a glass bead with
radius and pendular rings to illustrate the representation of glass beads by cylinder
with radius
. b) Schematic on the specific distance between two beads in the
model. The distance between the centers of spheres is labeled with
where c is
the conditioning value for defining the constriction as throat or not as throat and
is
the diameter of the beads. The throat radius
was determined from the pressure
signal.

Pore invasion volumes from rapid imaging during drainage
The invaded pore volumes were deduced from analyses of sequences of images recorded with
the high-speed camera during drainage. All experiments were performed with the same
settings concerning the distance between micro-model and camera objective. However, slight
variations in image resolution affected the quality of identification of glass beads especially for
the 1 mm micro-model. A typical 2 mm bead diameter was represented by 22 pixels (or
roughly 18 pixels for the cylindrical representation), and 10 pixels for 1 mm beads. We note
that with the resulting resolution changes, an error of 1-pixel in beads diameter may affect the
accuracy of pore volume determination by about 10%. The applied procedure for identification
of individual invasion event sizes is discussed in appendix A.
The numerical code used for analyses had several limitations in detecting invasion events
when (for high drainage rates) the drainage front motion changes from pinning-jumping
behavior to continuous motion where invasion events were not distinguishable (typically for
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drainage through 2 mm micro-model with Ca = 4.110-2). The fraction of wetting volume
displaced and identified as invasion events was affected by noise reduction necessary during
the analysis.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Pressure fluctuations linked to distinct invasion events
The inherent links between distinct invasion events and pressure fluctuations are shown in Fig.
4.5 for drainage through the 2 mm micro-model at Ca=2∙10-6. Three distinct invasion events
are highlighted. The first and second event marked in Fig. 4.5 were entirely independent of
each other, whereas liquid pressure at the onset of the third pressure fluctuation exceeded the
value of the previous event. The second and third invasion events are linked. This is also
depicted in the inset of the figure. The pressure overshoots detected refer to the inertial
influence captured with the high sampling frequency of the pressure signal during rapid pore
invasion.

Figure 4.17: Synchronized pressure signal (solid line) and displaced wetting fluid
volume (invasion events) (symbols) for drainage through 2 mm micro-model with Ca
= 2∙10-6. Data points on volume displaced with rate below 0.5 mm3/min are not shown
in this figure. The inset shows the linked invasion events visually detected during the
interfacial front displacement through the micro-model. The non-wetting phase is
shown in white and the wetting phase in gray. Black circles represent the 2 mm glass
beads.
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4.3.2 Volume distributions for geometrical pores, pressure deduced pores,
and imaged invasion event volumes
The three types of (cumulative) pore size distributions namely: geometrically-deduced pore
volumes (geometrical pores estimated for the empty micro-model) assuming cylindrical
representation of the glass beads; pore volume distribution deduced from pressure signal
fluctuations during drainage; and pore volumes deduced from dynamic imaging of invasion
events for the 2 mm micro-model are shown in Fig. 4.6. The invasion event volumes and pore
volumes deduced from the pressure signal were determined for the slowest drainage rates
(4.8 μml/min, Ca = 2.0∙10-6) through the 2 mm micro-model in vertical orientation. The inset
shows the probability density of different pore and invasion event volumes. The resulting pore
size density distribution was sensitive to the selected bin size due to the limited system size,
and we have chosen a bin size of 2 mm3 for consistency. Despite differences among the
various methods, the resulting distributions of pore and invasion event volumes using static
and dynamic images and pressure signals were remarkably similar. The median pore volumes
for the 2 mm micro-model were 1.8, 3.9, and 2.9 mm3, estimated for the geometrical, imaging
and pressure deduced volumes, respectively. The difference for the pressure-deduced median
pore volume was attributed to the interpretation of an event often based on different capillary
pressure thresholds. Filtering of the noise in the experimentally determined distributions may
have led to underestimation of the fraction of very small pores that appear in the geometrical
estimation of pore size distribution but are absent in the imaged invaded pore volumes. A
comparison of geometrical pores and imaging-based invaded volumes in part of the 2 mm
micro-model is shown in Fig. 4.6b and c, it reveals remarkable agreement for the easily
discerned large pores. It also illustrates instances where consecutive invasion of smaller pores
occurs (detected by as a single invasion event even for rapid imaging). Other differences are
attributed to the fact that the geometrical pore size distribution is based on capillary constraints
only, whereas dynamic process of invasion responds to additional forces such as the influence
of gravity.
The results in Fig. 4.6 suggest the following: (1) The distribution of geometrical pore volumes
and those of the dynamically-determined invaded pore volumes were practically identical for
slow drainage; (2) Pore volumes distribution deduced from the capillary pressure (under
constant withdrawal rate) were slightly different than the distributions by the other methods
(geometrically and dynamic imaging). Some of these differences could be attributed to a
mismatch between partial imaging of the micro-model with a more complete pressure
measurement (i.e., the pressure signal represent information from the entire connected liquid
volume in contrast with imaging of a limited domain of 100 x 50 mm). The results also suggest
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that imaging-based information could be used for statistical analyses. We confirm that
pressure-based inferences are capable of providing reliable estimates of pore volume
distributions (for low and constant withdrawal rates).
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Figure 4.18: a) The cumulative distribution of geometrical pores (blue, dashed line),
pressure-deduced invaded volumes (black, solid line), and invaded pore volumes
determined by direct imaging (red, dotted line). The related pore size density function
for geometrical pore volumes, pressure-signal deduced pore volumes and invasion
event volumes are shown in the inset. The median of the distributions was determined
to 1.8, 3.9, 2.9 mm3 for geometrical, pressure deduced pore volume, and invasion
event volume distribution. b) Estimated geometrical pore spaces, and c) observed
distinct invasion event volumes determined from direct rapid imaging for drainage
with Ca = 210-6 in vertical orientation.
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4.3.3 Effects of pore size, front velocity, and gravity on capillary pressure fluctuations
Detailed imaging confirmed that liquid pressure fluctuations recorded during constant and
slow drainage (permitting capillary and viscous pressure gradients to relax between individual
invasion events) were associated with distinct pore invasion events, this motivated the use of
waiting times between consecutive pressure jumps to deduce pore volumes invaded between
such pressure signals during constant liquid withdrawal rates (equation (4.3)). The magnitudes
of the measured pressure signal could be used to deduce throat sizes (and their distribution). In
the absence of gravity (horizontal orientation with Bo = 0), and for very slow drainage, we
attributed the pressure signal to capillary sources only. Two typical measured pressure signals
are shown in Fig. 4.3, with individual pore invasions clearly observable in Fig. 4.3a, and
simultaneous pore invasions for the fast withdrawal rates yielding complex pressure signals in
Fig. 4.3b.
The influence of pore and particle sizes, drainage front velocity, and the prevailing Bond
number on the resulting capillary pressure fluctuations were systematically evaluated. Fig. 4.7
shows the cumulative distribution of pressure fluctuations (number of events normalized by
the total number of detected events and pressure fluctuation sizes normalized by the mean
pressure fluctuation sizes) in a semi-logarithmic plot for the slowest drainage rates with Ca =
2.010-6 through the 2 mm, and the 1 mm micro-models. The mean pressure fluctuations were
̅̅̅̅

1.15 mbar for 1314 distinguidhed jumps (405 jumps per ml withdrawn) during drainage

through the 1 mm micro-model; and ̅̅̅̅

0.64 mbar for 873 jumps (162 jumps/ml) in the 2

mm micro-model. These results imply that mean pore invasion event volumes were 6.2 mm3
in the 2 mm micro-model and 2.5 mm3 for the 1 mm micro-model.
The cumulative distribution of measured pressure fluctuations

during drainage was

exponential with exponents  = -1.49 for the 1 mm micro-model, and  = -1.33 for the 2 mm
micro-model. (The exponents may change slightly with different thresholds set for minimum
pressure fluctuation magnitude to be considered.) Måløy et al. (1992) have found an exponent
of  = -1.31 for slow drainage processes through 1 mm glass beads flow cell in horizontal
orientation. We ascribe the differences in the exponents between our 1 mm micro-model
measurements and those of (Måløy et al., 1992) to differences in the methods used to infer the
pressure fluctuation values (we considered all distinct invasion events whereas Måløy and coworkers have considered main bursts only); there were some differences in the capacitive
volumes; and we also sampled at a much higher sampling frequency in this study that was
capable of capturing even very short inertial overshoots and thus possibly leading to larger
fluctuations sampled.
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Figure 4.19: Cumulative distribution of pressure fluctuations during drainage through
1 mm and 2 mm micro-models with Ca = 210-6. Exponential regimes were fitted and
revealed exponents are  = -1.49 for the 1mm and  = -1.33 for the 2 mm micromodel. The values of ̅̅̅̅ were 1.15 mbar (1314 identified jumps) for the 1 mm, and
0.64 mbar (873 jumps) for the 2 mm micro-model.

The distributions of pressure fluctuations for different drainage rates (and associated Capillary
numbers) under gravity are depicted in Fig. 4.8a on a semi-logarithmic plot following equation
(4.6). The distributions for the range between Ca = 2.010-6 and Ca = 4.110-4 exhibit a constant
exponent

, however, for rapid drainage with Ca > 410-4 the distribution of large pressure

fluctuations shows a marked drop starting at relative pressure fluctuations of

̅̅̅̅

 1.5.

Increasing the mean drainage front velocity by two orders of magnitude did not affect the
statistical distributions of capillary pressure fluctuations but had some effect on the amplitude
of mean pressure fluctuation ̅̅̅̅ (without a clear tendency). The observed mean pressure
fluctuations were: ̅̅̅̅

0.64, 0.95, 1.06, 0.71, and 1.07 mbar in the order of increasing Ca for

the 2 mm micro-model. The number of pressure jumps detected during the displacement
process dropped nonlinearly from 162 to 64 per ml withdrawn with increasing Ca. The change
in the relative number of pressure jump events was attributed to the increasing number of
simultaneous events at the displacement front and the resulting convoluted pressure signal
(Fig. 4.3b) which may also lead to the increase in the mean pressure fluctuation sizes. Other
explanations such as an increase in liquid phase entrapment were not supported by
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measurements (no significant phase entrapment, see Table 4.1). The transition from individual
to simultaneous pore invasions was confirmed by examining the high-speed image series.
Thus, the onset of the statistical cutoff in the exponential distribution of pressure fluctuations
reveals a change in the displacement regime of the front transitioning from an orderly process
into a complex and less predictable behavior.
Additional drainage experiments through a 3-D column of quartz sand (grain sizes in the range
1.5 to 2.2 mm) enabled comparison of 2-D capillary pressure results with those obtained
during drainage through a 3-D pore spaces. The resulting pressure fluctuation distributions for
three drainage experiments in the 3-D column with Capillary numbers between 1.910-4 and
1.910-3 are shown in Fig. 4.8b. The exponent

describing the cumulative distribution of the

3-D pressure fluctuations was larger in the range of -1.68 to -1.69 as compared to -1.33 for the
2-D measurements. The number of pressure fluctuations identified dropped from 17 to only 5
jumps per ml over the three flow rates applied. The observations in the 3-D medium also
confirm the cutoff in cumulative pressure fluctuation distributions with increasing
displacement rate. Based on Fig. 4.8 (and visual inspection of 2-D drainage experiments), we
conclude that the cumulative distribution of pressure fluctuations marks the onset of
simultaneous pore invasion events at drainage rates characterized by Ca  5∙10-4. Considering
the Bond numbers of the investigated displacement experiments, the sensitive change in pore
invasion behavior is independent of the stability of the interfacial front.
The influence of gravity was studied by incrementally varying the inclination angle of the 2
mm model from fully vertical to horizontal position. The drainage front displacement was
driven at a flow rate with resulting mean front velocity at 0.33 mm/sec or Ca  410-4, just
below the onset of simultaneous events. The amount of liquid phase entrapment was negligible
for drainage at a range of inclination angles from α = 90° (vertical orientation) to i α = 22°
ensuring similar front velocities (effective velocity is affected by the extent of entrapment) and
the number of pores visited within the displacement process. Drainage experiments for
horizontal orientation displacement showed significant phase entrapment, often only half of
the void space was invaded by the drainage front displacement. The cumulative distributions
of pressure fluctuations for drainage under different inclination angles are shown on a semilogarithmic plot in Fig. 4.9. The data suggest that gravity had little effect on the cumulative
pressure fluctuation distribution. The mean pressure fluctuations remained nearly constant
between 1.01 mbar and 1.06 mbar for inclinations ranging from 90° (vertical) to 22°, but
dropped to 0.52 mbar for the horizontal orientation where the number of events detected was
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Figure 4.20: Cumulative distributions of pressure fluctuations for forced drainage. a)
Drainage through 2 mm micro-model with Ca ranging from 210-6 to 210-3 (for
vertical model orientation with Bo > 0). Mean pressure fluctuations were measured to
̅̅̅̅ = 0.64, 0.95, 1.06, 0.71, and 1.07 mbar, and the total number of events per ml
were 162, 130, 122, 72, and 64 in the order of increasing Ca. b) Drainage through a
3D quartz sand sample with Ca from 1.90∙10-4 to 1.90∙10-3. The measured mean
pressure fluctuations were ̅̅̅̅ = 0.08, 0.10, and 0.13 mbar, and relative number of
events per ml wetting fluid withdrawn were 17, 12, and 5 in the order of increasing Ca.
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only a third of that for the displacement run on 90°. Despite the fact that the amount of residual
phase indicates twice the front velocity (and thus higher Ca) and, in addition, only one third of
pressure fluctuations were observed, the distribution of pressure fluctuations does not exhibit
the decrease in large pressure fluctuation events. The pressure signal recorded during
displacement processes in the absence of gravity (horizontal orientation) exhibited slower
pressure fluctuations and delayed relaxation. The result confirms the role of hydrostatic force
that act as an additional driving force of interfacial jumps (Moebius and Or, 2012a). It also
suggest that that the onset of simultaneous invasion events is influenced by the magnitude of
the stabilizing gravitational force during drainage.

Figure 4.21: The resulting cumulative distributions of pressure bursts for water
drainage through 2 mm micro-model with Ca = 410-4 (v = 0.33 mm/s), and Bo
ranging from 0.06 to 0 (modified by varying the micro-model inclination angle α
from 90° to 0°). The ̅̅̅̅ values were: 1.06, 1.01, 1.05, 1.01, and 0.52 mbar, and the
total numbers of jumps per ml wetting volume withdrawn ranged between 122 and
116 for α > 0° and 79 for α=0°.
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4.3.4 Pore invasion volumes affected by Capillary (Ca) and Bond (Bo) numbers
The distributions of invasion event volumes deduced from the rapid imaging for drainage
through 2 mm micro-model under different flow velocities and gravitational conditions are
depicted in Fig. 4.10a-b. Increasing the flow rate in the absence of gravity (Bo=0) exerted only
a minor effect on the resulting invasion event sizes (Fig. 4.10a), but when gravity was present,
it affected pore invasion volume distribution and other processes at the drainage front
(Fig. 4.10b). Gravity forces resulted in a slight increase in the proportion of invaded mediumsized pores, and a drop in large invasion volumes with increasing Capillary numbers. In
Fig. 4.10c, the pore nvasion event volume distribution for drainage through 1 mm micro-model
are also shown and confirm similar trends as observed in the 2 mm model. We attribute the
change in invasion event size distribution to two factors: (1) the increase in simultaneous
invasion events and limited volume redistribution, and (2) the increasing viscous losses and
establishment of trailing films as visually seen in Fig. 4.12 with the interface invading the very
same pore under different boundary conditions. The surprising decrease in large invaded
volume with increasing flow rate could be attributed to interactions among simultaneous
events where counter redistribution of excess liquid from concurrently invaded pores may slow
down subsequent rapid invasions. The effect of such interactions is expected to diminish with
increasing distance between locations of simultaneous events along the drainage front,
especially when a critical distance of viscous dissipation is exceeded. Such a viscous
dissipation distance is estimated to be about 30 mm (which is half of the width of the micromodel) using a simplified model with a series of capillaries representing the interfacial front
(radius 1 mm and distance between capillaries 2 mm) (Moebius and Or, 2014). The decrease in
the sizes of invaded pore volumes relative to pore volumes deduced from (static) geometrical
pore sizes could is attributed to the increase in the viscous losses. The typical pore evacuation
opportunity time (the time it takes a meniscus to traverse a pore) is a function of the capillary
pressure gradient (Chatzis and Dullien, 1983). This time window may be significantly
interrupted (shortened) by increasing macroscopic drainage front velocity. Both scenarios were
observed during the experiments. Additionally, inertial forces do not exceed the influence of
viscous forces; consecutive jumps or interfacial oscillations as observed in large pore media
were not observed (Moebius and Or, 2012a).
These changes in invaded pore volumes and their distributions shed a new light on the
intricacies of invasion dynamics along a drainage front under different boundary conditions.
The results however, limit potential inferences concerning the remaining liquid-filled pores
and thus hinder direct characterization of unsaturated transport properties from dynamic
drainage studies (e.g., using pressure fluctuation measurements to deduce pore size
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distribution). Note, that the domains analyzed by direct imaging were relatively small and
limiting the statistical inference of phase entrapment volumes. Apparently, for the pore spaces
studied (those forming between large and relatively smooth glass beads) the residual wetting
phase did not play an important role in affecting the invaded pore sizes as seen in the small
effect on the distributions of invaded pore spaces. In the presence of gravity, the residual phase
was negligible in the 2 mm micro-model. In other words, drainage for the vertical orientation
through the 2 mm micro-model exhibited variations in invasion event size distribution
unrelated to residual phase entrapment. The stability of the event volume distributions might
also be affected by the lack of distinction between invasion events at and behind the front (see
section 4.3.6).
The changes in invasion size distribution on flow rates are also reflected in waiting times
between invasion events extracted from the pressure signals. The exponential distributions are
shown in Fig. 4.11 and is similar to the finding of (Måløy et al., 1992). We determined the
waiting time exponent of the distribution to be: -1.06 to -1.83. While the distribution of
pressure fluctuations showed strong dependency on macroscopic flow rate, the waiting time
distribution remained constant across the range of flow rates studied. We found no clear
correlation between the onset of simultaneous invasion events and the distribution of invasion
event volumes determined from the visual observation nor waiting time distribution as it
appears in the pressure fluctuation distribution (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.22: The density distribution of individual invasion event volumes (deduced
from dynamic image analysis) for drainage measurements through the 2 mm micromodel (a) in absence of gravity, and (b) with gravity stabilizing the front across a
range of drainage rates characterized by Capillary numbers; and c) through the 1 mm
micro-model for different Capillary numbers and both with and without stabilizing
gravity.
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Figure 4.23: Cumulative distributions of waiting times for forced drainage through
the 1 mm micro-model (open symbols) and 2 mm micro-model (filled symbols) in
vertical model orientation with Bo > 0. The exponents β of the distributions were
measured to -0.98 for the displacement process through 1 mm micro-model and -1.06
to -1.83 for 2 mm micro-model and different Ca. The dashed line shows the
determined distribution of Måløy et al. (1992) with an exponent of -1.27.

4.3.5 Details of pore invasion dynamics for different drainage front velocities
Fig. 4.12 depicts the time evolution and detailed pathways of rapid air invasion into the same
pore space during drainage front displacement through the 2 mm micro-model for various flow
rates (Capillary number) and for two Bond numbers (Bo = 0.06 vertical and Bo = 0 horizontal
front displacement). The figure shows the pore invaded starting from different sites influenced
by the boundary conditions over 0.5 seconds. The rapid breakthrough of the meniscus and
invasion of the air into the pore is followed by trailing of the wetting liquid in the corners (and
continuous wetting volume withdrawal) displayed in Fig. 4.12a and b for drainage with
Ca = 4.1310-4 and Ca = 3.3010-3. The same pore is invaded within 0.1s including a short
break when highest flow rate was applied (Fig. 4.12c). The short interruption in the rapid
invasion process might be due to simultaneous invasion events along the front but limited
volume redistribution (due to low front capacity) but could also be associated with a rapid
snap-off process (Gauglitz and Radke, 1989). The breakthrough towards this pore occurs at
different throats in absence of gravity and rapidness of the invasion seems affected by the front
velocity. These considerable differences in pore invasion process into the very same pore yield
diverse patterns of residual saturation behind the passage of the interfacial front.

4. Pore scale dynamics underlying the motion of drainage fronts in porous
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Figure 4.24: Images of rapid pore invasion for the same pores during drainage for
various Capillary numbers and Bond numbers. The time interval shown is t 2-t1 = 0.5s
each, except for case c) where the entire pore is invaded within 0.1s and d) where 1.0s
are shown. Non-wetting phase and wetting phase are shown as white and gray areas.
The 2 mm glass beads and residual wetting phase are shown in black. Lines between
the glass beads show liquid bridges.
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The rapid interfacial motions and sweeping of contact lines often leave a thick trailing film
leading to incomplete pore evacuation. The thickness of these films, often referred to as
Landau-Levich films, are a function of the interfacial velocity (Landau and Levich, 1942).
Aussillous and Quere (2000) proposed an expression for the trailing film thickness h in a
capillary of radius r based on Brethertons law:
(4.6)

with Cas = ηv/σ. Note that the subscript s here indicates the Capillary number without
consideration of pore geometrical dimensions. Thus, the ratio h/r (film thickness to the
capillary radius) for water varies between 7.710-4 and 1.610-2 for velocities ranging between 1
and 1000 mm/s, resulting in film thicknesses in the range of 0.4 to 32 μm. A rough estimate of
the potential reduction in invasion event volume based on eq. 6 for a spherical pore yields
(

(

) )

(4.7)

The film thickness h is approximately proportional to the Capillary number (when Ca is small)
and thus to the mean front velocity. Equation (4.7) then shows the reduction in displaced
volume to be proportional linked to the interfacial jump velocity squared. The blurring of
invasion events during fast drainage resulted in a nearly continuous motion of pore scale
invasion events along a drainage front (e.g. drainage through the 2 mm micro-model with a
mean front velocity of 33 mm/s and Ca = 4.13∙10-2). The time evolution of the collective
interfacial front motion is depicted in Fig. 4.12a. We note that many of the invasion events
could not be resolved by their pressure signatures or by image analysis.

4.3.6 Redistribution and interfacial reconfiguration behind a drainage front
A sample of drainage front displacement dynamics theough the 2mm micro-model at mean
front velocity of 33 mm/s (100ml/min, Ca = 4.1310-2) is depicted in Fig. 4.13. The drainage
front moving from the top reached the bottom of the observation area within 1.8 seconds
(Fig. 4.13a). The liquid entrapped in the non-invaded regions behind the drainage front was
about 0.12 of the domain’s saturation shown in dark Fig. 4.13a. In addition, slowly draining
thick films induced a continuous reconfiguration of liquid films behind the drainage front as
depicted in Fig. 4.13b for the time window extending from 1.8 seconds (just after
displacement) to 30 seconds. The dark blue areas show secondary pore invasion events
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immediately behind the front, this regin marks the so-called transition zone (Tallakstad et al.,
2009b). In the middle of the domain, numerous small colored areas suggest the presence of a
continuous drainage film flow, and possibly the rupturing of liquid bridges. These processes
are also fed by liquid supplied from above where entrapped phase in clusters or pores
gradually drains and replaced by the non-wetting phase over an extended period. The
subsequent drainage and secondary invasion are driven primarily by gravity. About 6% of the
liquid volume still remained in pores as residual saturation after 30 seconds. The color
evolution reveals onset of a secondary drainage front limited by liquid supply (probably
supplied by film flow) that moves at a much lower velocity. Similar observations were
reported after cessation of drainage in Hele-Shaw cells where liquid redistribution and
interfacial reconfigurations were detected for an extended period of time using the acoustic
emissions technique (Moebius et al., 2012).

Figure 4.25: The time signature of water drainage l front with mean velocity of 33
mm/s displaced through 2 mm glass beads micro-model. a) The front displacement
was completed within 1.8 seconds starting from the top (blue) and reaching the lower
bottom (red). The glass beads positions are shown in black. b) Interfacial
reconfigurations of the liquid phase entrapped behind the main displacement front
during the time window between 1.8 seconds and 30 seconds after the onset of the
primary drainage, revealing secondary gravity driven displacement and flow. The
saturation decreases linearly in time to 0.06 until t = 3s.
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4.4 Summary and Conclusion
We presented an experimental study aimed at resolving the inherent duality of highly dynamic
pore invasion events along a macroscopically smooth and regular drainage front. We have
used a combination of high-speed imaging and pressure fluctuations signals for a wide range
of liquid withdrawal rates and flow domain orientations relative to gravity. For relatively slow
drainage front displacement rates, individual invasion events were clearly distinguishable and
we were able to use waiting times between pressure fluctuations for constant withdrawal rates
to infer invaded pore volumes. The distribution of pore volumes deduced from the pressure
signal waiting times was remarkably similar to pore volumes deduced from rapid imaging of
invasion event sizes and from geometrical pore volumes of the empty micro-model.
The capillary pressure measurements at a high sampling frequency revealed that the
cumulative distribution of pressure fluctuations associated with distinct invasion events
follows an exponential distribution in agreement with measurements by (Måløy et al., 1992,
Furuberg et al., 1996). The distribution of pressure fluctuations was independent of
gravitational forces (manipulated by micro-model orientation) with a nearly constant exponent
for a wide range of Capillary numbers. A cutoff in the exponential distribution of pressure
fluctuations with increasing displacement velocity was attributed to the onset of simultaneous
invasion events (approximately at Ca ≈ 10-4) as also confirmed by 3D measurements in a
column of sand.
The distribution of invasion event volumes was only mildly dependent on the macroscopic
drainage rate, and was practically independent of the resulting fraction of residual phase
entrapped behind the drainage front in the absence of gravity. In the presence of gravity, the
fraction of small-sized invasion events increased with increasing Capillary number, whereas
large invasion events practically vanished. The decrease in the size of invaded volumes with
increased flow rate was attributed to changes in pore invasion mechanisms. These reflected
changes from completion of interfacial jumps to disrupted invasion (front moves faster than
needed to invade the pore) with a greater role of snap-off processes (Gauglitz and Radke,
1989). This disconnection of pore openings gave rise to formation of thick-films behind the
front that maintained wetting liquid connectivity to liquid filled pores that were bypassed
during the front passage but subsequently drained over an extended period of time
subsequently. We also found that the reduced number of distinguishable invasion events as
drainage rate increased and the resulting constant residual phase were indicative of increasing
trailing film thickness that formed a well-connected and a drainable transition zone.
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The experimental results show that with increasing front drainage rate, the displacement
characteristics exhibited a transition from local relaxation of viscous gradients between
consecutive invasion events to the onset of simultaneous invasion events at the interfacial front
with partial pore invasion due to limited pore evacuation opportunity time constrained by the
rapidly moving drainage front. The study highlights the different manifestation and
interpretation of “pores” and their potential dual sensitivity to local and external (macroscopic)
boundary conditions. It is yet unclear how general is the observed similarity between
geometrical and pressure-deduced pore spaces (for slow drainage), nevertheless, these results
offer new opportunities for deducing pore size distributions dynamically. The study provides
new insights into the mechanisms of pore invasion at a drainage front and the propagation of
macroscopic boundary conditions into the dynamics and characteristic of pore scale invasion
dynamics. The results highlight the importance of better understanding of jumps and contact
line sweeping motions in relation to solute mixing and colloid mobilization at displacement
fronts.
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Appendix
Determining invasion event volumes by image analysis
The data analysis of the image series recorded with the high-speed camera was accomplished
using a code that implemented the following procedure:
(1) The positions of the beads were identified using the first frame.
(2) Circles (2-D cylinders) were placed at these positions with a radius rb, thus slightly
smaller than the beads radii (see in 4.2.2).
(3) All frames were converted into binary images (wetting fluid 0, non-wetting fluid 1) using
thresholds adapted for each experiment.
(4) Whenever a pixel changed its value from wetting to non-wetting fluid, further changes due
to recoiling etc. were not considered. Thus, especially slow displacement processes
cannot show any withdrawal motion right after an invasion event in the processed data.
(5) The individual bursts were identified by time and distance separation.
(6) The areas identified were converted to unit volume using the known resolution of the
images and depth of the micro-models.
Fig. 4.14 depicts time information extracted for a drainage front moving from top to bottom
through the 2 mm micro-model. Here, color indicates time and black circles represent the
beads or projected cylinders. In this example, the morphology of the front was flat during the
displacement process. The color code enabled to distinguish individual invasion events. The
time and distance separation criterion required individual thresholds to be set as described in
the following. The invasion events are evaluated by plotting the number of pixels changing
their configuration over time. The emerging peaks indicate rapid invasion events similar to the
timing diagram of displaced volumes in Fig. 4.5. Individual thresholds had to be set for a lower
boundary in terms of the number of pixels considered as part of an invasion event as well as
for the time between events. Both values had to be carefully chosen for faster drainage
processes where distinguishing between peaks is more challenging due to continuous motion
of the front with a large number of pixels changing per unit time. In addition, the sensitive
parameters of the time in between consecutive jumps and noise level had to be adapted for
each run individually. Finally, simultaneous jumps at different locations along the front had to
be treated as different events. A distance threshold of 1.5 times the bead diameter between two
events was used to separate the events locally. Continuous events were captured even though
breakthrough of menisci happened at the back, which didn’t show continuous non-wetting
fluid in view of the camera. Elsewise detected invasions were treated as separated
(simultaneous) events. This algorithm has limitations when the front motion changes from
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pinning jumping behavior to continuous motion with invasion events not distinguishable (e.g.
drainage through the 2 mm micro-model with Ca = 410-2). For all evaluated processes, the
fraction of wetting volume displaced which was registered as invasion events is listed in
Table 4.1. Low values might partially also result from noise reduction necessary during the
analysis.

Figure 4.26: Displacement of the interfacial drainage front with the color indicating
the time a pixel changes from wetting to non-wetting fluid for the first time.
Individual invasion events can be discerned by comparing to the surrounding color
(see white lines for examples).
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Abstract
The seemingly regular and continuous motion of fluid displacement fronts in porous media at
the macroscopic scale is propelled by numerous (largely invisible) pore scale abrupt interfacial
jumps and pressure bursts. Fluid fronts in porous media are characterized by sharp phase
discontinuities and by rapid pore scale dynamics that underlie their motion, both attributes
challenge standard continuum-theories of these flow processes. Moreover, details of pore scale
dynamics affect front morphology and subsequent phase entrapment behind a front, and
thereby shape key macroscopic transport properties of the unsaturated zone. The study presents
a novel pore-throat network model that focuses on quantifying interfacial dynamics and
interactions along fluid displacement fronts. The porous medium is represented by a lattice of
connected pore throats capable of detaining menisci and giving rise to fluid-fluid interfacial
jumps (the study focuses on flow rate controlled drainage). For each meniscus along the
displacement front we formulate a local inertial, capillary, viscous, and hydrostatic force
balance that is then solved simultaneously for the entire front. The model enabled systematic
evaluation of the role of inertia and boundary conditions. Results show that while displacement
patterns were affected by inertial forces mainly by invasion of throats with higher capillary
resistance, phase entrapment (residual saturation) was largely unaffected by inertia, limiting
inertial effects on hydrological properties behind a front. Interfacial jump velocities were often
an order of magnitude larger than mean front velocity, were strongly dependent on geometrical
throat dimensions, and became less predictable (more scattered) when inertia was considered.
Model simulations of the distributions of capillary pressure fluctuations and waiting times
between invasion events followed an exponential distribution and were in good agreement
with experimental results. The modeling approach provides new insights into the rich porescale dynamics of displacement fronts, these insights not only improve basic understanding of
these ubiquitous processes, but could shed new light on solute dispersion and colloids
mobilization at fronts, and the mechanical consequences of passing fronts.
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5.1 Introduction
Immiscible displacement of fluid fronts in porous media is ubiquitous in hydrology
(infiltration and drainage, evaporation-drying fronts), in petroleum engineering (oil and gas
recovery), and in a host of industrial applications (paper, food, and building materials). One of
the long-standing challenges is the mechanistic description of displacement front dynamics,
and establishing quantitative links between pore scale invasion processes and emergent
macroscopic behavior of the fluid front (Morrow, 1970, Dullien et al., 1986) and the residual
(entrapped) phase behind it (Tallakstad et al., 2009b). Notwithstanding observations of rapid
interfacial jumps (termed Haines jumps or rheons) (Haines, 1930) that defy description by the
basic viscous flow model, these processes have been largely dismissed as curiosity. Such pore
scale events have been linked to phenomena such as hysteresis of capillary pressure saturation
relations in soils (Everett and Smith, 1954, Poulovassilis, 1962, Davidson et al., 1966, Topp,
1969, Mualem, 1984), yet efforts to systematically quantify the role of Haines jumps remained
limited.
The influence of fluid displacement dynamics on macroscopic soil transport properties is
known for some time as noted by Davidson et al. (1966): “The size of the pressure increment
or redistribution rate will control not only the number of pore sequences which fill and conduct
water, but will result in a different water content distribution within the pore sequences”.
Evidence suggests that the entrapped liquid phase behind a displacement front is directly
linked to the interplay among capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces (Dullien et al., 1986,
Morrow, 1988, Knudsen and Hansen, 2006), details of this entrapment phase shape key
transport properties behind the front (Dullien et al., 1986). More generally, interactions at the
front shape the so-called transmission zone that supply liquid to an advancing infiltration front
(Tallakstad et al., 2009a, Tallakstad et al., 2009b), or affect liquid phase continuity behind a
primary drying front (Lehmann et al., 2008, Shokri et al., 2009). Studies have shown that
minute changes in pore space geometry, fluid properties or boundary conditions may greatly
affect the characteristics of front displacement. These findings were instrumental in
formulating universal scaling laws for the width and stability of interfacial fronts considering
the competition of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces within certain pore spaces
(Meheust et al., 2002, Lovoll et al., 2005).
Various mathematical frameworks were proposed to study pore scale displacement in porous
media, for example using idealized pore networks (Fatt, 1956b, c, a) that were gradually
refined by the introduction of invasion percolation-based models (Lenormand and Bories,
1980, Chandler et al., 1982, Wilkinson and Willemsen, 1983) that integrate pore scale invasion
events and give rise to emergence of displacement fronts with different characteristics.
Multiphase flow in regular and random pore networks provided tools for studying links
between front dynamics, capillary pressure evolution and invasion burst size distribution
during drainage processes (Furuberg et al., 1996, Aker et al., 1998b). The models enabled
investigation of non-equilibrium effects in capillary pressure-saturation relationships or
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prediction of flow properties (Aker et al., 1998b, Dahle and Celia, 1999, Blunt, 2001, JoekarNiasar et al., 2010).
Only a limited number of studies have considered the role of inertial forces, that are known to
dominate interfacial motions in short and small radii capillaries (Quere, 1997, Ridgway et al.,
2002, Schoelkopf et al., 2002, Fries and Dreyer, 2008). The omission of inertial forces in most
models of fluid front displacement in porous media is often justified by the relatively slow and
restrained mean displacement velocities dominated by viscous forces (even for high Capillary
numbers). For a certain class single phase flow scenarios, such as rapid flow near wells in
aquifers, inertial forces were considered primarily through the application of Forchheimer-type
correction to Darcy’s law (Forchheimer, 1901). In a recent study Moebius and Or (2012a)
have considered the role of inertial forces on local interfacial jumps describing that inertia
significantly affect interface jump velocity and may contribute to pushing the meniscus
through consecutive constrictions (that otherwise would not be invaded in the absence of
inertia). Thus, the resulting dynamics of interfacial displacement in disordered porous media
are expected to be shaped by pore throats capable of detaining and releasing interfaces
intermittently reflecting the balance of inertial, capillary, viscous, and hydrostatic forces.
To bridge the gap between pore scale invasion dynamics and macroscopic attributes, our
primary objective was to quantify the roles of inertial effects on fluid displacement in porous
media, on the resulting phase distribution behind a displacement front, and on interfacial jump
velocities. The specific objectives were (1) to develop a simplified pore throat-network model
that focuses on the interfacial front motion and considers the full force balance on each
meniscus including inertia; (2) to systematically evaluate invasion dynamics for different
throat-networks under different boundary conditions and with and without the inertial force to
study invasion patterns, the residual wetting phase, interfacial jump velocities, and pressure
signal characteristics.
Following this introduction, we present the pore-throat model along with considered
simplifications and governing equations in section 5.2. Additional theoretical considerations
on length of influence and interface jump velocities are described in 5.2.2. and 5.2.3. The
comparison of simulation results for drainage processes with and without inertia with focus on
displacement patterns, residual wetting phase content, evolving jump velocities, as well as
pressure fluctuations are presented in section 5.4. At last, we present the summary and
conclusions drawn from this study.
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5.2 Theorectical considerations
5.2.1 A pore-throat network model
Flow in the saturated region ahead of a drainage front propagating in an initially saturated
porous medium is well described by viscous-dominated Darcy’s law. In contrast, motion of the
displacement front itself involves fluid motion across a sharp phase discontinuity where the
standard continuum representation of multiphase flow may not apply. Pore invasion events of
the non-wetting phase (air in this study) are often abrupt and associated with rapid pressure
fluctuations (Moebius and Or, 2012a). Motivated by interest in pore scale and collective
dynamics of such displacement front, we focus on processes along this moving interfaces and
abstract all other processes in the zone below and above the moving front. In the following we
present a 2-D pore-throat network model that tracks the motion of a displacement front by
considering individual rapid interfacial jumps resulting from momentum balance that includes
inertial forces. For illustration purposes, the modeling reported herein focuses on displacement
dynamics during constant withdrawal rate of a wetting phase that produces a drainage front
that sweeps through a vertically oriented porous flow domain (considering periodic boundary
conditions in the horizontal direction).

Representation of the displacement front using pore throats and nodes
The 2-D pore-throat network model consists of a regular lattice of constricted capillaries
oriented at 45°. Four sinusoidal-shaped capillaries connect to each node resulting in a
coordination number of 4. The sinusoidal capillaries represent both throat and pore volumes,
whereas nodes, in this model, are virtual and volumeless elements (see Fig. 5.1). The porethroat network is shown schematically in Fig. 5.2. The throat radii
are drawn from a log-normal distribution, and the pore radii
network with

(radii at the constriction)

are kept constant throughout the

= 1 mm, and the length of the throats was set to 2 mm. The geometry of the

sinusoidal capillaries is represented by
̃

(

)(

(

̂

)),

(5.1)

where ̂ is the coordinate along the capillary. The position of the meniscus in the capillary
relative to the node is described by . With the exception of considering volumeless nodes, the
geometrical model is similar to other representations of porous media models that were used to
study pressure-controlled interfacial displacement in the absence of gravity considering
capillary and viscous forces only (Aker et al., 1998a).
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Figure 5.1: Details of pore-throat connection at a node. The pore is volumeless. The
red points have the same coordinates. The length of the constricted capillary is , and
the pore and throat radii are denoted as
and , respectively. The virtual node is
used for the formulation of force balance and volume conservation.

Figure 5.2: A schematic representation of the pore-throat network model with
constricted capillaries, nodes, and menisci depicted at the position of the displacement
front. Wetting phase is marked as blue and non-wetting phase as white. The faded
area below the displacement front is not considered in the model description. The
gray tubes represent idealized connections between the nodes along the interfacial
front. Nodes belonging to the front and considered by the governing equations are
highlighted in red. The displacement motion is from top to bottom (the network is
considered vertically oriented). The liquid volume withdrawal is distributed among all
nodes at the front. The length of a capillary , the pore radius and throat radius
are depicted in the schematic. The local coordinate
shows the position of a
meniscus relative to the node a throat is connected to, and the macroscopic coordinate
z represents the elevation relative to the bottom of the network. The macroscopic
volumetric withdrawal rate is distributed equally among all the nodes along the
displacement front.
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Force balance and volume conservation at frontal nodes
The volume conservation and pressure balance governing equations for all nodes along the
front must be formulated by first identifying the present frontal nodes, and then solved for each
time step. For each of numerical computation, we reduce the different configurations emerging
at frontal nodes into four standard configurations as shown in Fig. 5.3, these include: a) a
single meniscus at a node, b) two adjacent menisci attached to a single node, c) three menisci
at a node, and d) two menisci at an opposing orientation at the node. Case d) represents a
connection from the main displacement front to an invaded “finger” protruding into the front,
or to a connected wetting fluid occupied cluster.

Figure 5.3: Four interfacial configurations at a node along the fluid displacement
front (dashed circle) considered in the model. The wetting phase is shown in blue and
the non-wetting phase in white. The four cases include: (a) a single meniscus; (b) two
adjacent menisci; (c) three menisci at a node; and (d) two menisci at opposite
orientation across the node.
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The model considers capillary, viscous, gravitational, and inertial forces formulated in terms of
the sum of the pressures
(

where

at a frontal node which is expressed as:
(

)

is the interfacial tension,

viscosity of the wetting fluid and
menisci are given by

( )

)

(

(

is the contact angle,

is the density and

) ),

(5.2)

the dynamic

is the gravitational acceleration. The positions of the

and the menisci velocity and acceleration follow from the time

derivatives. The first index

is assigned to the node, and the second index

refers to the

connected capillary.
The capillary term in the force balance is derived from the Young-Laplace equation. Neither
wall inclination  nor dynamic contact angle
were considered in the description of capillary
pressure in the present pore-throat network model. In contrast with the minor influence of wall
inclination on the dynamic invasion (jump velocity), the influence of the dynamic contact
angle is often significant and its omission in the present model is a simplification (Moebius
and Or, 2012a). Viscous losses were derived from the Hagen-Poiseuille law, which
approximate the non-steady motion of the menisci in sinusoidal tubes (the additional loss at the
contact line of the interface itself (Lunati and Or, 2009) was not considered in this
formulation). The capillary radius was scaled by an effective radius

of the tubes to

. The hydrostatic term considered only local height variations affecting the
meniscus in the capillary and thus the position of the meniscus

relative to its node. The

macroscopic hydrostatic pressure is included in the volume balance equation addressed below.
The last term on the right hand side of equation (5.2) depicts the inertial term, derived from
by expressing the mass

and dividing by the cross section area of the

tube to rewrite the expression in pressure units. The resulting set of governing equations
considers the liquid pressure in throats connected to the same node being equal. There is one
equation per node for the two-connected-menisci configuration (Fig. 5.3(b) and (d)), and two
equations per node for the three-connected-menisci configuration (Fig. 5.3(c)).
The second set of governing equations is derived from (wetting) liquid volume conservation at
each node i along the front. Three components sum up to the liquid volume conservation at
each node: the liquid volume exchanged between a node and its neighboring nodes as driven
by total pressure gradient through the connected capillaries; the inflow and outflow volumes
due to moving menisci connected to the node; and the background (constant) macroscopic
withdrawal rate Q. The volume conservation equation at each node is given as:
∑

̅

{

}

∑

(

)

,

(5.3)

where n is the number of neighboring nodes connected by (fully) liquid-filled capillaries, and
the number of connected capillaries occupied by menisci. The first term represents the
volumetric flow between node

and its neighbors. Note that the following formulation
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considers quasi-steady flows, hence ignoring the potential for inertial effects due to changes in
liquid velocity between node
pressures in the nodes, and
calculated as:

and its
and

neighbors. The values
and represent the liquid
are the global (system wide) hydrostatic pressures

. The z-coordinate (referenced to the bottom of the network)

provides the influence of a macroscopic hydrostatic component at each node (see Fig. 5.2). ̅ is
a characteristic radius of the connecting capillaries (constant) for the entire network,
effective cross-sectional area of the connecting capillaries, and
nodes equal the length

the

the distance between the

of a capillary. The fluid volumetric flow from the connected open

throats is expressed by its meniscus velocity
sign results from the meniscus position being

and cross section area. Note that the negative
when the throat is filled and 0 when the

meniscus is positioned close to the node. The last term on the right hand side is the equivalent
to the volumetric withdrawal rate Q applied to the N nodes at the displacement front (see
Fig. 5.2). Thus, all nodes along the front are depicted to experience the same withdrawal rate
independent of their location.
To summarize, the number of equations for the displacement front at any given time step is:







where , , and
are the number of nodes with one, two, or
three menisci, respectively and N the number of nodes at the front. The governing equations
are formulated for the wetting (liquid) phase only, which limits the application to interfacial
displacement processes where the density and viscous losses in the non-wetting phase are
negligible relative to those in the wetting phase. The equations were rewritten as a system of
first order differential equations and solved using commercial software (MATLAB, 2013) for
the system
where the matrix
and the vector are dependent on position and
velocity of the menisci. The matrix is thus state-dependent and the systems may exhibit
singularities for special configurations. A solver provided by MATLAB (MATLAB, 2013) was
used to solve the system of equations to determine menisci positions at any time along the
front.

Key simulation steps of fluid front displacement
The force and mass balance formulation is valid for all configurations listed in Fig. 5.3.
Updating the set of equations at the nodes (along the front) were required with every invasion
event and subsequent changes in fluid front configuration. The calculation consists of the
following key steps:
i) Identification of frontal throats connected to the wetting phase and open to the nonwetting phase.
ii) Solving of the resulting system of equations (equations (5.2) and (5.3)) and
interrupting the process when a meniscus jumps to relative position
velocity

and all menisci positions were recorded (Fig. 5.4(a)).

. Its jump
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The solving process was also stopped if the volume redistribution associated with
jumps resulted in meniscus position exceeding the length of the capillary . A special
procedure for such cases is outlined in appendix A.
iii) As a displacement front configuration changes, the set of equations is adapted to the
new configuration. The initial conditions for the next invasion step are assigned using
conditions from the previous step. The new menisci involved at the front are assigned
the velocity by flow conservation, and thus are written as

where

is

the number of new throats evolved around the node. The new menisci will continue
the motion in direction of the relevant node (Fig. 5.4(b).
iv) Disconnected wetting liquid from the continuous liquid phase was added to the
residual wetting phase (see Fig. 5.4(b)).

Figure 5.4: Liquid phase reorganization after a meniscus reached the bottom of its
capillary. (a) The meniscus is just before the breakthrough and will execute the jump
with velocity until its position is
. Volume conservation (eq. (3)) was applied
around all nodes along the front (red). (b) Two new menisci evolved and are assigned
the velocity
, while one capillary is disconnected from the continuous wetting
phase (gray) and adds to residual saturation. The old node is immaterial, and a new
node (red) will add to the front description.
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5.2.2 The lateral length of influence of an abrupt interfacial invasion event
An important consequence of an interfacial jump and pore invasion is the lateral extent of the
impact in terms of fluid exchange and associated pressure perturbation on neighboring throats.
A jump may eject excess liquid and refill a pore thereby relaxing menisci curvatures in
neighboring throats along the front. Note that the motions associated with such liquid
exchanges may be in opposite direction to the primary interfacial front motion. Additionally,
stalled menisci may exhibit inertial oscillations following a jump that may be observed in the
neighboring throats as well (Moebius and Or, 2012a). We define an effective length of
influence

(interfacial jump decay length) as the distance between an invaded throat (via

meniscus jump) and the farthest affected meniscus that receives liquid volume in excess than
what would be required to form the new equilibrium. This excess is manifested by interface
overshoot by subsequent interfacial oscillations during the ejection and redistribution process.
The characteristic length in the simple scenario of a system of two (straight) capillaries
connected by horizontal tube with gravity-induced interfacial jump (hypothetically releasing a
meniscus held at a prescribed height to mimic an abrupt invasion event) was derived. The
application of equation (5.2) and (5.3) yields the analytical solution of the two menisci
positions as a function of time. Overcritical damping occurs with a minimum distance (length
of connecting tube) between the two capillaries of:
√

,

(5.4)

where L is the total length of the liquid columns in the two capillaries
. Note that
the capillarity cancels due to straight capillaries of the same geometrical dimensions (details
are provided in appendix B).
We may then consider a simple model interfacial front made of serially connected capillaries.
Each liquid column adds to the viscous loss imposing on the attenuation and reducing the
length of influence relative to the 2-capillary system. The dynamics in a series of capillaries
following an interfacial jump induced by hydrostatic difference between the (jumping)
meniscus and the neighboring menisci is shown in Fig. 5.5. The calculation is based on
equations (5.2) and (5.3) with zero withdrawal rate . The system consisted of 101 seriallyconnected straight capillaries with radius 1 mm and 5 mm spacing. The initial position of the
middle meniscus was 2 mm and 1 mm for all other menisci. The impulse propagation happens
to both sides; only one side is shown in Fig. 5.5. Black lines indicate the decay in time and
distance. The interfacial oscillations attenuate quickly in the neighboring capillaries. The first
maximum of elevation in the menisci is not in phase and the elevation of already the second
neighbor menisci shows superimposed influence.
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Figure 5.5: Relative elevation of menisci versus time and distance. The radii of the
straight capillaries and the connecting tubes were 1 mm. The initial height was 1 mm
and 2 mm for the middle meniscus for the hydrostatic offset. The length of the
connecting tubes was 5 mm. The relative elevation relates to the new equilibrium
position of the menisci. The dimensionless time is expressed as

.

The influence of the number of menisci per length in a series of straight capillaries on the
pressure-viscous dissipation was evaluated numerically for a jump excited by the abrupt
release of a hydrostatic head difference. Three systems with 101 serially connected straight
capillaries with radius 1mm at spacing 2, 5, and 10 mm were considered. The initial position of
the middle meniscus was held at 2 mm whereas all other menisci were at 1 mm. The response
in terms of spatiotemporal variations in menisci positions at the time of the first maximum
amplitude of the closest neighbor are shown in Fig. 5.6. Additional capillaries per unit length
lead to increasing viscous dissipation and significantly shorten the decay length. The length of
influence is thus not only a function of the radius of the capillaries and tubes, viscosity, and
density but it is reduced by number of throats along the front.
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Figure 5.6: The range of influence of an interfacial jump (at the origin distance=0m)
marked by changes in menisci elevation with distance for a series of capillaries
spaced at 2, 5, and 10 mm. The initial elevation of the menisci was 2mm for the
jumping meniscus and 1mm for all other menisci in the connected capillaries. The
inset shows the relative meniscus elevation (scaled by the new equilibrium height) as
a function of the relative distance from the origin of the perturbation (jumping
meniscus).

5.2.3 Estimating the velocity of individual interfacial jumps
Each meniscus jump along the front begins with an abrupt breakthrough of the pinned
meniscus through the constricted throat, and the motion is subsequently driven by a capillary
pressure gradient across the front (and affected by inertia, geometry, and viscous dissipation).
Some of the key factors influencing meniscus jump velocity were analyzed in Moebius and Or
(2012a). Briefly, results have shown that initially inertia acts as an opposing (decelerating)
force that slows down interface acceleration and induces interfacial oscillations when the
meniscus becomes pinned again. Interestingly, the calculated maximum meniscus velocities
were higher when inertia was omitted.
Moebius and Or (2012a) have calcualted the maximum interfacial invasion velocity for a pair
of interacting capillaries from a force balance in the form:
(considering capillary, hydrostatic and viscous pressures and neglecting the inertial term) with
the indices I and II for the two capillaries resulting in:
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,
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is the constant length of liquid columns moving in the two capillaries, and re is the

mean value of throat and pore radius. The expression provides the essential dependencies on
capillary geometry but lacks an inertial term, dynamic contact angle and wall inclination
dependencies. Equation (5.5) could be used to obtain estimates of jump velocities along a front
(capillary I representing the jumping meniscus and capillary II the responding members of the
displacement front). The maximum driving capillary pressure difference is given as:
(5.6)

with the throat radius proportional to the pore radius:
with

[

].

(5.7)

The resulting estimate of maximum velocity as a function of throat size is thus
(

(5.8)

)

,
where

depicts the vertical distance between front and invaded throat and

is the effective

radius set to mean radius of throat radii in the network (or the porous medium) and
describes the total length of the liquid column involved. The local (front) hydrostatic gradient
in equation (5.8) strongly relates to the width or roughness of the front, a function of porous
media properties and macroscopic boundary conditions. Meheust et al. (2002) conducted a
series of drainage experiments for a range of Capillary numbers (ratio of viscous and capillary
forces) -

- and Bond numbers (capillary to gravitational forces) -

- and

presented extended correlation between front width, generalized Bond number
and width of the capillary pressure distribution valid where gravity, capillary and viscous
forces are all of significance. An expression for the front roughness (related to the vertical
distance between pores) is given as
(
where

)

,

is the width of the normalized capillary pressure distribution, and

(5.9)

the correlation

length exponent ( =4/3 for two dimensional processes) (Meheust et al., 2002, Or, 2008).
Identifying

in equation (5.9), provides an estimate for the maximum jump velocity.

The width of capillary threshold distribution
is estimated from the log-normal throat size
distribution applied to the pore-throat network. The comparison of theoretically predicted
interfacial jump velocity values and numerically determined values for the pore-throat network
model is presented in the results section 5.4.2.
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5.2.4 Pressure fluctuations and invasion volume sizes
During constant liquid withdrawal rate that drives a drainage front displacement, menisci along
the interfacial front are pulled towards throat constrictions where capillary resistance is
highest. In classical invasion percolation consideration where gravity, viscous losses and
inertia are ignored, the largest throat will be invaded by non-wetting fluid, and then the
meniscus is expected to stall at the next smaller throat relative to the critical throat where the
event begun. The interfacial configurations associated with these rapid invasions are marked
by commensurate capillary pressure fluctuations and relaxation identifying individual invasion
events especially under slow withdrawal rates. A typical simulated pressure signal is shown in
Fig. 5.7. The pressure fluctuation magnitude Δp of one specific breakthrough is highlighted.
The magnitude of the pressure fluctuations depicts the difference between the capillary
pressure at the constriction and after interfacial relaxation and thus does not exceed the
pressure difference between throat capillary pressure of the network and pore capillary
pressure

( ⁄

⁄ ) ignoring viscous and inertial effects as well as hydrostatic

influences. The time elapsed in between two events, termed the waiting time tw, scales with the
volume of the invasion events for flow rate controlled displacement processes.
The slope of the pressure signal during buildup of the capillary pressure is a strong function of
the geometry of the capillaries and relates to the concept of volume capacitance of the front.
The studies by Måløy et al. (1992) have introduced the concept of characteristic volume
capacitance of the front

⁄

defined as the rate of change of liquid volume in a

characteristic pore along the front with changes in mean capillary pressure. The volume
invaded during an event is thus proportional to the volume capacitance, the number of throats
along the front and pressure where an invasion event begins with minor volume withdrawal
during the rapid invasion process (Furuberg et al., 1996). For large porous systems with nearly
infinite volume capacitance, invasion event size distribution follows a power law (as
postulated based on percolation theory). In contrast, for a limited system size both pressure
fluctuations and waiting times between invasion events are described by an exponential
distribution (Måløy et al., 1992, Furuberg et al., 1996).
For the pore throat network model with mean throat size of 0.4 mm, the estimated volume
capacitance is
. The invasion through a medium sized throat with maximum
capillary relaxation and minimum front length of 50 throats yield invasion event volume of 50
mm3 for horizontal displacement processes. The presence of the front stabilizing hydrostatic
force restrains invasion event sizes (Meheust et al., 2002). In consequence and because of the
limited network sizes, the distribution of pressure fluctuations was expected to exhibit an
exponential distribution. Missing a full network solution of the pressure evolution at all nodes,
we calculated the pressure at the displacement front using the mean pressure over all nodes
along the front. The pressure at each node at the displacement front in the throat-pore network
was determined by the sum of capillary, viscous, and hydrostatic pressure and inertial pressure
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if not omitted during the simulation (Eq (2)) and consideration of the macroscopic hydrostatic
component.

Figure 5.7: A typical (simulated) pressure signal with pressure fluctuation magnitude
Δp and waiting time tw for slow drainage processes with constant withdrawal rate (Ca
= 510-5).

5.3 Simulations setup and key parameters
Drainage displacement characteristics were obtained from simulations in pore-throat networks
with 50x50 throats in width and depth, representing a physical simulation domain with
dimensions of 71x71 mm. The width of the network was selected to exceed the maximum
length of influence of an individual menisci jump of 58 mm (Eq. (4) with r=1 mm). The lognormal throat size distribution was defined for mean pore throat size of 0.7 mm and standard
deviation of 0.2 mm, mean throat size of 0.4 mm and standard variation 0.2 mm, and mean
throat size of 0.4 mm with standard deviation of 0.4 mm. The throat size distributions were
restricted between 0.1 and 0.9 mm. In all networks considered the pore radius was kept
constant at 1.0 mm. The throat length l was 2 mm. The permeability
Kozeny-Carman expression:

(with

was estimated using the

the grain diameter appointed to the length

of the throats l and where is the porosity) (Carman, 1937). Based on the pore geometries the
resulting porosities of the simulation networks were 0.73 and 0.54 for networks with mean
throat radii of 0.7 and 0.4 mm, respectively. Note, that the estimated porosity values account
not only for permeability estimates, but also for mean Capillary and Bond number (required
for front width estimates). The wetting fluid was water with density ρ = 1000 kg m-3,
dynamic viscosity η = 1.00210-3 Pas, and interfacial tension σ = 72.7510-3 Nm-1. The nonwetting fluid was assumed to be air. Various flow rates were applied resulting in minimum
mean front velocities

between 1.110-4 and 1.510-2 m/s (calculated from total network
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volume, flow rate, and network depth). Table 5.1 summarizes parameters and dimensionless
Capillary numbers of simulations performed. The generalized Bond number was between 0.49
and 0.54 indicating stable displacement processes (Meheust et al., 2002).
All drainage scenarios through the pore-throat networks were simulated for conditions with
and without an inertial force. The results were obtained using the same MATLAB-code and
solver, only the term representing inertia in the matrix
and vector were multiplied with a
prefactor that was set to 1 when inertia was considered, and close to zero when inertia was
neglected. The networks were initially fully saturated. The initial maximum time step sizes for
the simulation were set to 10-4 s adjusted by the imposed flow rate.
Table 5.1: Parameters of log-normal throat size distribution of the pore-throat
networks, mean front velocities of the drainage processes and dimensionless
characteristic values of performed simulations.
Throat dimensions [mm]
mean rthroat
standard dev.
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

vmean [m/s]

Ca [-]

1.110-4
1.110-3
1.110-2
1.410-4
1.410-3
1.410-2
1.410-5
1.410-4
1.410-3
1.410-2

4.810-5
4.810-4
4.810-3
4.910-4
4.910-3
4.910-2
5.110-5
5.110-4
5.110-3
5.110-2

5.4 Results and discussion
The combination of conditions considered in the simulations enabled a systematic study of the
influence of local inertia, geometrical parameters, and boundary conditions on the front
displacement patterns, residual phase entrapment, and interfacial jump velocity, as well as
pressure fluctuations. These results and discussion are arranged under different topics and
influences as presented next.

5.4.1 Local displacement pattern, front width and residual saturation
Fig. 5.8 compares simulated displacement patterns and saturation for drainage through the
pore-throat network with mean throat size of 0.7 mm and standard deviation of 0.2 mm and
(minimum) mean front velocity of 1.110-3 m/s considering and neglecting inertia in the
governing set of equations. The white to blue color gradient depicts the relative amount of
wetting fluid in throats, which were not invaded during the process. The green to red color bar
relates the breakthrough times of individual throats depicting the interfacial front motion from
top to bottom.
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Figure 5.8: Simulated displacement patterns of drainage (constant withdrawal rate)
and residual saturation after passage of a drainage front through the same pore-throat
network: a) with inertia, and b) without inertia considered in the governing force
balance equations. The mean throat radius was 0.7 mm and the standard deviation
was 0.2 mm for the log-normal throat size distribution; the mean front velocity was
1.110-3 m/s (Ca = 4.810-4). The relative saturations are shown schematically for
every throat from dark blue (full saturation) to white (empty) in color scheme. The
order of throats invaded during the displacement process is marked with time. The
entrapped (irreducible) saturations were 0.36 considering inertia, and 0.34 without
inertia. The blurred regions at the upper top and bottom were not included in the
saturation analysis. The insets show details of the entrapped phase compatible with
the pore-throat representation of Fig. 5.2.

The displacement patterns depicted in Fig. 5.8 indicate local differences in the pore scale
dynamics and shows saturated regions or invaded throats that were entrapped or invaded
depending on whether the inertial force was considered or not. Irrespective of inertial force,
the fraction of invaded throats was nearly 30%. The effect of the inertial term on the size
distribution of invaded throats is depicted in Fig. 5.9(a) (for the same pore-throat network of
Fig. 5.8). The distribution of the throats where menisci did not invade is depicted in
Fig. 5.9(b). While only the larger throats were involved into the displacement processes for the
classic approach without the inertial force, a number of smaller throats were invaded during
the drainage process when inertia was considered. This result confirms earlier experimental
observations and investigations on the mechanistic model of two connected capillaries: it was
shown in Moebius and Or (2012a) that the inertial force may induce a subsequent
breakthrough when the meniscus was already accelerated by previous breakthrough through a
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throat. Hence, in a dynamic system, invasion may not occur at the largest throat (defined by
lowest capillary threshold) but is also determined by the magnitudes of inertial (and viscous)
forces (and hydrostatic forces). Inertia thus affects local displacement patterns, and it becomes
important when its magnitude becomes comparable to other local forces.
The size distributions of throats with residual (entrapped) phase were similar for both drainage
scenarios considered – with and without inertia (Fig. 5.9(b)). The value of irreducible
saturation was 0.36 with inertia, and 0.34 without inertia. The difference in the resulting
residual saturations was about the range of variations among different realizations of throat
networks (using similar geometrical throat size distribution). The similar distributions of the
residual throat sizes and the nearly constant residual saturation values suggest that the likely
hydraulic and transport properties of the unsaturated pore spaces behind the drainage front
would not be strongly affected by consideration of inertial forces. Hence, despite noticeable
effects on displacement patterns and pore invasion dynamics for simulations considering
inertia, the macroscopic phase distribution appears insensitive to these local pore scale
dynamics.
The interfacial front width (the vertical distance between upper and lower interfacial front
location during displacement process) of the simulations was compared to the estimate in
equation (5.9). The front width simulated in networks with mean radius of 0.7mm ranged
between 5.3 and 7.4 mm near the predicted value of 5.9 mm. Networks of smaller mean radius
(mean radius 0.4mm and standard deviation 0.2 mm) showed ranges between 10.0 to 16.6 mm
relative to 12.1-12.7mm theoretical prediction for the range of applied flow rates
(Meheust et al., 2002). For the range of withdrawal rates considered, the resulting range of
front velocities was not sufficient to distinguish a significant increase in front width with
higher average front velocities. Moreover, the front widths of drainage simulations with and
without the explicit inertial term were similar.
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Figure 5.9: Throat size distributions: (a) Throat size distribution of throats invaded
during drainage with constant withdrawal rate considering inertia (red dotted line) and
without inertia (blue dashed line. The shift to smaller throat sizes invaded with
presence of inertia is highlighted with hatched area. (b) Throat size distribution for
throats containing residual (entrapped) liquid phase after the passage of the drainage
front with (red dotted line) and without (blue dashed line) inertia. For comparison, the
geometrically-determined throat size log-normal distribution with mean size of 0.7
mm and standard deviation of 0.2 mm is shown by the black solid line on both
figures.

5.4.2 Interfacial jump velocities
Analyses of menisci jump velocities provide additional insights into the dynamics of such
interfacial pore scale motions. The velocity evolution with acceleration and deceleration of the
interface is shaped by the pressure gradient between the throats along the front (as described in
section 2.C). The effect of inertia on maximal jump velocities relative to capillary, hydrostatic,
and viscous gradients is shown in Fig. 5.10. Mensici velocities simulated with consideration of
the inertial term are marked by red squares, whereas velocity values from simulations by the
classic approach (capillary, viscous, and hydrostatic forces only) are marked by blue circles.
The mean drainage front velocity was 1.110-3 m/s passing through a throat network with mean
radius of 0.7 mm and standard deviation of 0.2 mm (Ca = 4.810-4). When inertia was omitted,
the interfacial jump velocities were strongly related to the throat size exhibiting a narrow band
with lower velocities for breakthrough events through large throats and increased interfacial
velocities for breakthrough events through narrow constrictions. The velocity values ranged
between 0 and 2 m/s. The jump velocities showed a broader distribution when inertia was
considered resulting a scattered pattern reaching very high velocities (but also slower jumps)
and shifting the invaded throat distribution towards smaller radii. The breakthroughs through
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tighter throats were discussed in section 4.A. The high values of interfacial jump velocities
could be attributed to consecutive jumps where the meniscus does not experience the typical
slowdown before stalling. (Finally, a fraction of the very high velocity values (not displayed in
Fig. 5.10) could be attributed to the incomplete and simplified physical representation of the
displacement front model but lead to no secondary effect in the displacement process.)
The information on interfacial jump velocities and the dimensions of invaded throats from
drainage simulations through three networks with mean throat size of 0.7mm and 0.4mm with
different standard deviations are depicted in Fig. 5.11 (for simulations without inertia). The
results show a strong tendency of increasing jump velocity with decreasing throat radius
reflecting the driving local capillary gradients. The spread in the resulting jump velocity values
through similar throat sizes reflects the influence of the front morphology with local variations
in hydrostatic conditions. The lines indicate estimated ranges of velocity based on Eq. (8) and
considering front width by Eq. (5.9). The length over which viscous loss is accounted for
was determined by numerical simulation of a gravity-induced jump through a series of
capillaries (similar to section 2.B) with the geometrical dimension equal the mean throat size
of the networks. Consideration of the front width as hydrostatic gradient marks the upper and
lower limit for velocity values. The underestimate of the interfacial jump velocities by the
semi-analytical prediction may be caused by applying the mean throat size of the network
while the throat distribution involved into the displacement process is shifted towards larger
throats (Fig. 5.9(a)).
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Figure 5.10: Meniscus jump velocities as a function of throat radii simulated during
drainage with constant withdrawal rate through a network with mean throat radius of
0.4 mm and standard deviation of 0.2 mm (Ca = 4.810-4). The blue symbols show
simulations without inertia and the red symbols represent the more scattered jump
velocity values when inertia was considered (for the same network).
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Figure 5.11: The maximum interfacial jump velocities during drainage through three
different pore-throat networks (mean throat radius of 0.7 mm and standard deviation
0.2 mm: green cricles, mean throat radius 0.4 mm and standard deviation 0.2 mm:
blue squares, mean throat radius 0.4 mm and standard deviation 0.4 mm: red
triangles). Solid and dashed lines represent the range of expected interfacial jump
velocities without inertia for pore throat networks with mean throat sizes of 0.7 mm
and 0.4 mm, respectively. All drainage simulations were performed with Ca  510-4.

The influence of boundary conditions via the applied flow rate is depicted in Fig. 5.12 for three
drainage simulations through the same network with the mean throat size of 0.7 mm with Ca =
4.810-5, 4.810-4 and 4.810-3 and another 4 simulations through the network with mean throat
size of 0.4 mm and standard deviation of 0.4 mm with Ca = 5.110-5, 5.110-4, 5.110-3 and
5.110-2. In response to increasing mean drainage front velocity by three orders of magnitude,
the local jump velocity values increased only by one order of magnitude. These new results
confirm observations from previous studies where menisci jump velocity values were
experimentally measured during drainage through a micro-model with 4mm sintered glass
beads (Moebius and Or, 2012a), and through 2 mm irregular monolayer
[Moebius and Or, 2014, in review] suggesting that increasing macroscopic flow rate has a
slight influence on increasing menisci jump velocities.
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Figure 5.12: Pore scale jump velocity vs. mean front velocity for drainage
simulations (without inertia) through pore-throat network with mean throat radii of
0.7mm and 0.4mm (summarized in the box plots) and for experimentally measured
velocities during drainage through regular array of 4mm glass beads shown as black
circles (Moebius and Or, 2012a) and through irregular monolayer with 2mm beads
(few data points only) [Moebius and Or, in prep.] indicated with black stars. The
accompanied Reynolds number indicates transition to the turbulent flow regime
during rapid interfacial jumps applying flow in a tube with geometrical dimension
equal the pore dimensions
of the network.

5.4.3 Pressure fluctuations and invasion event size distributions
Capillary pressure fluctuations determined from drainage simulations with and without inertia
through the same pore space (mean radius 0.4 mm and standard deviation 0.4 mm,
Ca = 5.110-4) are shown in Fig. 5.13. The pressure oscillations are initially very similar at the
onset of the displacement process indicating that the same throat sequences are being invaded.
However, as front displacement progresses the signals diverge suggesting a different path for
the front with inertia and the pressure fluctuation remain similar only in a statistical sense
except for occasional extreme fluctuations induced by inertial forces. Note for example, that
while the simulation with inertia shows nearly simultaneous invasion of two throats at t=6s,
the pressure signal without inertia depicts only a single invasion event. The roughly double
volume displaced and rejected at the front yields a larger pressure fluctuation magnitude. Other
larger events, i.e. at t=7.5s, result from subsequent breakthroughs (bursts).
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Figure 5.13: Pressure signal associated to a drainage simulation through network
with mean throat size of 0.4 mm and standard deviation of 0.4 mm with the inertial
force considered and omitted. The pressure signal associated to simulated process
with explicit inertial term indicates simultaneous invasion events with higher volume
of liquid rejection at t=6s whereas it was an individual event when inertia was
omitted.

We evaluated pressure fluctuations from simulated displacement processes through the porethroat network limited to Ca < 10-4 where the separation of individual invasion events remains
distinguishable. Fig. 5.14 shows the exponential distribution of the pressure fluctuations
(normalized by the total number of detected events) over pressure fluctuation magnitudes
(normalized by mean pressure fluctuation) following
̅̅̅̅

(5.10)

a characteristic of front displacement in limited size systems as investigated by (Måløy et al.,
1992, Furuberg et al., 1996). There were no significant differences between the pressure
fluctuation magnitude distribution of drainage processes with or without inertia; except for
mean pressure values which were affected by occasional extreme fluctuations.
The distributions of pressure fluctuations and waiting times were investigated over range of
Capillary numbers. The exponents  determined for the cumulative pressure fluctuation
distributions were determined to -1.36 (with ̅̅̅̅
) and -1.16 (with ̅̅̅̅
) for the slow displacement processes through pore throat-networks with mean
throat radius of 0.4mm (and standard deviation of 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm) and to -1.84 (with
̅̅̅̅
) for the 0.7 mm mean throat radius in the network for the drainage processes
with lowest flow rate applied and omitted inertial force (Fig. 5.14). Repeated simulations in a
pore-throat network with half the width and depth but similar throat size distribution with
mean throat radius of 0.4 mm with 0.4 mm standard deviation revealed an exponent of -1.31 in
concurrence with the larger network simulations. In comparison with experimental drainage
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results through 1 mm and 2 mm beads monolayer the estimated exponent  was in the range of
-1.50 to -1.59 [Moebius and Or, in prep]. Måløy et al. (1992) found the exponent to be -1.31
for their experiments in 1 mm glass beads flow cell. The origin of these differences in
exponents remains unclear. The observed exponential behavior is linked to the limited system
size as described by (Furuberg et al., 1996).
Increasing drainage front velocity results in a drop of the exponential pressure fluctuations
around

̅̅̅̅

1.5. This drop is attributed to the onset of simultaneous events where associated

pressure signals become convoluted and result in superimposed pressure fluctuations from
several invaded pores. The limiting Capillary number for distinguishing individual invasion
events in this study was about Ca10-3. Experimental evidence revealed the onset of
simultaneous jumps at Ca>410-4 with a similar cutoff in the pressure fluctuation distribution
[Moebius and Or, in prep]. It is unclear what the cutoff occurs at

̅̅̅̅

1.5. Aker et al. (2000b)

reported capillary pressure fluctuations distribution stable following a power law (with slope 1.9) for simulated drainage in large systems, and for experiments over wide range of Capillary
⁄ . The related waiting time distributions in Aker et
numbers Ca* = 10-6 to 10-3 with
al. (2000b) studies were also found to follow a power law with a stable exponent over range of
boundary conditions. In our study (and in the experiments of Måløy et al. (1992)) the
simulated waiting times associated with capillary pressure fluctuation distributions, also follow
an exponential distributions (similar to equation (5.10)) that transition at high capillary
numbers (mirroring the behavior of the capillary pressure behavior).
In Fig. 5.15 the distribution of normalized waiting times for slowest drainage (withoutinertia)
through the three pore-throat networks are plotted in a semi-logarithmic plot. The exponents 
were fitted to be: -1.52, -1.39, and -1.27 for the data from network simulations with mean
radius 0.4 mm and both standard deviations applied and mean radius of 0.7 mm. The
hierarchal distribution shows strong bending towards shorter waiting times. The mean waiting
times were determined to 0.35, 0.38, and 0.45 s, these compare well with the different porosity
values and equal drainage rate applied. The associated volumes per waiting times correspond
to a single or double throats invaded per event. The maximum number of throats associated
with a single invasion event ( deduced from the volume capacitance for a network with mean
throat size of 0.4mm) was 15 throats without considering local gravity effects (section 2.D).
Reference simulations for the same domain with suppressed gravitational influence indicate
higher number of throats involved per invasion event while the statistical distribution of
pressure fluctuation magnitudes remained unaffected. Måløy et al. (1992) reported similar
waiting time distribution with =-1.27 for experimentally measured capillary pressure
fluctuations ( for horizontal fluid displacement experiments in the absence of gravity). Fluid
front displacement at higher flow rates exhibited irregular capillary pressure fluctuations that
prohibits a clear distinction of waiting times. Aker et al. (2000b) reported a hierarchical
distribution of waiting times for fluid displacement through large porous systems following
power law relations over a wide range of Capillary numbers.
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Figure 5.14: Exponential distribution of pressure fluctuations associated with
simulated drainage processes. Green and blue symbols relate to pore throat networks
with mean radius of 0.4 mm and standard deviation of 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm
respectively. Exponents  were fitted to -1.4, and -1.2. Filled symbols refer to Ca =
4.9∙10-4 and Ca = 5.1∙10-4 and individual jumps and open symbols depict faster
drainage processes with Ca = 4.9∙10-3 and Ca = 5.1∙10-3 and simultaneous jumps. The
⁄̅̅̅̅
bending at occurs at
. The dashed line depicts the exponential
distribution found experimentally by (Måløy et al., 1992) with =-1.31.
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Figure 5.15: Exponential distribution of waiting times associated with simulated
drainage processes with Ca≈5∙10-4. Symbols relate to the pore throat networks. The
exponents  were fitted to -1.52 (solid line), -1.39 and -1.27. The dashed line depicts
the exponential distribution found in experiments by Måløy et al. (1992) with =1.27.
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5.5 Advantages and simplifications of the pore-throat network
displacement front model
The pore-throat network model is capable of capturing the salient features of the highly
dynamic pore scale interfacial jumps. The comparison of simulated drainage processes with an
explicit inertial term and omitting inertia with the same program code enables identifying
inertial effects and estimating on their impact on interfacial displacement front dynamics. In
addition, the solving process for the positions of the menisci allows the extraction of interfacial
jump velocities. However, the representation of the interfacial displacement processes on this
pore-throat network model requires various simplifications listed below:

The front was considered as menisci along a series of connected capillaries with flow
processes in the regions ahead and behind the displacement front not explicitly
considered (withdrawal rate is manifested instantaneously at the front).


Pore scale flow mechanisms (such as snap-off) were not included. The transition from
one throat to another was implemented schematically.



Viscous losses were considered using the highly simplified Hagen-Poiseuille
representation for the non-steady flow through tubes of irregular cross sections.



The effects of dynamic contact angle and geometrical wall inclination of the
constricted throats as well as contact line dissipation were not included to the
governing equations.
A constant pore radius for the entire network and rather narrow range of variances in



throat size distributions were considered limiting the impact of heterogeneity of throat
dimensions.

The inertial pressure gradient resulting from changes in flow velocity was not
considered.
The lastly mentioned item relates to the physical description and is associated with the
formulation of liquid volume conservation. The first term in equation (5.3) describes the flow
between the neighboring nodes driven by pressure gradient only considering viscous and
hydrostatic component but neglecting changes in velocity. The pressure difference due to
change in velocity is expressed as:
,

(5.11)

where l is the length of the capillary connecting two nodes and A its cross section area.
describes the change in flow with time. The inertial force is only represented in the liquid
columns with menisci in motion in this pore-throat displacement front model. The results
suggest that for better representation we might need to consider the full evolution of the
inertial pressure gradient for the network model.
The large throat sizes and small variances are favorable to study the role and influence of
inertial forces. However, the inertial forces are likely to be suppressed by increasing viscous
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dissipation induced by smaller throats. Additionally, the small variances in throat size
distribution are less favorably to investigate residual phase entrapment. The model
performance was best for drainage processes through networks with a narrow throat size
distribution around relatively large mean throats ensuring relatively mild and continuous
changes in pressure gradients. Some of the modeling challenges include poorly defined initial
conditions for propagation of front motion e.g. following a rapid interfacial invasion or
immediately after liquid redistribution along the front (where numerous simplifications were
made). In general, the model performed considerably better (faster and more stable) in the
absence of inertia in the force balance equation which is partly reasoned in the inertial wetting
fluid redistribution.

5.6 Summary and conclusions
Fluid front displacement through a novel pore-throat network model was presented. The
essential physics of interfacial motions considered using force and volume balance equations
applied at the interfacial displacement front considering the standard capillary, viscous, and
hydrostatic forces and the often omitted inertial forces. The model resolves individual pore
scale invasions and collective dynamics of a drainage front. The pore-throat network model
enabled systematic evaluation of the influences of variations in boundary conditions and throat
size distribution on front displacement patterns, residual wetting phase distribution, invasion
event sizes and their invasion jump velocities, and liquid redistribution, and pressure relaxation
along the front with focus on the role of inertia. The interest in quantifying such interfacial
pore scale processes was motivated by the potential impact of displacement front dynamics on
the resulting entrapped phase distribution and associated unsaturated porous media
macroscopic transport properties.
The study revealed the role of inertia in shifting the distribution of invaded throats by
including smaller invaded throats (relative to invasion patterns in the absence of inertia).
However, the resulting phase entrapped in the non-invaded throats (behind the drainage front)
was not significantly affected by consideration of inertia and remained nearly constant over the
range of simulated conditions and networks. We note, however, that the throat sizes considered
in this study were relatively large (>0.1mm) and their variance was mild, the picture could be
different for large variance scenarios (that would be difficult to resolve with the present
model). The pore scale velocity of invading interfaces was strongly influenced by throat size
and exhibited a wide scatter in the presence of inertia. Approximation of the interfacial jump
velocity based on capillary pressure gradient, viscous loss, and local hydrostatic gradients
applying estimates of front width was in good agreement with simulated velocity values. The
statistical behavior of the capillary pressure fluctuations obeys exponential law scaling similar
to experimental observations. Faster drainage processes show drop in the exponential
distribution caused by the onset of simultaneous breakthrough events. A similar behavior and
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agreement with experimental results was obtained for the distribution of waiting times between
invasion events.
The pore-throat network model presented in this study offers access to pore scale dynamics
that propel the macroscopic motion of displacement fronts and thus directly addressing long
standing issues related to mechanisms for residual phase entrapment, the mode of motion of
fronts, and the role of inertia. Despite numerous simplifications, the model was capable of
capturing the salient features involved in such complex displacement process and provides
insights into various macroscopic attributes resulting from such rapid pore scale processes.
Simulation results suggest that for the range of pore throat sizes, distributions used, the
impacts of boundary conditions (withdrawal rates), and inertia on phase entrapment was
relatively small. We have not yet addressed the potential impacts of such dynamics on mixing
and dispersion, and colloid mobilization by displacement fronts but pointed on the large
discrepancy of mean front velocity and actual interfacial jump speed. While we expect that
consideration of a broader range of pore-throat populations would enable generalization of the
results, the role of inertia is likely to be further suppressed relative to the pore networks used in
this study.
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Appendix A: Redistribution of wetting liquid volume along the
interfacial front
The redistribution of wetting liquid phase that was necessary if a meniscus exceeds the length
of a throat was implemented highly simplified. A “manual” redistribution of wetting liquid
volume to neighboring throats was processed. We distinguished four possible configurations
around a node shown in Fig. 5.16: a) single capillary connected to the node, b) two capillaries
in opposite orientation connected to the node, c) two capillaries next to each other connected to
the node, and d) three capillaries connected to the node. At least one of the throats
disconnected from the front has been previously entirely invaded (and thus is completely
empty); while the other can include disconnected wetting phase shown in lighter color. The
exceeding volume gets redistributed over the entire front for cases a) and b) or is added to the
neighboring capillaries only for c) and d) shown in red. Note, that the volume is simply added
to the amount of liquid in the capillaries; two phase flow with more than one interface is not
considered in the model.

Figure 5.16: Four possible configurations at a non-wetting phase node. Blue indicates
wetting volume and red arrow points the meniscus exceeding the dimensions of the
capillary. The redistributed liquid volume is shown in red (qualitatively). Light blue
shows the wetting volume which was disconnected before the redistribution step.
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Appendix B: The decay of interfacial oscillations in a coupled pair of two
capillaries
Estimates for the lateral extent of influence and pressure decay behavior were obtained by
considering gravity-induced meniscus jumps (artificially releasing a meniscus held at a
prescribed height to mimic an abrupt invasion event) for a coupled pair of cylindrical
capillaries connected by a horizontal tube of variable length

as shown in the inset of

Fig. 5.17. The radii of the capillaries and the connecting tube are denoted by . The liquid
volume in the system remains constant (

), and the sum of the liquid column length in the

capillaries is:
. The total length of the liquid column in the system is
. An
analytical solution was derived describing the dynamic oscillations of the menisci following
the jump, which is induced by an initial height difference between the menisci in capillary I
and II.
In analogy with the pore throat network, the pressure formulations for nodes I and II are
obtained from equation (5.2). Inserting
and
into the volume conservation equation at
node I yields the governing equation. Note that the capillary pressure terms cancel out because
̇
̇ and
̈
̈ where the dots
. The volume conservation dictates that
mark the first and second time derivatives of the menisci elevations. The analytical solution for
the meniscus motion in capillary I is derived:
(

√

)

√

(

)

(5.B1)

with
(
The constants

and

(5.B2)

).

are dependent on the initial conditions. The expression

simplifies to

when the horizontal connecting tube is omitted as in (Moebius and Or, 2012a). We
expressed equation (5.B1) with a trigonometric functions and applied the approximation
:
(√

).

(5.B3)

The first minimum elevation of the meniscus in capillary I occurs at:
√

.

(5.B4)

We determined the height of maximum displacement in capillary II in relation to the length of
the horizontal tube to
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√

.

The critical dissipation (damping) is thus given if
length of influence
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, we refer to the length as the

, or the minimum distance that suppresses the oscillations in the

responding capillary. The length of influence is then:
√

(5.B6)

.

This expression also provides a link to the geometrical dimensions of the throats and yields an
estimate of a length of influence that is proportional to the square of throat radius.
The analytical approximation and numerical solution is shown in Fig. 5.17. The length of
influence

yields to 58 mm for straight capillaries with radius

of the menisci in capillaries I and II

and

and initial heights
.

Figure 5.17: The relative displacement of meniscus in capillary I versus length of the
connecting horizontal tube with the length ̃ (mimicking length along a front) for the
numerical calculations (red symbols) and analytical approximation (blue solid line).
̃ marks the predicted length where the jump experiences critical damping. For the
calculations shown we used capillaries with a radius of 1mm, and the initial menisci
heights were hI(t=0) = 2mm and hII(t=0) = 1mm.

Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook
6.1 Summary
The interest in fluid displacement in porous media is general encompassing a wide range of
applications from wetting and drying of soils, to extraction of oil and gas from geologic
reservoirs, and controlling the drying rates of paper, food or building materials. The primary
motivation focuses on the characteristics and efficiency of the fluid displacement process at the
front itself, and the impacts left behind in the form of liquid phase entrapment distribution that
subsequently impact macroscopic transport properties. This dissertation addresses the
characterization of the pore scale dynamics that are in the basis of the macroscopic fluid front
displacement. We seek a more complete picture on forces and dynamics at the interfacial front
and the impacts of these on macroscopic outcomes. This understanding is required for an
improved description of displacement fronts at continuum scale, where standard approaches
are challenged due to presence of large phase discontinuities and associated physical properties
at the front and the poor definition of macroscopic gradients at that critical region. We have
experimentally and theoretically investigated fluid front displacement processes with the
objective to provide a detailed characterization of the interfacial pore scale dynamics. The
thesis consists of four parts addressing (i) the experimental investigation of rapid energy
release during fluid front displacement processes, (ii) the detailed study of interfacial jumps
(rapid pore invasions), (iii) the pressure fluctuation dynamics and invasion event volumes, as
well as (iv) the investigation of the role of local inertial forces in addition to capillary, viscous
and gravitational force using a front displacement model. Below we summarize the findings
and conclusions from the following different topics addressed:
We designed and performed experiments and obtained measurements of key variables during
drainage of model porous media to systematically characterize acoustic emissions (AE)
generated during interfacial jumps and reconfiguration under range of fluid front displacement
regimes in various well-characterized porous media. The frequency of the acoustic emission
events indicating rapid energy release was clearly attributed to the displacement process,
revealing that drainage emitted more acoustic signals than imbibition in the same porous
medium and displacement rates. In addition we observed that flow rate significantly affected
the number of pores invaded (on average) per acoustic emission event for porous medium
composed of small beads sizes (small pores) relative to larger pore sizes. The continuous
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acoustic emission signals recorded behind the front revealed ongoing liquid redistribution even
after cessation of displacement front motion. The attribution of acoustic emission generation
primarily to Haines jumps, snap-off processes and other interfacial reconfigurations, indicate a
considerable potential for remote investigation of pore scale displacement processes by means
of the AE method. A follow up study on a range of rapid interfacial motion (a sliding drop) on
inclined glass surfaces with different roughness characteristics revealed correlation between
the acoustic activity and velocity of interface, roughness of the plate, and reconfigurations
(detachment of wetting liquid phase) at the receding interface.
The characterization of interfacial pore scale jumps and liquid redistribution among
neighboring pores associated with abrupt pore invasions was approached by experimental
observation and application of a novel interfacial front mechanistic model. The use of rapid
and highly spatially resolved imaging supplemented by independent liquid pressure
measurements enabled experimental investigation of individual rapid pore invasion events and
associated fluid redistribution as well as interfacial oscillations (indicative of inertial forces).
To quantify these processes and allow for hypothesis testing, we develop a mechanistic model
focusing on quantifying interfacial dynamics and fluid exchange between neighboring pores at
the displacement fluid front. The model is based on application of complete force balance
between competing capillary, hydrostatic, viscous and inertial forces in idealized pore-throat
networks. Both experiments and model show interfacial jump velocity exceeding values
associated with Darcy-type viscous flow and approaching transition to turbulent flow regimes.
We found that the front displacement rates are not only affecting local jump velocity but also
influencing pore invasion pattern showing simultaneous and consecutive jumps for higher flow
rates applied.
The objective of the third part was to investigate distinct invasion event volumes relative to
geometrical pore dimensions under various boundary conditions using imaging technique with
high temporal resolution and to determine the influence of simultaneous jumps under high
flow rate on characteristic pressure fluctuations (as expected based on outcome of part 2).
Results suggested that the size distribution of invasion event volumes is slightly affected by
displacement rate with less frequent large events for vertical displacement processes but stay
invariant in absence of gravity. While the size frequency distribution remained constant, the
number of invasion events decreased with increasing displacement rate, (i) indicating growing
importance of film flow behind the drainage front and (ii) explaining the increased phase
content remaining behind the front. Pressure signal evaluation confirmed exponential
distribution of cumulative number of pressure fluctuations but revealed a cutoff in the
distribution for displacement processes associated with the onset of simultaneous interfacial
pore invasion.
Insights from the new pore-throat displacement front model enabled systematic evaluation of
the previously dismissed inertial forces on invasion dynamics and the resulting phase
arrangement at the front. The pore-throat network model also enabled evaluation of boundary
conditions and throat size distribution on front displacement patterns, residual wetting phase
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distribution, invasion event sizes and their invasion jump velocities. The study revealed that
the presence of inertia enabled invasion of smaller throats while the phase entrapped behind
the drainage front exhibited a similar distribution irrespective of inertia and thus revealed
nearly constant residual saturation over the range of simulated conditions and networks. In
absence of inertia the velocity of invading interfaces was strongly influenced by throat size and
front width, but exhibited a wide scatter of velocities when inertia was included, enabling
consecutive jumps. The statistical behavior of invasion event size distribution obeys a power
law scaling similar to previous studies of invasion volumes (burst size) distributions when
inertia was absent but precluded the power law representation when inertia was considered.
The results suggest that for the range of pore throat sizes and distributions tested, the impact on
phase entrapment due to inertia, and flow boundary conditions was negligible.

6.2 Outlook
This work provided new insights into the interfacial pore scale dynamics associated with fluid
front displacement processes but is only a building block in resolving the more complete
picture of complex front. The following research questions motivated by this thesis should be
addressed in forthcoming studies:
(i) The relevance of the findings in this study must be verified for natural porous media and
different fluid phases. As shown in the figure below, abrupt phase jumps can now be detected
using fast X-ray tomography with highly resolved 3D scan captured in less than a second.
Haines-jump velocities, size distribution of invasion event volumes, and relevance of inertia
should be manifest in such fast scans using wider pore size distributions and different fluid
property ratios (including oil).
(ii) On the supposition that inertial forces are not entirely suppressed during displacement in
natural porous media, it raises the question how the related phenomena can be captured on
continuum scale. Macroscopic theory using Richards equation is based on a flow model
(Buckingham-Darcy) limited for application for small Reynolds-numbers only. Further studies
(experimentally or based on solving numerically the Navier-Stokes equation for example using
advanced Lattice-Boltzmann methods) may shed light on deviations from standard theory and
providing conditions for its applicability.
(iii) That flow rate has an effect on ‘apparent entrapped phase content’ after passage of the
front is relatively well known and can be expressed as a function of Capillary number
(Toussaint et al., 2012). The reconfiguration of entrapped phase occurs under different driving
forces and time scales than pore scale processes at the front. With increasing distance from the
front, displacement becomes more smooth, defining a characteristic length (Tallakstad et al.,
2009b) where application of macroscopic theory is appropriate. But because the displacement
of entrapped phase is probably controlled by corner flow, alternative theoretical approaches
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like foam-drainage equation (Or and Assouline, 2013) may be more convenient to describe
drainage of entrapped phase than standard-approaches based on capillary-bundle concept.

Figure 6.1: Haines-jumps of air-phase revealed by fast-Xray tomography at Swiss
Light Source (TOMCAT-beamline, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland) for a wet
sand column (particle sizes 0.3-0.9 mm) of 100 mm in length with suction applied at
the bottom. On top row the air-phase is shown in yellow for a sequence of one scan
every six seconds (one second per scan). At the bottom the change in air-phase
distribution is depicted in purple, highlighting the irregular filling of pore clusters
(courtesy of F. Hoogland and P. Lehmann, ETH Zurich).

(iv) Fluid front displacement across textural or wettability contrasts are associated with sudden
and large changes in capillary forces and energy release leading to fluid redistribution
processes. Accordingly, the relevance of the various forces (including inertia) must be
analyzed in heterogeneous media in forthcoming studies.
(v) While the origins of the detected acoustic emission signals were assigned to rapid
reconfiguration processes such as Haines jumps and interfacial snap-off, an unambiguous
relation between acoustic emission signal and pore scale process was not resolved and
additional studies are required. Linking measured acoustic emissions (or pressure signals) to
the physical process may enable us to link statistics of acoustic emissions to the dominant flow
regime and guide us on using the appropriate model tools to predict displacement processes.
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